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LESSON-1  

FINANC.IAL ACCOUNTING  
Objectives :  

The very objective of this unit is to help the students to understand  

 ;>  the concept of accountinq and financial accounting,  

 y  functions of accounting  

 ~  concepts of accounting  

 ~  limitations of accounting  

 :;..  how to convert financial accounting for managerial usage  

 »-  the role of financial advisor.  
 

Structure:  

1.1  
1.2  

1.3  
1:4  

1.5  

1.6  

1.7  

1.8  

1.9  

1.10  

1.11  

 

Introduction  

Definition of .F;inancial Accounting  

Functions of Financial Accounting  

Accounting concepts  

Accounting Conventions  
»>  

Llmltatlons of Fir:t~nci:;}1 Accounting .>  

Converting Financial Accounting for Managerial Usage  

Role of Financial Advisor  

Self Assessment Questions  

KeyWords  

Further Readings  

 
1.1. Introduction :  

Accounting is the language or medium or means of. communication of business through which  
normally a business concern communicate with the outsiders such as investors, creditors, financial  
institutions etc.. To make this process understandable to aU it is necessary th'~t it should be based on  
certain uniform standards. These standards are termed as accountlnq principles.  

To promote world wide uniformity in published accounts the lntemational Accounting Standards  
Committee (lASe) has been set up in 1973 to formulate and publi~.b £1uidehnfrs and to promote thei'r  
universal acceptance and observance. The major obje"itive of .If-SC is to~harmonise accounting  
standards, to develop accounting standards which are to ~ observed in the\pre~entatipn of audited  
financial statements and to promote world wide acceptance.  

 '"  -s--  
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Accounting involves the collection, recording, classification and presentation of financial data  

for the benefit of management and outside agencies such as shareholder, creditors, bankers and  

Government  

According to the Committee on Terminology of American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,  
accounting is the "art of recording, classifying and summarising in a significant manner and in terms  
of money, transactions and events, which are in part at least, of a financial character, and interpreting  
the results thereof'.  

The word 'Accounting' can be classified into three categories  

a. Financial Accounting  

b. Cost Accounting, and  

c. Management Accounting  

2.2. Definition of Financial Accounting: .  

Financial Accounting may be defined as the science and art of recording and classifying business.  
transaction and preparing summaries of the same for determining year end profit or loss and the  
financial position of the concern. Financial accounting is the part of accounting which is employed to  
communicate the financial information of a business unit. The main object of financial accounting is  
to find out the profitability and to provide information about the financial position of the organisation.  
Income and expenditure statement and Balance sheet are the two principal statements of financial  
accounting.  

1.3. Functions of Financial Accounting  

Financial accounting is not only useful to management but also to potential owners, creditors,  
government agencies and other interested parties of the business. It gives the information about the  
status of the business and it's results. The foHowing are the functions of financial accounting:  

1) Recording of financi,al facts:  

Accounting is the art of recording financial information of the business concern. Journal and  
subsidiary books are used to record various transactions in su,,', a way that the information is properly  
classified and analysed so that management may make US~ of these financial facts.  

2) Data classification  

The financial facts. of one nature are placed at one place. For this classification the book called  
'ledger' is used. The entries relating to different items are brought at one place so that full information  
of these financial items may be conectec under different heads.  

I  

3) Summarising the infonnation :  

The next important function of financial accounting is to make summaries of the recorded and  
L. classified financial information in ttie firm. )'he classified data is summansed to prepare final accounts  
-i.e ... Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet. Profit and Loss Account' is the summary of various  
incomes and expenses and Balance Sheet is the sumrnarv of various assets and liabilities.  
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4) Dealing with financial transaction:  

Money is taken as a common medium ana all economic transactions are expressed in monetary  
terms. Any transaction which cannot be expressed in monetary terms does not form a part of financial  
accounting even though it has a significant bearing on the working of the business. .  

5) Interpretation of financial information  

Financial accountir.g is to help the management to take decisions or drawing conclusions. So  
the accounting information is modified to provide interpretatton and decision support to the  
management. This interpretation creates an opinion about the profitability and overall financial  
performance and position of the business.  

6) Communication of financial results  

The profitability of a business concern is to be communicated through the Profit and Loss Account  
and the financial position is to be informed through the Balance sheet of the firm. This information is  
supplied at regular intervals. This communication of results is also another important function of  
financial accounting to serve the needs of persons interested in knowing the results of the business.  

7) Provide the information more reliable  

Another important function of financial accounting is to make the information more reliable and  
useful. .. This is possible by the use of internationally accepted standards for preparing account and  
disclosure of the same. To continue the reliability of accounts same accounting principles should be 11  

consistently used by the concern through out the financial year for recording, classifying, summarising  
and interpreting.  

1.4. Accounting Concepts :  

1. Business Entity concept:  

The concept implies that a business unit is separate and distinct from the persons who supply !  
capital to it. In accounting, business is treated as a separate entity from its owners. Accounting is  
prepared to give information about the business and not those who own it. This concept is necessary  
to ascertain the results of business operations.  

2. G~ing Concern Concept:  

According to this concept, it is assumed that the business will continue to exist indefinitely or at  
least in the near future. The financial resources of the firm at present are utilized to attain the long  
term objectives of the business. Going concern concept is evident form redording the fixed assets at.  
 diminishing balances.  .  

3. Money Measurement Concept:  

According to this concept only those transactions are recorded in accounting which can bel  
exoressed in terms of money. Money is accepted as a medium of exchange for goods and services. '  
Money provided mechanism by which real resources can be transferred among different indlviouals.'  
 .  . .  .s t:  ~~,'  
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.4. Cost concept:  

The accounting records are based on cost concept. The cost concept of accounting closely  
relate to the going concern concept. It is that an asset is recorded in the books at the pricepalo to  
acquire it and that this cost is the basis for all subsequent accounting for the asset. The assets and  
liabilities of a business are shown at a cost which has been paid or agreed upon between the parties.  
The figures are recorded on objectivity basis. There is no room for personal assessment or bias in  
showing the figures.  

5. DualAspectConcept:  

This concept lies at the heart of whole accounting system. According to this concept every  
business transaction has a dual effect. It is based on the principle that for every debit transaction,  
there is a corresponding credit transaction. There must be giver of benefit and also a taker of it. The  
debits will be equal to credits. The dual concept has created the system of double entry book-  
·Keeping.  

6. Accounting Period I Accrual Concept:  

On the base of this concept the life of the business is divided into appropriate segments of  
studying the result shown by the business after each segment. Financial position and profltability of  
a concern are assessed at a regular interval called accounting period. In the preparation of Profit  
and loss Account of a firm all revenue items relating to that period be taken into consideration  
irrespective of the fact that whether these items are paid or payable.  

7. Realisation Concept:  

This concept is related to the realisation of revenue. The revenue is realized either from sale of  
products or from render'nq of services. The realisation concept is also known as the 'revenue  
recognition concept', so revenue is considered as being earned on the date on which it is realized.  
i.e. the date on which goods and service are transferred to customers either for cash or for legal  
obligation.  

8. Matching of Cost and Revenue concept:  

As a general principle, the costs are matched to revenues tomeasure the profits. A distinction  
between present, past and future expenditure as well as capital and revenue expenses is necessary.  
The revenue and cost of the same period, product or service are matched. Similarly the expenses  
whose utility is to be derived over a number of years are taken to the balance sheet as deferred  
revenue expenditure. Capital expenditures become a part of cost over a number of years through  
depreciation.  

9. The Accrual concept:  

While the realisation concept is mainly concerned with revenue recognition, the accrual concept,  
which applies both to revenues and expenses, reinforces the realisation concept. The concept  
distinguishes between the right to receive cash and the actual receipt of cash, and the obligation to  
pay cash and the actual payment of cash. Or the basis of this distinction, the accountant has to treat  
as expenses only those items for which there is the legal Obligation to pay, although cash might not  
have been paid for them. Similarly, if a payment is made in advance, it should not be treated as an  
expense .. A.gain, cash paid by mistake is also not an expense. Thus; where an expense is incurred,  
and no payment is made should be shown as a liabili!y l.e. creditor.  
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1.5. Accounting Conventions:  

 

I 
 
�  

 
a) Convention of Gonservatism :  

This convention ensures that uncertainties and risk inherent in business transactions should be  
given a proper consideration. If there is a possibility of loss, it should be taken into account at the  
earliest. On the other hand, a prospect of profit should be ignored upto the time it does not materialise.  

b) Convention of Consistency:  

According to this convention, accounting practices should remain unchanged from one period  
to another. This means that the same accounting principles should be used for preparing financial  
statements for different periods. It allows a comparison in the performance of different periods.  

c) Convention of Disclosure:  

This convention implies that accounts should be prepared in such a way that all material  

information is clearly disclosed to the reader. This information should include figures in the final  

accounts as well as information which occurs after the preparation of the balance sheet but before  

the presentation of financial statements. The inherent point in this convention is that the financial  

statement should be prejudice-free devoid of concealing any facts to provide free judgment.  

d) Convention of Materiality ~  

According to this convention only those events should be recorded which have a significant  
bearing and insiqniflcant aspects should be ignored. The avoidance of the insignificant will not  
materially affect the record of the concern. There is no formula in making a distinction between  
significant and insignificant events. It is a matter of judgment and it is left to the accountant for taking  
a decision.  

1.6. Limitations of Financial Accounting:  

The financial accounting is concerned with the preparation of final accounts. At present the  
business has become more complex that mere information of final accounts is insufficient in meeting  
the informational needs. Some of the limitations of financial accounting are discussed below.  

a. Historical in nature:  

 Financial accounting record the transactions which have taken place in the business in a period.  I  
Future uncertainties has no place in financial accounting. Through management needs information  

. for future activities, financial accounting can only give information about what has happened and not  
what will happen.  

 b. Activity wise information is not possible  I  

In financial accounting information is recorded for the whole concern and ot total expenses and !  
total receipts only. It cannot provide information product-wise, process-wise, department-wise or in ~  
terms of any other line of activity. Financial accounting cannot help for cost determination and cost J  

 control purposes.  -;g,  
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c. Helpless in Price Fixation:  

As financial accounting is historical it cannot facilitate to determine the price in advance. Financial  
accounting cannot supply the information to quote the price for the supply of goods in the near future  
i.e. for submitting tenders. The cost of a product can be obtained only when all expenses incurred  
product wise have been recorded. Due to this deficiency financial Accounting is not helpfuldn fixation  
of the prices of the products.  

d. Appraisal of policies is not possible  

It is not possible to evaluate various policies and programmes in financial accounting. There is  
no scientific technique for comparing actual performance with budg-eted targets. The only criterion  
for determining efficiency is to see the profits at the end financial period. /  

e. Price changes are not considered:  

Financial accounting records only actual cost figures. The prices of goods and assets go on  
varying from time to time. The present prices of any asset may be different from the recorded costs.  
Financial accounting does not record price level changes.  

f. Not helpful in taking decisions:  

Decisions like, replacement of labour by machinery, introduction of a new product, discontinuation  
of product, product diversification, changes in line of production, expansion of the capacity, changes  
in the marketing mix ete need the cost involvement in anticipatidn. Financial accounts cannot provide  
necessary figures and facts for taking those important decisions.  

\  

1.7. Converting Financial Accounts Useful to Management:  

The limitations of the financial accounting make an impression that financial accounting and  
financial statements are not very much useful to the management. Despite various limitations financial  
accounting is very much essential for every business concern. The following steps make the financial  
statements useful to the management.  

a. Latest information of accounts :  

The delayed supply of information will reduce the utility of financial statements to the decision  
makers. So financial accounts will be useful if they are available with latest information and facts. I  

Then the management is able to form an opinion about the performance of the business and will also  
take. corrective meas~res.~  

b. Interim reports to be prepared :  

The financial sta~ements are prepared at the end of the financial year. Management will be able  
to know the perform~nce of the business at the end of the financial year only. If something goes  
wrong in middle of the year-the management will remain ignorant about it. Interim reports prepared  
during the-period help the management to appraise the working of the business. Whenever  
performance is below the standards set to rectify and to improve the performance ..  
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c. AppUcation of comparative analysis :  

The comparison of different financial statement will enable the management to see the trend of  
performance. Historical data will provide a proper base for comparing the present performance and  
analyser will be able to judge whether the performance has improved or deteriorated.  

1.8. Role of Financial Advisor:  

The finance function has been dealt by the separate person may be designated as financial  
manager or financial controller or financial advisor. The person in charge of finance activity has to  
discharge both routine functions and managerial functions.  

Functions of Financial Advisor:  
 

Routine functions:  

Setting up of rules and procedures  

Establishing standards  

Custodian of cash and bank account  

Collection of debts loans etc  

 

Managerial functions:  

Financial planning  

Budgeting  

Profit analysis  

Investment decisions  
 
 Payment of Cash  Financial accounting and internal audit  

The functions and responsibilities of the financial advisor generally include the following.  

1. To formulate programmes to provide effective cost-volume profit relationship  

2. To critically analyse financial results and reporting the facts to the top management and make  
recommendation concerning future operations.  

3.To determine the need of the financial resources and source for that need  

4.. T!) take necessary studies for cost reduction and efficiency improvement  

4. To be the principal coordinating officer for preparing and operating long term, annual and capital  
budgets.  

5. To advise the chief executive on pricing policies,  

6. To act as principal office in charge of accounts, including cost and store accounts and internal  
audit  

7. To be the custodian of the cash and the principal disbursing office of the concern  
-  

 9.  To be responsible for attending all the tax matters  

10. To furnish prospective costs of products, to enable the management to determine the optimum  
product mix  

11. To prepare various periodic reports to be submitted to various authorities including financial  
 institutions, govemm~nt etc.  <  

12. To examine feasibility studies and detailed project reports mainly from the point of view of overall  
 viability of the project.  �I:  
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1.9. Self Assessment Questions:  

1 .  What are the basic accounting concepts and explain their implication?  

2. Explain the functions of financial accounting  

3. Critically explain the role of financial advisor?  
 
1.10. Key Words:  

1. Business entity  

 2,  Dual aspect concept  

 3,  Accounting  

Conventions  

 

A business unit is esparto and distinct from the persons who supply  
capital to it.  

Every financial transaction involves a two-fold aspect  

Accounting conventions are the traditions, usage and  

customs which are in use since long,  

 
1.11. Further Readings  

 1,  S,N, Maheswari "Principles of Management Accounting': Sultan Chand & Sons. New Delhi.  
1996  

2. S,P. Jain and K.l. Narang "Financial Accounting" Kalyan publishers, Ludhlana 2002  

3. R.L. Gupta "Advarced Acccuntency" Sultan Chand & Sons, New Delhi  

Dr. J. Chandra Prasad  
Reader,  
P.G. Dept. of Commerce  
DNR College  
'himavaram  
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Lesson vz

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION

2.0 OBJECTIVES:

After going through this chapter you wilt

* understand the concept of funds and flow

* Know how to prepare the statement of changes in working capital

* Prepare the sources and application of funds statement.

STRUCTURE:
2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9.

2.10

2.11

2.12

2.13

2.14

2.15

Introduction

Definitions

Uses and importance of Funds flow statement

Limitations

Concept of sources and uses of funds

Flows that affect net working capital

List of non-current accounts

Calculation of the amount of changes in Net working capital

Calculation of funds from operations

Preparation of Funds flow statement

Exercises & Solutions

Summary

Key words

Self Assessment Questions and Excercises

Suggested Readings

2.1 Introduction :

Verily, the Role of "Ratio Analysis" lies in evaluating efficiency. liquidity and structural aspects of
working capital management in a business firm. The term "business Liquidity" has been interpreted
in may ways. It refers to position of net working capital (NWC) of the firm. It also means cash and
cash equivalent balances of the firm. In fact, net working capital approach has been quite dominant
for a long time. It suggests that liquidity of the firm should depend upon the position of its net working
capital. Working capital flows from one element of balance sheet to another during an accounting
period. It is the amount of net working capital which is valuable to the firm as a liquid resource. A
statement that uses net working capital as a measure of liquidity position is refered to as Funds flow
statement.
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To go to the roots, this Funds flow statement was termed "where got and where gone statement.
This statement records the increases and decreases in different items of the balance sheet. Later it
was called "Funds statement". In 1963 APB (Accounting Principles Board) changed the name of the
statement as "Statement of sources and Application of Funds". Again in 1971 the American Institute
changed its name as per the recommendations of the APB as "Statement of changes in Financial
Position". "Funds Flow statement" is also called as summary of financial operations. "Movement of
working capital statement", "Movement offunds statement", "Funds received and disbursed statement",
"Funds generated and expended statement", etc.

2.2 Definitions:

Foulke's definition is significant "A Statement of sources and application of funds is a technical
device designed to analyse the changes in the financial condition of a business enterprise between
two dates".

Anthony Opined "The funds flow statement describes the sources from which additional funds
were derived and the use to which these sources were put.

Accordinq to Bierman "It is a statement which highlights the underlying financial movements
and explains the changes of working capital from one point of time to another".

2.3. Uses and Importance of Funds flow statement

* An essential tool for the financial analysis and management

* Reveals the changes in the working capital and gives the details of the sources from which
working capital has been financed.

* Helps in the analysis of the financial operations and explains causes for the changes on the
liquidity position of the company.

* Helps in dividend distribution and the formulation of an ideal dividend policy.

* Helps in making correct decisions in planning and development of the company.

* Gives the information to forecast the problem to be faced in near future for want of funds

* Explains how the management used the working capital in the past, so as to form an idea to
improve the activities in the future.

* Helps the management to know the overall credit worthiness of the firm by throwing light on a
number of related matters, so that perplexing situation do not arise.

2.4. Limitations

1. It is not a Balance sheet because it only gives the information regarding changes in working
capital. -

2. It is only data given in the Financialstatements and not an original statement.

3. It may not be prepared with perfection and accuracy.

4 Continuous ,changes cannot be incorporated.

5, Changes in cash are very much relevant which is not found in the working capital
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2.5. Concept of Sources and uses of funds'
In order to undertake Fund flow analysis, it requires an understanding of the following:

The first step to analyse the fund flow is to classify the business transactions into the sources
and uses of funds

1. An increase in non-current liabilities or a decrease in non-current assets of the firm is considered
as source of funds .. (The Jist of non-current items is given in the next page

2. An increase in the non-current assets and a decrease in the non-current liabilities is a use of
funds.

3. A decrease in net working capital during the accounting period, is considered to be a source of
funds.

4. An increase on net working capital during the accounting period is considered to be a use of
funds. . .

2.6. Flows that affects the net working capital

Flows that affects Net Working Capital (NWC)

o
o
C

o

pening balance Changing Closing balance
f Net Working Working of Net Working
apital .. ~ Capital Capital.\'

"

p. NWC\' ., NWC I ct. NWC
. \ .

'\

I I\

Sources of working Capital Uses of Working Capital

* Operations of the Business .\* Redemption of long term debt
* Issue of long term debt ,* Investments

* Issue of Equity shares
I* Sale of Fixed investments * Acquisition of fixed assets

* Sale of long term investment * Payment of Dividend

2.7 List of non-current accounts:

List of Non-Current Accounts

Non-Current accounts on the Non-Current accounts on the
Liability side of Balance sheet Asset side of balance sheet

* Equity Share Capital * Good will

* Pre-(e~enceshare Capital * Land
\ 'J!

Share Capital* Redeemable pref. * .suilding ~!t---
* Redeemable Equity Share Capital ::>, ) --'

* Long term loans * ~achinery 'O,

* Debentures * Furniture ~381.
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* Share premium ale * long term investments

* Forfeited ale * Patent Rights

* Trade marks

* Discount on issue of shares

* Preliminary Expenses

* Other deferred expenses

* P&L ale

* G/R/DER/CRF /lIF IWEF

* . Capital Reserve

* Provision for Tax

* Provision for Depreciation

* Proposed dividend

2.8. Calculation of the amount of changes in Net Working Capital

The amount of change in NWC can be calculated by using either only current items or only
non current items from the balance sheet.

a. Use of only current Assets: Net working capital is defined using only current items as an
excess of current assets (CA) over current liabilities (CL)

Net Working Capital == Current Assets - Current liabilities

NWC- = CA-Cl

Changing NWC ::: Change in CA - Change in CL

tlNWC = L\ CA - i). CL

i~NWC = L\ (CA - CL)

,\NWC. = t\ (CA - Cl)

b. Schedule of Changes in working capital:
/

/ The increase or decrease in working capital can be calculated by preparing the schedule of
changes in working capital.

Statement of changes in working capital

Previous Current Effect on Working Capital
Year Year

Increase Decrease

Rs. Rs.

Current Assets: (A)
Debtors
Cash
Stock

.. -
Bills Receivable
Bank . . -

Prepaid Expenses
Total (a)
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Current Liabilities:

Bills Payable

Creditors

Out standing t= xpenses

Total (b)

Working car..t. : (A-B)

(B)

/

--

.._.
, ___L -

lncrease/Der I"i ase in
Working Capite'!

Total

Illustration 1 :

1_ From the followinq Balance sheet of Mr f<umar YOLi are required to prepare a schedule of
changes in working capital.

31' December

Assets:

1991 1992

Rs, Rs

50000 50000

24,000 34,000

9,000 7,000

16500 19500

4.000 9000

1,03500 1,19.500
-.--.--

Land & buildings

Plant

Stock

Debtors

Cash at Bank

3P December

1992

Liabilities:

Capital

Profit & Loss Appropriation alc

Creditors

Mortgage

Rs

80000

14,500 24,500

5,000

5,000

! 03500 119500
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Solution:

Statement of Changes in Working Capital

-'
"

Previous Current Effect on Working Capital
Year Year

.- . Increase Decrease
.- --

1991 1992 Rs. Rs.

Current Assets : /

* Stock 9,000 7,000 /- 2,000
»:

* Debtors 16,500 19,500 3,000

* Cash at Bank 4,000 9,000 5,000

Total 29,5000 35,000

Current Liabilities: -

* Sunday Creditors 9,000 5,000 4,000 -

* Increase in working capital 10,000

Total 9,000 5,000 12,000 12,000

','

,.

2.9. Calculation of Funds from operations:
The Following method is to be followed in the computation of funds from operation.

Particulars Amount Amount

Net Profit as per P&L Alc

Add (The following items do not result in out
flow of funds) -

* Depreciation on fixed assets
* Good will written off
* Preliminary expenses written off
* Provision for taxation (It may be taken
* as appropriation of profits)

* Proposed dividend (It may be taken as
* appropriations of profits)
* Transfer to reserves
* L.oss on sale of non-current assets

,
Less - Profit on sale of non-current assets,* Profit on revaluation on fixed assets
* Non operatinq incomes'0(.

Fund from operation

xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx

-
. xxx

xxx
\

xxx
I

. xxx

xxx
xxx

xx~

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx
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Alternative Method :

Calculation of fund from operation:

Profit & Loss Adjustment Alc

To Depreciation on fixed assets xxx By profit on sale of xxx
non current assets

To preliminary Expenses written off xxx By profit on revaluation xxx
Of assets

To Goodwillwritten off xxx By non-operating income xxx
;

To provision for taxation xxx By Fund from operation - xxx
(Balancing figure)

To Proposed dividend xxx

To Transfer to General Reserve xxx

To Loss on sale of non current assets xxx
To Net profit xxx

.' . xxx xxx
Illustration 2

From the following information calculate Funds from operation of SAI Co.

Particulars Rs. Particulars Rs.

To Salaries 9,000 By Gross Profit 2,10,000
To Advertisement 2,000 By Profit on sale of Machinery 3,000
To Rent 1,000 By Refund of Income Tax 2,000
To Commission 1,500 By Dividends Received 1,500
To Discount Allowed 750
To Provision for
Depreciation /12,000

To Transfer to General
'\Reserve 21,000

To Provision for taxation 7,500
To Loss on sale of
Investments 4,500

To Discount on issue of I

Debentures 1,500
To preliminary Expenses 3,500
To Selling Expenses 18,000 00

.. J

Net Profit 1,34,250 ;;! - '.I 'f 0'

2,16,500 2,16,5Q'cf
iJ.:) :nt

.00 - -
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Solution:

Particulars

Calculation of Funds from operation'

Rs. Rs.

Net Profit 1,34,250

ADD: Non-operating Expenses & Losses

* Provision for Depreciation 12,000

* Transfer to General Reserve 21,000

* Provision for Taxation 7,500

* Loss on Sale of Investment 4,500

* Discount on Issue of Debentures 1,500

Less: Non-operating Incomes & Gains

* Profit on Sale of Machinery 3,000

* Refund of income Tax 2,000

* Dividends Received 1,500

* Funds from operation 1,74,250

1,80,750 1,80,750

Alternatiye Method :

Calculation of fund from operation:

Profit & Loss Adjustment Ale

Particulars Rs, Particulars Rs,
"

To Provision for Depreciation 12,000 By Profit on sale of 3,000
Machinery

To Transfer to General Reserve 21,000 By Refund of Income Tax 2,000

To Provision for Taxation 7,500 By Dividends Received 1,500

To Loss on Sale of l~ve.stments 4,500

To Discount on issue of Debentures 1,500
:..,~ . . '.. ,.~.

To Net profit 1,34,250 By Fund from operation (B/F) 1,74,250
... '. 1,80,750 1,80,750
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2.10 Statement of Funds Flow Statement:

Particulars

Sources of-Funds :

* Funds from operation

* Issue of Share Capital

* Issue of Debentures

* Long Term Loans

* Sale of Fixed Assets

* Non-Trading Items

* Dividends Received

* Decreasing Working Capital (as per

* Schedule of Changes in working capital)

Rs. Rs.

xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx

xxx
Total xxx xxx

Applications:

* Payment of Equity Share Capital
/* Redemption of Pref. Share Capital

* Repayment of Long Term Loans

* Redemption of Debentures

* Purchase of Investment Debentures

* Payment of Dividends

* Payment of Taxes

* Increase in working capital (as per

schedule of changes .in working capital)

xxx
xxx
xxx

xxx
xxx
xxx

xxx
.xxx.,.-.

Total xxx
Only one will be appear

The above Funds Flow statement can also be prepared in etc model.

Funds flow statement

Sources of Funds

Payment of Equity Share Capit~
.j ~

Redemption of pref. Share captal

Application of Funds

Funds front operation
!

Issue of Share Capital

31
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Issue of Debentures Repayment of Long Term Loans

Long Term Loans Redemption of Debentures

Sale of Fixed Assets Purchase of Investment Debentures

Non-trading Items

Dividends Received

Decreasing working capital (as per

schedule of changes in working capital)

Payment of Dividends

Payment of Taxes

Increase in working capital (as per

schedule of changes in working capital)

Illustration 3

From the following Balance Sheet of Mr. Kumar you are required to prepare a schedule of
changes in working capital and statement of flow of funds.

3151 December

Assets:

Land & Buildings

Plant

Stock

Debtors

Cash at Bank

1991

Rs.

59,000

24,000

9,000

16,500

4,000

1992

Rs.

50,000

34,000

7,000

19,500

9,000

1,03,500 1,19,500

31 sl December

1991 1992

Liabilities:

Capital

Profit & Loss Appropriation alc

Creditors

Mortgage

Rs.

80,000

14,500

9,000

Rs.

85,000

24,500

5,000

5,000

1,03,500 1,19,500

(M.Com Final October, 1993 IAFM/ANU)
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Solution:
Statement of Changes in Working Capital

Previous Current Effect on Working Capital

Year Year Increase Decrease

1991 1~92 Rs Rs.

Current Assets:

Stock 9,000 7,000 - 2,000

Debtors 16,500 19,500 3,000

Cash at Bank 4,000 9,000 5,000

Total 29,500 35,500

Current Liabilities:

Sundry Creditors 9,000 5,OeO 4,000 -

Increase in working capital 10,000

Total 9,000 5,000 12,000 12,0'00

Working Capital: (Non-Current Liabilities Capital a/c)

Particulars Amount Particulars Amount i
Rs. RS.

~ By Opening Balance 80,000

By Bank (B/F) 5,000

To Closing Balance 85,000

85,000 85,000,-
It indicates the new issue of shares.

Particulars J Amount Particulars Amount
Rs. Rs.

By Opening Balance 14,500

By Fund From Operation 10,000

To Closing Balance 24,500
- 24,500 24,500

Profit & Loss Appropriation alc
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Mortgage ale

Amount
'.

Particulars Amount Particulars
Rs. Rs, (

By Opening Balance --- i

By Bank (B/F) 5,000

To Closing Balance 5,000

5,000 I 5,000 ,.
-,

It tells us the new borrowinqs.

Non-current assets ate

-P-a-rt-ic-u-Ia-r-s-------------,,-- Amount

IRS.

..and & buildings ale

Particulars Amount
Rs.

By Closing Balance 50,000

50,000
. ,._-L ~

Plant ;;J/c
I I ------------

Particulars Amount Particulars Amount-- Rs. Rs.

To Opening Balance 24,000
,

To Bank (B/F) 10,000

By Closing Balance 34,000

34,000 _I 34.000 -.

,It tells us the purchase of New Plant.

Sources

Funds Flow Statement

Amount I Applications

5,000

5,000

10,000 Increase in N.W.C 10.000

___________________ ~_2_0_,0_0_0~ ~~--20-,-00-0------~)

Issue of New Shares -

Mortage Loan

Fund for Operation

Arnount

Purchase of New Plant 10000
,;:'

:)

2.11 Exercises & Solutions
Provision for Taxation:

There are tW.9 methods available for treatment of provision for taxation If it is treated a~
current liability, it will 'appear in the schedule of changes in working capital. Suppose if it is treated as
an appr6,§lliation of prb'fit, it will not appears in the schedule of changes in working capital (It is a non
current liability)
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) Provision for Taxation alc

xxx

By Opening Balance

By P&L alc (Transfer)

xxx

Particulars. , Amount Rs. Particulars Amount Rs.

To Bank

(if tax paid)

To C! Balance

xxx

xxx xxx

Illustration 4:

The following are the summaries of the Balance sheets of X co. Ltd., as at 3151 December, 1995
and 1996 :

Liabilities

I
1995 1996 Assets 1995 1996
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs

I -
Share Capital 2,00,000 2,50,000 Land ,'3. buildings 2,00,000 1,90,000

General Reserve 50,000 60,000 Plant 1,50,000 '1,74,000:

Profit & Loss Ale 30,500 30,600 Stock. 1,00,000 74,000

Bank Loan 70,000 -- Debtors 80,000 64,200 ..

Creditors 1,50.000 135.200 Casl. 500 600

Provision for Taxation 30,000 35,000 Banh -- 8,000'

5,30,500 5,10,800 5,30,500 5,10,800

Prepare a statement of sources and application of funds for the year '1996 and a schedule of
changes in working capital.

Solution:
Statement ot changes In working capital

Previous Current Effect on Working capital
Yea" Year Increase Decrease

1995 1996 Rs. Rs.

Current Assets: ,

* Stock 1,00,000 74,000 -- 26,000
I

* Debtors 80,000 64,200 -- r5,800

* Cash 500 600 100 i

. ,

* . Bank -- 8,000 8,000

Current Liabilities .

* Sundry Creditors 1,50,000 1,35.200 14,800 --
Provision for taxation

c. r
* 30,000 35,000 -- 5.000

* Decrease in NWC ; 3!(~
23999'" ol(l,

i ~~.j , -- .- ... "..J r-
." \ "

Total 46,8~Q.> I· 4~(ypO" p.-
/

_ .-L .._ ' ....
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Wo'rking Note: (non-current assets I CL)

Land & Buildings alc

Particulars Amount Particulars Amount
Rs. Rs.

To Opening Balance 2,00,000 By Depreciation (B/F) 10,000

By Closing Balance 1,90,000

2,00,000 2,00,000

Plant alc

Particulars Amount Particulars Amount
Rs. Rs.

To Opening Balance 1,50,000

To Bank (B/F) 24,000

By Closing Balance 1,74,000

1,74,000 1,74,000

Share Capital alc

Particulars Amount Particulars Amount
Rs. Rs.

By Opening Balance 2,00,000

By Bank (B/F) 50,000

To Closing Balance 2,50,000

2,50,000 2.50,000

G/R alc

Particulars Amount Particulars Amount
Rs. Rs.

By Opening Balance 50,000

By P&L alc (B/F) 10,000

To closing Balance 60,000 ,--

60,000 60,000
..

P&L alc

Particulars

Rs.

By Opening Balance 30,500

Amount Particulars Amount

Rs.

To dep. On Land & Sui,

To G/R

10,000

10,000
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To CI. Profit 30,600 By Flop (B/F) 20,100

50,600 50,600

Funds Flow Statement

Particulars Amount Particulars Amount
Rs. Rs.

Issue of Shares 50,000 Repayment of Bank Loan 70,000

F/O 20,100 Plant Purchased za.ooo
Decrease in NWC 23,900

94,000 94,000

b. Provision for Doubtful debts:

In the case Provision for doubtful debts there are two alternative treatments are available.
One as current liability (when Debtors are not good). Suppose if Debtors are good, then the provision
for doubtful debts is individual as an appropriation of profit.

Illustration: 5

From the following Balance Sheets of Z co. Ltd On 31 December, 1995 and 1996, you are
required to prepare:

a) A schedule of changes in working capital and

b) A Funds Flow Statement.

Liabilities 1995 1996 Assets 1995 1996
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Share Capital 3,00,000 3,00,000 Goodwill 2,12,000 2,12,000

General Reserve 14,000 18,000 Building 40,000 36,000

Profit & Loss Alc 16,000 13,000 Plant 37,000 36,000

Sundry Creditors 8,000 5,000 Investments 10,000 11,000

Bills Payable 1,200 1,200 Stock 30,000 23,400

Provision for Taxation 16,000 18,000 Bills receivable 2,000 3,200

Provision for 400 600 Debtors 18,000 19,000

Doubtful debts , Cash at Bank 6,600 15,2UO

3,55,600 3,55,800 3,55,600 3,55,800

,C
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Solution:

Statement of Changes in Workirig Capital

Previous Current Effect on working capital
Year Year

Increase Decrease

1995 1996 Rs. Rs.

Current Assets:

* Stock 30,000 23,400 - 6,600

* B/R 2,000 3,200 1,200
i

'iE.GUO I 19.000 I 1.000-+ ~r'" (~ i

Gash at Banh

i
:~,6cn I "i5 ~UO

I
8,600"f I

I

~I .rrent Liab!lil, . .:;;

·.:.;undry \..> t J:t,Oi::-
I

3,000 5,000 3,000..". --

B!P 1,200 1,200 - --
.~ Provision for taxation 16.000 18,000 -- 2,000

* Provision for doubtful debts 40(; 600 -- 200

* Increase in NWC 5,000

Total 13,800 13,800

Working Note : (Non-Current Liabilities)

Share Cc,pital alc

P
,.,'.r-

articulars Amounts Rs. i. Particulars Amount Rs.
i
I By Opening Balance 3,00,000I

Closing balance 3,00,000

3,00,000 3,00,000

To

G/R alc

Particulars , Amounts Rs. Particulars Amount Rs.

By Opening Balance 14,000

..
By P&L alc (B/F) 4,000

To Closing Balance 18,000

- . 18,000 18,000

During the year the firm has made transfer to General Reserve alc Rs. 4,000.

-
l
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P&L alc

Particulars Amount Rs. Particulars Amount Rs.

To General Reserve 4,000 By Op. Profit 16,000

To Oep. on Buildings 4,000

To Oep. on plant 1.000

By Fund for Operation (B/F) 6,000

To Closing Profit 13,000

22,000 22,000

Non-Current Assets ale

Goodwill ale

Particulars Amount Particulars I Amount
Rs. I RsI

To 00 Balance 2,12.000 I
I

By Closing Balance 2,12,000

2,12.000 2,12,0'00

I

IAmountP2rtieulars Amount I Particulars
Rs. Rs.

To Op. Balance 40.000 By Oep. (B/F) 4,000

By Closing Balance 36,000

40.000 40.000

Building ale

Plant ale

Particulars .Amount Particulars Amount
Rs. Rs.

To Op Balance 37 ..000 By Oep. (B/F) 1,000

By Closing Balance 36000

37.000 .. 37.000

Investment alc

Particulars Arnount Particulars .·~AmoLlnt
Rs. Rs.

.. ..

To Op Balance 10,000
'" ~~.

,
'0\

To Bank (B/F) 1,000
By Closing Balance 11000

11,000 '11.000
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Funds Flow Statement

Particulars Amount Particulars Amount
Rs. Rs.

Funds for Operation 6,000 Increase in NWC 5,000

Investment Purchased 1,000

6,000 6,000

Illustration: 6

Comparative Balance Sheets of Shravan Ltd. as 30th June 1997 and 30tl1 June 1998 are as
follows:

Liabilities June 30 June 3G
\

Assets June 30 June 30
1997 1998 1997 1998 ..

Share Capital 70,000 74,000 Cash 9,000 7,800 \

Debentures 12,000 6,000 Trade Debtors 14,900 17,700

Trade Creditors 10,360 11,840 Stock 49.200 42,700

Reserve for Doubtful debts 700 800 Land 20,000 30,000··

Profit & Loss alc 10,040 10,560 Goodwill 10,000 5,000

1,03,100 1,03,200 1,03,100 1.03.200
- -Additional Information :

a) Dividends were paid totalling Rs. 3,500

b) Land was purchased for Rs 10,000

c) Goodwill written off amounted to Rs. 5,000 and

d) Debenture loan was repaidRs. 6,000

You are required to prepare cash flow statement

Solution:

Statement of Changes in Working Capital

Previous Current Effect on working capital
Year year

Increase Decrease

1997 1998 Rs. Rs
Current Assets:

Cash ., 9,000 7,800 -- 1,200

Trade Debtors 14,900 17,700 . 2.800.. .. --

Stock 49,200 42,700 / - 6,500

I
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Current Liabilities:

Trade Creditors

Reserve for Doubtful debts

Decrease in NWC

10,360

700

11,840

800

6,480

1,480

100

Total 9,280 9,280

P & Laic

Particulars Amount'Rs. Particulars Amount Rs.

To Goodwill written off 5,000 By Op. Profit 10,040

To Dividend paid 3,500

By fund for operation (B/F) 9,020

To Net Profit 10,560

19,060 19,060

Funds Flow Statement ale

Particulars Amount Particulars Amount

\ Rs. Rs.

Issue of New Shares \ 4,000 Repayment of Debentures 6,000

Funds from Operation 9,020 Land Purchased 10,000

Dividend paid 3,500 .

19,500 19,500

Illustration: 7

Following is the condensed Balance Sheet of a Company.

Liabilities 1996 1997 Assets 1996 1997
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Equity Share Capital 1,50,000 1,53,000 Cash 38,000 42,000

10% Debentures 36,000 36,000 Debtors 21',000 18,000

Creditors 75,000 48,000 Stock 70,000 62,000
i

P&L Alc 15,000 27,000 Fixed Assets 1,00,000 1,00,000

Preliminary Exp. 47,000 42,000

2,76,000 2,64,000 2,76,000 2,64,000
.. «. \

(

Additional Information .

a) Fixed Assets costing Rs. 12,000 were bought during for 1997 cash.

o.
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b) Fixed Assets with original cost of Rs. 4,000 with accumulated depreciation Rs. 1,500, were sold
at book value in jan. 1997

c) During 1997, dividends paid were Rs. 3,000. Prepare sources and application offunds statement

Solution:

Statement of Changes in Working capital

Previous Current Effect on working capital "',

Year . year

Increase Decrease..
.-

1996 1997 Rs. Rs.
...

Current Assets: _. -

* Cash 38,000 42,000 4,000 -- I- •

* Debtors 21,000 18,000 -- 3,000 ____

* Stock 70,000 62,000 -- 8,000 .,;

Current Liabilities:

* Sundry Creditors 75,000 48,000 27,000 . ,--

Increase in NWC 20,000

Total \ 31,000 31,000

Fixed Assets alc

Particulars Amount Rs. Particulars Amount Rs.

To Opening Balance 1,00,000 By Bank (4000-1500) 2,500

To Bank 12,000 By Depreciation 9,500

By Closing Balance 1,00,000

1,12,000 1,12,000
-

Preliminary Expenditure alc

Particulars Amount Rs. Particulars Amount Rs.

To Opening Balance 47,000

By Closing Balance 42,000

By P&L alc ) 5,000

47,000 47,000.. ,
~..Jt c r:.L .7. } .
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P & LaIc

Particulars Amount Rs. Particulars Amount Rs.
i;:1

To preli. Exp. Written off 5,000 By op. Profit 15,000

To Dep. on Fixed Assets 9,500

To Dividends Paid 3,000

By Fund for operation (B/F) 29,500
..

To-Closing Profit 27,000

~.~- 44,500 44,500

Funds Flow Statement alc

Particulars Amount Particulars Amount
Rs. Rs.

Issue of Eq. Share Capital 3,000 Purchase of Fixed Assets 12,000

Funds from Operation 29,500 Dividends Paid 3,000

Sale of Fixed Assets 2,500 Increase in W. Capital 20,000

35,000 35,000

2.12 Summary

Funds Flow Analysis can be termed as the detailed analysis of the net working capital position
of the firm and this analysis helps management to administer and control the amount of total working
capital. Moreover, such analysis can greatly facilitate a critical review of the liquidity position. If
liquidity position has deteriorated over time, it can motivate the management to identify tre problem
areas and initiate corrective steps.

2.13 Keywords:

Funds The term funds means working capital i.e. the excess of current assets
over current liabilities.
The term flow means movement and includes both "Inflow" and "outflow"
Current Assets - Current Liabilities

Flow of Funds
Working Capital

2.14 Self - Assessment Questions and Excercises

1. What is Funds Flow Statement? Discuss the importance of Funds Flow Statement as a tool of
FInancial Analysis?

2. Explain the meaning, importance and objectives of func!s flow statement.

3. Explain briefly the steps to be followed in preparing a funds flow statement

4 What are the limitations of funds flow statement. ?

5. What do you understand by-tile term working capital and the concept ofTunds" ? How is-1~nds
flow statement drawn under this concept.
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6. The following is the comparative Balance sheets of A Ltd. for the years ending 31st December
1991 and 1.992. Prepare a schedule of changes in working capital and a fund flow statement.

Liabilities 1991 1992 Assets 1991 1992
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Capital 8,000 8,500 Land 5,000 5,000

Profit and Loss alc 1,450 2,450 Plant 2,400. 3,400

Creditors 900 500 Debtors 1,650 1,950

Loan 500 Stock 900 700

Cash 400 900

10,350 11,950 10,350 11,950 .<.-

7. The following are the summaries of the Balance Sheets of Essar Ltd. as at 31stDecember
1991 and 31st December 1992.

Liabilities:

Share Capital

Reserves

Rs.

20,00,000

5,00,000

3,96,900

3,95,000

3,37,800

5,95,100

4,00,000

Rs.

26,00,000

5,00,000

4,12,200

4,11,350

1,15,250

P&L alc

Creditors

Bills payable

Bank Overdraft

Provision for Tax 5,00,000

46,24,800 45,38,800

Assets:

Goodwill

Plant and Machinery

Buildings

Stocks

Sundry Advances

Debtors

Cash at bank

11,29,500

14,85,000

11,10,400

23,150

8,51,750

25,000

2,00,000

11,62,000

14,42,500

9,73,700

7,350

7,26,250

27,000

"46,24,800 45,38,800
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The following additional information is obtained from the general ledger.

a) During the year ended 31S
\ December 1992 an interim dividend of Rs. 2,60,000 was paid.

b) The assets of another company were purchased for Rs. 6,00,000 payable in fully paid shares of
the company. These assets consisted of stock Rs. 2,16,400 machinery Rs. 1,83,600and Goodwill

.c Rs.2,00,000. In addition, sundry purchases of plant were made totalling Rs. 56,500.

c) Income Tax paid during the year amounted to Rs. 2,50,000

d) The net profit of the year before tax was Rs. 6,25,300.'

You are required to prepare a statement showing the sources and application of funds for the
year 1992 and a schedule setting out changes in working capital.

(MCom Final March, 1993 eM 23 /AFM/ANU)

8 Prepare:

a) Statement of changes in working capital and

b) Funds Flow statement from the following Balance sheets:

Balance Sheet

Liabilities 1996 1997 Assets 1996 1997
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Share Capital Equity 40,000 50,000 Goodwill 10,000 8,000

7% Preference 20000 10,000 Buildings ·20,000 15,000

General Reserve 4,000 6,000 Plant 18,000 28,200

Capital Reserve -- 5,000 Investments 2.000 7,000
I

Profit & Loss A/c 3.600 5.400 Stock 17,000 15,600

Proposed Dividend 5,600 1,800 Debtors 15,000 21,600

Sundry Creditors 5.000 10,600 Cash 3,400 5,600

Outstanding Exp. 3,600 1,200 Preliminary Exp 2,000 1.400

Taxation provision 5,600 6,400

87.400 1,02.400 87,400 1.02.400

1) Depreciation on Plant for the year 1997 is Rs. 3,600

2) A part of building is sold The profit is transferred to capital Reserve

3) A part of the plant was sold in Jan. 1997 for Rs. 2,400 Its book value was Rs. 3,000

4) An interim dividend is paid in 1997 Rs 2,000.

(M.Com Final March, 1999 /AFM/ANU)
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9 Prepare a Funds Flow Statement of INDRAJA BLJSINESS CORPORATION from the following:

Balance Sheet as at 1st January and 31 st December 1997

January 1, 1997 December 31, 1997
Rs. Rs.

Cash and Bank 40,000 44,400

Accounts Receivable 10,000 20,700

Inventories 15,000 15,000

Land 4,000 4,000
Business Premises 20,000 16,000

Plant & Equipment 15,000 17,000

Accumulated depreciation (5,000) (2,800)

Patents and trade marks 1,000 900

Total Assets 1,00,000 ( 1,15,200

Current liabilities 30,000 32,000

Bonds payable 22,000 22,000

Bonds payable discount (2,000) (1,800)

Capital Stock 35,000 43,500
Retained Earnings 15,0,00 19,500
Total Liabilities 1,00,000 1,15,200

Additional Information:

a) Income for the period Rs. 10,000

b) A building that costs Rs. 4,000 and which had a book value ofRs 1,000 was sold for Rs. 1AOO

c) The depreciation charge for the period was Rs. 800

d) There was a issue of capital stock for Rs. 5,000

e) Cash dividends of Rs. 2,000 and bonus shares of Rs. 3,500 were declared.

(M.Com Final March, 1998 /AFM/ANU)

10. !.Thefollo~fng are the summarised balance sheet of Videocon India Ltd., as at 31st December
1990 and 1991

,
Liabilities 31-12-90 31-12-91 Assets 31-12-90 31-12-91

Rs Rs. Rs. Rs ...

Share capital 1,00,000 1,30,000 Goodwill -- 10,000
Equity Shares

General Reserve 25,000 25,000 Land & Buildiri~s 56,475 58,100
Profit, & Loss Ale 19,845 20,610

.•,ll:
74,250 72,125Plant & Machinery

Sundry Creditors * 19,750 20,568 Closing stock . 55,520 _ 48,685
,-)<-,

Bills Payabte 16,890 5,762 Trade Debtors 43,745 36,680
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Bank Overdraft 29,755 - Cash at bank & hand 1,250 1,350

Provision for Taxation 20,000 25,000
--

2,31,240 2,26,940 2,31,240 2,26,940

Additional Information :

a) During the year Income Tax was paid Rs. 12,500 and interim dividend 13,000

b) Videocon India Ltd., purchased the assets of Sinclair limited by issuing Rs. 30,000 fully paid
shares. The assets of Sinclair Ltd., are plant and Machinery Rs. 9,000, inventory 11,000.

c) Other Plant purchased during the year Rs. 2,800.

You are required to prepare funds flow statement for the year 1991.
;

(M.Com Final March, 1992 IAFM/ANU)

11. The Financialposition bfM/s. X and Y on January 15t and December 31 st 1986 was as under

liabilities 1 January 31 Dec Assets 1 January i 31 Dec
Rs Rs. Rs. Rs.

Current Liabilities 36,000 40,600 Cash 4,000 i 3,600
:

Loan from MIs X -- 20,000 Debtors 35,000 38,000

Loan from Bank 30,000 25,000 Stock 25,000 22,000

Due to Hire Purchase -- 20,000 Land 20,000 30,000,

Capital 1,48,000 1,54,000 Buildings 50,000 55,000
Machinery 80,000 86,000
Delivery Van --" 25,000

2,14,000 2,59,600 2,14,000 2,59,600 .'

The van was purchased in December, 1986 on Hire purchase basis - a payment of Rs. 5,000
. was made immediately and the balance is to be paid in 20 rnonthly installments of Rs. 1000 each
\ . .
together with interest at 12% p.a. During the year the partners withdraw Rs. 26,000 for personal
expenses. The provision for depreciation against machinery as on 1-1-86 was Rs. 27,000 and on
31-12-86 Rs. 36,000

You are required to prepare the cash flow statement. Show also the fund flow statement.

(M.Com Final March, 1997 IAFM/ANU)

12. The following are the summaries of the Balance Sheets of Aravind Ltd., as at 31 st December,
i995 and 1996.

'. "

Liabilities 1995 1996 Assets 1995 1996
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Share Capital 2,00,000 2,50,000 Land & Buildings 2,00,000 1,90,000

General Reserve 50,000 60,000 Plant 1,50,000 1,74,000
.~

Profit & Loss Alc 30,500 30,600 Stock 1,00,000. . 74,000

Bank Loan 70,000 -- Debtors 80,000 s/l 64,200
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Creditors
~

1,50,000 1,35,200 Cash 500 600

Provision for Taxation 30,000 35,000 Bank -- 8,000

5,30,500 5,10,800 5,30,500 5,10,800

Additional Information :

a) Depreciation was written off on plant Rs. 14,000 in 1996.

b) Dividend of Rs. 20,000 was paid during 1996

c) Income Tax provision made during the year was Rs. 25,000

d) A piece of land has been sold during the year at cost.

Prepare a statement of sources and application of funds for the year 1996 and a schedule of
changes in working capital.

13. The following are the summarized Balance Sheets of Progress and Fast Ltd. as on 31s1

December 1987 and 31 st December 1988.

I~

3151 December

Rs. Rs.

2,00,000

(11,29,500 .11,62,000

14,85,000 14,42,500

11,10,400 9,73,700
../

23,150 7,35Q

8,51,750 7,26,250

25,000 27,000

46,24,800 45,38,800

1987 1988

Rs Rs

20,00,000 26,00,000

5,00,000 . 5,00,000

3,96,900 4,12,200

3,95,000 4,11,350

3,37,800 ·1,15,250

5,95,100

4,00,000 .~~ 5,00,000

46,24,800 .,45,38,800

Assets:

Goodwill

Plant and Machinery

Buildings

Stock

Sundry Advances

Sundry Debtors

Cash at Bank

Liabilities:

Share Capital

Reserves

Profit & Loss alc

Sundry Creditors

Bills Payable
. .
Bank Overdraft

Provision for Tax
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The following additional information is obtained from the General ledger

a) An interim dividend of Rs. 2,60,00 was paid during the year ended 31st December 1988

b) The assets of another company were purchased for Rs. 6,00,000 payable in fully paid shares of
the company. These assets consisted of stock Rs. 2,16,400, Machinery Rs. 1,83,600 and
Goodwill Rs. 2,00,000. In addition, Sundry purchase of plants were made totalling Rs. 56,500

c) Income tax paid during the year amounted to Rs. 2,50,000

d) Net profit for the year before tax was Rs. 6,25,300

You are required to prepare a statement showing sources and uses of Funds for the year 1988.
\

(M.Com Fin'al March, 1990 IAFM/ANU)

14. The financial position of Mis. A and B on January 1987 and 31 st December 1987 was as
follows:

Cash

Debtors

Stock

Land

Buildings

Machinery

1st January 31st December ..
, ,

Rs. Rs.

4,000 3,600

35,000 38,400

25,000 22,000

20,000 30,000

50,000 55,000

80,000 86,000

2,14,000 2,35,000

1st January 31st December
Rs, Rs,

36,000 41,000
30,000 20,000
30,000 25,000

1,48,000 1,49,000

2,14,000 2,35,000

Current Liabilities
Mrs. A's Loan
Loan from Bank

Capital

During the year, the partners withdrew Rs. 26,000 for domestic expenditure. The provision for
depreciation against machinery as on 1-1-1987 was Rs. 27,000 and on 31-12-1987 was Rs. 36,009

You ore required to prepare the funds flow statement.

(M.Com Final March, 1998/AFM/ANyJ
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RATIO ANALYSIS
i,

j t

~~·t'ves:
I .:~:;;~,-.f

h t: To know the importance of Ratio Analysis
. L '.:r I .

.,,--.'
To understand the f'l,leailing and Definition of Ratio Analysis

To know tile Classification of Ratios .
" .

o To know how to calculate various ratios from the available data

g.tfl.eture :
" ':1. ' ~.: .•~~ I 1.,~·~.'I J 'r." ' ••. ,_!

31 Introduction

3 2 Definition

33 Classification of Ratios

a Profitability Ratios

b. Solvency Ratios

c Turnover Ratios

34 Uses of Ratio Analysis

3.5

3.6

Limitations

Problems and solutions

37 Summary

38 Key Words

3.9 Self - Assessment Ouestions & Exercises

." .. ' 3.iO Suggested Readings

i1. rntrodllction
A successful physician, before prescribing medicines to his patients makes a thorough diaqnosis

through several required and essential tests. A conclusion can be derived based on these medical
tests including the use of certain tools viz stethoscope. the Dharmarneter. blood report ECG. etc
Likewise an adroit Financial Manager tries to understand (he very standard and position of his business
based.on various statements reports and financial analysis.

•• , Indeed one of the significant and effective steps of accounting is tile analysis of financial
statements The very object of this analysis is to understand the importance and also the rnearunq
of the financial data. It helps the manager to know the strenqth and weakness of business. The
fan'owing tools are used for a meaningful financial analysis.·

Comparative Statement Analysis,

O'.:! Common size statements
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Trend Analysis

* Ratio Analysis

Fund Flow Analysis

Cash flow Analysis

3.2. Definition:

Theformal definition of ratio is 'The indicated quotient of two mathematical expressions". But
the operational definition is different. It is the "relationship between two financial values". To make it
clear the word relationship stands for a financial ratio which is the result of two mathematical values.

Ratio is simply an expression of one number in terms of another. It may also be defined as the
relationship or proportion that one amount bears to another, the first number being the numerator
and the latter denominator. Another explanation of the ratio may be the relation of the lattel' to the
earlier amount and computed by dividing the amount for the latter date or perioci by the amount of the
,earlier date of period,

3.3. Classification of Ratios:

Classification of Ratios

Ratio analysis is a powerful tool for studying the financial position of the organisation. There are
different persons wh'Qare interested in assessing the ratio analysis in different ways

1. Owner~ (shareholders) are interested in knowing the profitability ofthe firm and long term solvency\
of the firm.' \

2 Suppliers of goods are interested in knowing the liquidity position of organisation.

3 Government is interested in knowing the Equity of organisation and effective uttlisationof firm's.
capadty ~

4, Management is interested in knowing the profitability and efficiency in financial settlements.

Ratios can be classified in different ways:

1. Classification on the basis of source of data:

Traditional Classification

a) Profit and Loss Account Ratios

b) Balance sheet Ratios

c) Combined Ratios
\

'2, Classification According to. Need:

* To know the prOfits (pr~itability Ratio)

* To know the long term financial position (solvency ratio)

* To know the effi~iency and effectivity utilization(Turnover Ratio)
. J\f.' :

* To know the shorttermfinancial position (Liquidity Ratio)
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a. Profitability Ratios

--------------r-------.---- ..
Profitability R.r.,ti0~

·1-· ..··--···-----------

Category/Name of the Ratio Formula !
---------t-------~ ..

Significance

This Ratio tells us theresult from
trading Activity (from Buying And
Selling)

To Know the Operating Efficiency
of the Organisation

It indicates the final result to
organisation and. overall
efficiency of the organisation .

This ratio speaks of the
operational performance of the
organisation and refer the
managerial efficiency of the firm.

It reveals the profit available to
ordinary shareholders

It is very significant to the new
investors

It indicates the amount of
dividend to be paid to ordinary
share holders

These ratios make us know the
relationship between various
expenses and sales. .

The lower the ratio, the
greater is the profitability
and higher the ratio:
'the lower is the profitability

'110 .

Earnings Ratio:

1) Gross Profit ratio

2) Net Profit Ratio

3) Operating Profit Ratid

Investment Ratios:

a) Earning per share

b) Dividend Yield Ratio

c) Dividend per Ratio

d) Return on investment

Expenses Ratios:

4) Cost of goods sold. ratio

Gross Profit 1{O----x ,)
Sales

Net Profit x 100
Sales

Operating profit x 100
Sales

Amounts available to

Equity Shareholders
No. of Equ. Shares

Dividend per share
Market Value per share

Dividend payable
No. of ordinary shares

Return
Investment

x 100

Cost of goods sold x 100
Sales

Cost of goods sold -
Op. Stock + purchases
Manufacturing Exp. -

/ !

cI. stock) ,
1('
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5) Operating Expenses Ratio

i) Office & Administration
Expenses Ratio

ii) Selling & Distribution
Expenses Ratio

iii) Financial Exp. Ratio

6) Operating Ratio

7) Non-Operatinq Expenses Rati

b. Liquidity Ratios

Category/Name of the Ratio

For solvency.

a) Current Ratio

Operating Expenses x 100
Sales

Operating Expenses = (Office
Add. Exp +. Se!ling Distributiot
Exp. -i- Financial Exp)

Office & Admn. Exp. x 100
Sales

Selling & Distr. Exp .x 100
Sales '

Financia! Expenses x 100
Sales .

Cost of goods sold +

_O--:....p_e_ra_ti_n.:::..g_E_x.:.....p_._ x 100
Sales

Non _. Operating Exp. x 100
Sales

Liquidity (or) Solvency Ratio

Formula

Current Assets

Current liabilities·

Note: 1) Current Assets:
cash in hand + cash at
bank + sundry debtors + H/
+ stock :+. prepaid expo
+ short term
Investment etc.,

2) Current Liabilities
Sundry Creditors + B/P +
OD + outstanding Exp.

. Operating ratio tells us the
.efficiency of the conduct of
business operation. A high ratio
means the operating expenses
are high and margin is less.

Therefore the lower the ratio the
higher is the position

Significance

This ratio explains whether the

firm is able to meet short term
obligations or not. The higher
ratio is an indication of the
soundness of the organization.

The Current Ratio tells us the
ability of the firm to meet its short
term obligation
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Liquid Asst:;!ts
Current Liabilitiesb) Liquidity Ratio

c) Absolute Liquidity Ratio

d) proprietors Ratio

i) Fixed Assets to Proprietors funds

I

ii) Total Assets to Proprietary funds

iii) Current Assets to

Proprietor funds

e) Capital Gearing ratio

f) Debt Equity Ratio

Liquid Assets - Debtors
Liquid Liabilities

Liquidity Liabilities
(C.L - Bank Overdraft)

Fixed Assets
Proprietors funds

Total Assets
Proprietory Funds

Total Cmrent Assets
Proprietory Funds

Equity Share Capital
Fixed interest - bearing

Securities

Debt or External Equities
Equity or Internal Equities

The liquid ratio is very helpful in
measuring liquidity position and
firms capacity to payoff short
term obligation. The liquid ratio
is a measure of liquidity.

It gives a more meaningful
measure of liquidity. The
satisfactory ratio will be
1 : 1 i.e. Rs. 1 worth
of absolute liquid assets are
sufficient for Rs 1 worth of
current liabilities.

This ratio establishes the
relationship between the fixed .
assets and proprietors funds.'
Proprietors funds ratio indicates
the general financial strength of
a firm.

It is one of the iIIIportant
structural ratios and establishes
relationship between debt capital
and equity capital. Debt Capital
is a cheaper source of finance.
This ratio tl<2!PS us in asses sino
the risk tactor that arises in the
use of debt capital in capital
structure.
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C. Turnover Ratios:

Turnover Ratios

Category/Name of Ratio Significance

1. Turnover Ratios

a) Stock Turnover Ratio

b) Debtors Turnover Ratio

c) Creditors Turnover Ratio

d) Working capital Turnover Ratio

e) Fixed Assets Turnover Ratio

f) Total assets Turnover Ratio

Formula

Cost of goods sold
Average stock

Credit Sales
Avg. Debtors & Bills

receivable

Credit purchases
Avg. Creditors & Bills

Payable

Sales (or) cas t of Sales
,Working Capital

Sales (or)cost of Sales
Fixed Assets

Sales
Capital Employed

It reveals the movement of stock
in the organisation. If the no. of
times is more it indicates the fast
movement of stock. If the no. is
less it indicates slow movement,
of stock in the organisation.

This ratio gives a picture of how
many times debtors made
payments to the firm.

This ratio focusses light on how
many times credit facility is allow
to the firm. The lower the ratio
the higher the facility of credit

.To know the relationship between
working capital and sales.

To know the effective utilisation
..oUixed_assets in production

To test the managerial efficiency
and business performance. This
ratio measures how efficiently .
assets are employed overall.

3.4. Uses of Ratio Analysis:

The ratio analysis is not only useful for the Financial Managers but also to different persons at
different levels. viz. the supplier, the banker, the investors, the shareholders and the fellow business
men. Because based on this analysis one can have a bird's eye view of the financial condition of a
firm.

It is an important technique of financial analysis by which the process of determining and
presenting the relationship of single item or group of items can be made effectively.

It is a powerful tool to forecast the company position in the years to come because the ratios are'
calculated fOLa number previous years and the trend of the company or firm can be perceived.
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It is highly useful in locating the weak spots, trends, aspects wit~ overall performance of ttl~
firms so that this weakness in the financial structure can be connected by taking up suitable remedies. -,

These statements are to be thoroughly studied before decision making. As a matter of fact the
information inthe financial statement cannot give such insight as provided by the ratio analysis.

This analysis helps in co-ordinating which is very much required in business management.
\.

Effective control of the business is possible also when ratio analysis is\understood. The actuals
and standards can be compared for the purpose of control. \

3.5. Limitations:

Limitations of Ratio Analysis

* Though a powerful tool of financial management, ratio analysis cannot convey the real picture
because of limited use of single ratio.

* Based on the past ratios future of a company can be estimated.

* Lack of adequate standards speaks of difficulty that arises in the interpretation of ratios.

* Ratio analysis is not an end. It is only a mean. Different persons interpret the same ratios in
different ways. .

* As the price level changes, the interpretation of ratios becomes invalid.

* Changing in accounts procedure by the firm makes ratio analysis confustnq and misleading,
because different firms have their own accounting procedures.

* Ratio Analysis is only a quantitative analysis but not a qualitative analysis.

3.6. Problems and Solutions:

The following is the proforma of Revenue statement.

Revenue Statement

Particulars Rs Rs.

Gross Sales xxx
Less. Sales returns xxx

- xxx xxx

Net Sales xxx i)

Less • Cost of goods sold : .~.. ~

Opening stock xxx

Add. Purchases xxx

Manufacturing expenses - 'I.'- xxx
'i;

xxx
. " Jj, 't'(,i

Less: Closing Stock
~
I xxx _ ~r xxx

~ f •..••

Gross Profit xxx
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Less: Operating expenses:

Office and administration expenses

Selling and distribution expenses

Financial expenses

Operating Profit

Add: non - operating incomes:

Dividend on shares

other incomes

xxx

xxx
,J,

xxx xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx ,. ,.'xxx

less: non - operating expenses! losses:

Fire accident losses

Discount on issue of shares

xxx

xxx

xxx xxx

Earnings before interest and tax

Less: Interest on long term loans

Profit before tax

xxx

xxx

xxx .

Less: Provision for income tax xxx

Profit after tax xxx

Less: Dividend paid xxx

Retained earnings xxx

Illustration 1 : "'.

The following is the revenue statement of Sai Traders Ltd., for the year ended 31" Dee 2003.

Sales 50,000

Less: Cost of goods sold

Opening stock

Purchases

7,625

32,225

Less: Closing Stock

39,850

9,850

Gross Profit

Less: Operating Expenses

Selling & Distribution Expenses

Administration Expenses

Financial/Expenses

30,000

20,000

2,200

9,800

1,000
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13,000 '

7,000

1,200

8,200

400

Opening Profit

Add :~on - operating income

Less.: Non - 6perating expenses

Net Profit 7.800

C~'ct,datl? 1) Gross Profit Ratio

3) Operating Profit Ratio

2) Operating Ratio

4) Net Profit Ratio

S~Jpn:
.!;,

a) Gross. Profit Ratio:

Gross Pr of it 00-;: x1
Sales

= 20,000 x 100 == 48%
50,000

b) Operating Ratio

Cost of goods sold + Operating Expenses
c:: . x 100

Sales
i .'

-= 30,000 " 13,000 x 100 z: 86%
50,000

c) Operating Profit Ratio

W" "'1. "J -z: Operating Pr ofit xl 00
sales

7000
=, ~ x 100.:: 14%

50,000

4) .Net Profit Ratio

>
~: "j ,"

= Net Profit X 100
Sales

-
'-

.: 7800 n--x 100,- 15.61<,
50000

-,»
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Following is the profit and loss account of Electric lVIatrix Ltd., for the year ended 3151 December
1995.

Particulars, Rs.

1,00,000

3,50,000

9,000

2,01,000

To Opening Stock

Purchases

Wages

Gross Profit cld

6,60,000

To Administrative Expenses

Selling & distribution expo

20,000

89,000

Non-operating expenses 30,000

Net profit 80,000

2,19,000

You are required to calculate:
• a) Gross profit ratio

b) Net Profit Ratio

c) Operating Ratio

d) Operating Profit Ratio

e) Administrative Expenses Ratio

Solution:

a) Gross Pro'fit Ratio

Particulars

By Sales

Closing stock

Rs.

5,60,000

1,00,000

6,60,000

By Gross Profit bId

Interest on investments

2,01,000

(outside business)

Profit on sale

of investments

10,000

8,000

2,19,000

= Gross profit x 100 = 2,01,000 x 100 = 35.89%
Sales 5,60,000

b) Net Profit Ratio

Net Pr of it 100 80,000=- 'X = '. x100=14.28%
Sales 5,60,000
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c) Operating Ratio

= Cost of goods sold + Operating Expense.s x 100
Sales

Cost of goods sold

Cost of goods sold

Opening stock

(+) purchases

(+) Wages

(-) Closing Stock

Cost of goods sold

= sales - gross profit = 5,60,000 - 2,01,000 (or)

= 1,00,000

= 3,50,000

= 9,000

4,59,000

= 1,00,000

= 3,59,000

= 3,59,000 + (20,000 + 89,000) x 100 = 83.57%
5,60,000

d) Operating Profit Ratio

£ Operating Pr of it x 100
Sales

Operating expenses:

Administrative Expenses =

Selling & Distribution Expenses =

Note:

Operating Profit =

20,000

89,000

1,09,000

=
Sales - (cost of goods sold + Operating Expenses)

5,60.000 - (3,59,000 + 1.09,000)

5.60,000 - 4,68,000 == 92,000==

__ 92,000 x 100::: 16.42%
5,60,000 .

e) Admirvstrative Expenses Ratio

,Ad rnin istrative Expenses
s: _. -----... -.-----. -----~- x 100

Sales - -.r

'" ~O,OOO x 100 -= 3,57%
5,60.000



">;!!(iute profitability ratios from the fottow. ::lata.

1999 2000

Particulars Rs

1.50 ..000

40000

12.000

18.000

Rs.

',ales 2.00 GOO

Gf ass Profit 30000

14000

56,000

i)ffice Administrative Expenses

; let Profit (!=BT)

i)tai investment ~-)00000 3 (10000

r wity 20000 shares of

. I (),' each 2.00.000

10,000

2,00.00(;

40,000

i "1.-', i <...1 t ..:: 40% 40%

Solution:

=, (3, ass Profit Ratio

-= Gross profit x 100
Sales

1999 -;; 40,QOq x 100 = 26.66%
l50,GOO

2000 = 80,000 x 100 = 40'::)
2,00,000

b) Net Profit Ratio

.'~'Net Pr.0~ x 100
Sales

1g99:= '1() 000 x i00 =" 120,~
150.000

2CH)O -=- 56.000 x 100 ~ 28'/:,
:200,000
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c) Return on fnvestment

Re turn
::. X 100

investment

10.800
"" x 100;;;;.21.6%

5.00,000

. 33,600 x '100 =:; 4.2%
;8,00,000

Working Note

1999 2000

EBT '\8000

7.200

10,800

56.000

22.400

33.600

Less: Tax 40%

Illustration 4 :

The capital of VSP ltd .. is as follows'

Rs.

9% preference shares of Rs.\ 0 each

Equity shares of Rs 10 each

Total

3.00.000

8.00.000

11.00,000

The accountant has provided tile following information:

Profit (after tax at 60(10) is Rs 2 70000 . Depreciation Rs 60.000. Equity dividend paid 20%.
market price of equity share Rs. 40

Vvith the help of the above information calculate the following:

a) Dividend yield on equity shares.

b) Cover for the preference and equity shares

c) earnings per equity shares

d) price - earning, ratio.

Solution:

Profits after Taxation (at 60%)

Less. Preference dividend (3,00,000x9%)

Earnings available to equity shareholders

= 2,70,000

27.000

= 2,43,000

;)
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Dividend per share x 100
a) Dividend yield equity shares =-----'-----

Market price per share

Dividend per share = equity share per value x rate of dividend

".10 x .~ = RS.2/-
100

Market price of equity share = Rs 401-

.. Dividend yields on equity shares .= .~ x 100 = 5%
40

b) Computation of, Dividend coverage to preference share holders:

Pr of its after taxation 2,70,000 1° ti---~ Il1leS
PI' eference dividend 27,000

2) Dividend coverage to Equity share holders:

Pr of its after taxation - PI' eference dividend

Equity Dividend

Note:

Equity Dividend =

=
Equity share capital value x rate of dividend

80,000 x 20% = 1,60,000

2,43.000 1 5 ti---::: . Imes
1.60,000

c) Earnings per equity share:

Amount avalibility equity shareholdel's

No. of equity shares

"" 2,40,000 = 3.04
80,000

d) Price Earning Ratio:

Market price per shar.~ :: .~ =. 13.1 %
Earnings per share 30.4

r .'

Illustration 5 :

The following information is supplied sales Rs. 4.50,0001-, cost of goods sold Rs. 1.50,000,
office administration overheads Rs. 50.000. Interest Rs 20.000; Corporate tax 40%, equity shares I
40,000 of Rs. 101- each 8%, preference shares of Rs 50/- each 2000 shares. Calculate EPS. DPs I
(50% payout ratio) PIE ratio (MPS = Rs 15/-). .
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Income Statement

Particulars Rs. Rs.

Sales

Less: Cost of goods sold

Gross Profit =
Less: Office Administration Expenses

Earnings before interest & tax =
Less: Interest

Less: income tax (2,30,000 x 40/100)

Earnings after taxation

Less: Preference Dividend (1,00,000 x 8/100)

Earnings availability Equity shareholders

Solution:

a) Calculation of EPS : (Earning per share) :

. Earnings availability to equity shareholders
Earninq per share = N f it ho. 0 equi y s ares

:;~1,30,000 _= 325
40,000

. b) Calculation of Price Earnings Ratio:

. . Market Pr ice per share 15
Pnce Earning Ratio = s: -- ::::4.6%

Earnings per shares 3.25

c) Calculation of DPS = (dividend per share)

Dividend paid to share holders
Dividend per share = N f it to. 0 eqtn y s lares

Earnings availability equity share holders

Payout (50%)

= 1,30,000

65.000

65.000

=
Retained Earnings

.:DPS = 65,000 1.62
.. 40,000

.~'.

4,50,000

1,50,000

3,00,000

50,000

2,50,000

20,000

2,30,000

92,000

1,38,000

8,000

1,30,000

",- .
'.'

,':.~
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Illustration 6 :

From the following information calculate CR

Current assets (CA) =

Current liabilities (Cl.) =

2.50.000

11)0000

* . _ CR = CA ::;;:2 ')0000
Current Ratio - Cl 1,00,000 = 2.5 :

* Working capital means the excess of current assets over current liabilities

* Working capital = CA - CL =2,50,000 - 1.00,000 = 1,50,000

2) Quick Ratio (or Liquid Ratio)

Quick Ratio =
Current Assets - Stock

Current liabilities

(or)

Liquid Assets
Liquid Ratio = ---'---

Current Liabilities

Note: Liquid Assets rneans Current Assets - stock

Illustration 7 :

Ex:

From the following information calculate

a) CA b)CL c) Inventory

CR = 2.5, QR = 1.5, WR = 90000

.: '1

CR '" CA =: CR ::: 2.5x <a

Cl 1x

W.C = 2.5x - 1 x

90,000 = 1.5x

x ~ 9~,0500"" 60,000 (Cl))

CA:.: 60,000 x 2.5 = 1,50,000 (CA)

QR == CA - Stock == 1.5 = 1,50,000- x ::
Cl 60,000

= 90.000 = (1.50,000 - x) = (90,000 - 1,50,000) = - x

+ x = + 60,000 (stock)
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3) Absolute Liquid Ratio (or) Cash R~~io:

.. . Absolute Liquid Assets
Absolute Liquid Assets =. C L' biliurrent ia I tties

Note1: Absolute Liquid Assets = Cash in hand -: Cash at Bank + Marketable Securities (or)
Temporary investments

4. Proprietary Ratio (Fixed Assets to Proprietary Funds)

Fixed Assets
Pr oprietory Funds

IItustration - 8

From the following information you are required to prepare balance sheet of company and
statements of proprietary funds. . .

1-) Current ratio 2.5

2) Liquid Ratio 1.5

3) Working Capita1'90,000

4) Proprietory Ratio (fixed assets / proprietory funds) 0.75 : 1

5} Reserves and Surplus 1,00,000

6) Bank overdraft 10,000

Assuming that there is no long term liabilities & Fictious Assets

Solution:

a) Calculation of Current assets and current liabilities:

\

CR = CA ,:: 2.5x
CL 1x

W.C. = CA - CL = 90,000 = (2.5x - 1x)

= 1.5x = 90,000

x = 90,000 / 1.5 = 60,000 (CL)

CA = 2.5 (60,000)

CA = 60,000/2.5 = 1,50,000

b) Calculation of Stock

CA (CA - Stock)
Liquid Ratio = - = = 1.5

CL CL

~ =- (1,50,000- x)
1 60,000

" J!
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90,000 = 1,50,000 - x

x = 1,50,000 - 90,000 = 60,000 (stock)

c) Calculation of fixed assets and proprietory funds

. . Fixed AssetsPropnetory ratio :::;.-------
Pr oprietory funds

PR = FA == 0.75x
PF tx

Working Note:

B/S (Model)

Liabilities

Proprietory Funds

Current Liabilities xxx

Assets

Fixed Assets

Current Assets

xxx xxx

xxx

(or)

B/S

(1x)

TA

PF xxx (1x) FA XX

WC xx

(75x)

(90,000)(3,60,000)

TL

TL = TA

1x = 0.75x + 90,000

(1x - 0.75x) = 90,000

0.25x = 90,000

x = 3,60,000 (1x = Proprietory funds)

F.A. (Fixed Assets) -3,60,000 x 0.75 = 2,70,000

a) Balance Sheet of Company

Liabilities Assets

Share Capital 2,60,000 Fixed Assets

Reserves & Surplus 1,00,000 Current Asset7
. stockCurrent Liabilities 60,000

. IJ l 4,20,000

'J

2,70,000

90,000

60,000

4,29,000
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b) Statement of proprietary funds

Particulars Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Proprietary Funds:

Equity share capital 2,60,000

Reserves & Surplus 1,00,000 3,60,000

Investment of funds:

Fixed Assets 2,70,000

Current assets:
stock 60,000

Liquid assets 90,000 1,50,000

Less: Current Liabilities:

Bank overdraft 10,000

Creditors 50,000 60,000 90,000 3,60,000

Illustration 9 :

Extracts from the financial accounts of XYZ Ltd. are given below:

Year I

Assets Liabilities Assets

Rs. Rs. Rs.

Stock 10,000 20,000

Debtors 30,000 30,000

Cash in hand 20,000 15,000

Payment in advance 2,000

Sundry Creditors 25.000

Bills payable 15,000

Bank overciraft
,
\

62,000 40,000 65,000

Year II

Liabilities

Rs

30,000

12,000

5,000

47,000

Sales arnountstoRs 3,50,000 in the first year and Rs. 3,00.000 in the second year.

You are required to comment on the liquidity position of the company.
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Calculation of Current Ratio:

Particulars Year 1 Year 2

Rs. Rs.

Current Assets:

* Stock 10,000 20,000

* Debtors 30,000 30,000

* Cash in hand 20,000 15,000

Payment in advance 2,000

Total Current Assets 62,000 65,000

Current Liabilities:

* Sundry Creditors 25,000 30,000

* Bills Payable 15,000 12,000

* Bank Overdraft 5,000

40,000 40,000

Current Assets
Current Ratio = -------

Current liabilities

Y 1 62,000 1 5 . 1ear "" as. ..

40,000

Year 2 = 65;000 = 1.4 : 1
47,000

Comment: The desirable current ratio is 2 : 1. In the first year the current ratio is 1.5 : 1, in
second year the ratio is 1.4 : 1. This clearly indicates the solvency position of the finn that was in
deterioration.

b) Calculation of Quick Ratio:

Current Assets - Stock
Current liabilities

Year 1 := 62,000 - 10,000 = 1.3 : 1
40,000

';"L -

Y 2 - 65,000 ~ 20,000 .::.2 0"95 . ~ear -.'. _. .,
·:;00 47,000 ,',"

)00
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Comment: As be accounting norms the liquid ratio shall be 1:1 in the first year the quick ratio
is more than 1: 1 & in the second year the ratio is 0.95 : 1. This is not a good sign for solvency of the
organisation.

c) Calculation of Debtors turn over ratio:

Credit Sales
Debtors Turn- over Ratio = Average Debtors

Y 1 3,50,000 11 66 tiear ...:= -. Imes
30,000

In Terms of Days.

No. of days in a year_ 0= 365 ::: 31.30 (31 days)
DTR (times) 11.66

Y 2 DTR 3,00,000 10 tiear == = . = Imes
30,000

Comment: the debtors turn over ratio is in the first year 11.?6 (31 days) in second year 10 times
(36.5 days). This is not a good sign for solvency of the organisation. -

In Terms of Days

No. of, Days in a year == 365 __36.5 days
DTR(times) 10

Illustration 10 :

The following is the Balance Sheet of Sai Ltd, for the year ending 31 st December 2003

Liabilities Rs Assets Rs.

9% Preference share capital

Equity share Capital

.8% Debentures

4,00,000

9,00,bOO

4,00,000

90,000

70,000

60,000

40,000

10,000

~

LOngterm loan

ills payable

undry Creditors

B nk overdraft
\

Outstanding Expenses
/

19,70,000

----.
Goodwill 50,000

Hand & Building 7,00,000

Plant 7,50.000

Furniture & Fixture 2,00,000

Bills receivable. 75,000

Sundry Debtors 85,000

Bank balance 50,000

Short term investments 30,000

Prepaid Expenses 6,000

Stock 24,000

19,70,000
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Calculate: a) Current Ratio

c) Absolute Liquid Ratio

b) Liquid Ratio

d) Working Capital

Solution:

Calculation of Current Ratio

"t -

C t R ti Current Assetsurren a 10 :: ----
Curren; ii..ibi!ities

Note: Current Assets:

Bills Receivable 75_~?90'
Bank Balance 85,000

Sundry Debtors 50,000

Short - term Investment 30,000

Prepaid Expenses 6,000

Stock 24,000

2,70,000

Current Liabilities:

Bills Payable 70,000

Sundray Creditors 60,000

Bank overdraft 40,000

Outstanding expenses 10,000

1,80,000

C t R ti 2,70,00n=- "1- 5 1urren a 10 ::::: = " :
1,80,000

Calculation of Liquid Ratio :

L" id R t" Current Assets - stock
IqUI a 10 = ----------

Current liabilities

= 2,70,000 - 24,000 = 2,46,000 :: 1"36 : 1
,1,80,000 1,80,000

Calculation of Absolute Liquidity Ratio:

Absolute Liquid Ratio
" Absolute Liquid Ratio = Current Liabilities
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Note:

Absolute Liquid Assets = Cash in hand + Cash at bank + marketable securities

Absolute Liquid Ratio:

Bank Balance

Short term investments

50,000

30,000

80,000

80,000
Absolute Liquid Ratio = = 0.44 : 1

1,80,000

Calculation of working capital :

Working Capital = Current Assets - Current Liabilities

= 2,70,000 - 1,80,000

= 90,000

Turn Over Ratios

a. Turn Over Ratios:

Stock Turnover Ratio = (or) Stock velocity Ratio (or) Inventory Turnover Ratio:

(STR) Stock Turnover Ratio = Cost of goods sold,

Average stock

Note 1 :

Cost of goods sold = Opening stock + purchases - closing stock

Note 2;

Cost of goods sold = Sales - Gross profit

Note 3 :

opening stock + clo sin g stockAverage Stock = -=----.:::~-------.:~--
2

1) If cost of goods sold = 1,00,000, Average stock = 20,000

then what will be the stock turnover ratio?

Cost of goods sold
Stock Turnover Ratio = ---.:::....----

Average stock

1,00,000 5 t' -= = Imes
20,000

. ,

Stock Turnover Ratio can be expressed in different forms.
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They are -- r:.'; {r;

a) In terms of days

b) In terms of months

c) In terms of weeks

a) In terms of Days

Number .)f days in a year
Stock Turnover Ratio =

STR (times)

b) In terms of Months:

Stock Turnover Ratio :::
No. of Months in year

STR (times)

c) In terms of weeks:

No. of weeks in a year
Stock Turnover Ratio (weeks) =

STR (times)

b) Debtors Turnover Ratio (or) Debtors Velocity Ratio =

Credit Sales
Debtors Turnover Ratio (DTR) = -------------

Average Debtors and Bills receivable

Note1: .

Credit Sales = Total Sales - Cash Sales

Note 2:

Average Debtors and Bills Receivable:

A Opening Debtors + Closing Debtors
verage Debtors = 2

Opening bills receivable + Clo sin g bills receivable
Average bills receivable = 2

Credit sales
Debtors Turnover Ratio = ------------~

Avg. Debtors and bills receivable

Debtors turnover Ratio can be expressed in other forms

They are

1) In terms of days

2) In terms of months'

3) In terms of weeks

~.. .'. i., .i' .~
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a) In terms of Days

Debtors Turnover RaNo =
Number of days in a year

DTR (times)

b)"Interms of weeks:

No of weeks in a year
DTR (weeks) = ------~-

DTR (Times)

c)1n Terms of Months:

Number of months in a year
Debtors Turnover Ratio (months) = DTR (times)

12
DTR (times)

.c. Creditors Turnover Ratio:

Credit purchases
Creditors turnover ratio (CTR) = ----------'--------

Average Creditors and bills payable

Opening creditol-s +- Closing CI-editors
Average Creditors = 2

Opening bills payable + Closing bills payable
Avel-age bills payable = 2

Creditors Turnover Ratio can be expressed in other forms •

They are.

j a I In terms of days

b) In terms of months

C) In terms of years

a) In terms of days

Creditors Turnover Ratio \days) =
Number of days Itl a year

CTR (tunes)

6)!n Terms of Months

Number of months in a year
Creditors Turnover Ratio (months) = ---------..........:..--

CTR (times)

c] In Terms of Weeks:

Creditors Turnover Ratio (weeks) =
Number of weeks in a year

CTR (times)
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Illustration 10 :

The following are the ratios to the trading activities of the National Traders Ltd.,

Debtors Velocity = 3 months

Stock Velocity = 8 months

Creditors velocity = 2 months

Gross profit Ratio = 25%

Gross profit for the year Rs. 4,00,000

Closing stock of the year is Rs. 10,000 above the opening stock

Bills Receivable = 25,000

Bills Payable = 10,000

Find out: a) sales b) Sundry Debtors c) Closing Stock and d) Sundry Creditors

March/1995/MCom/AFM/ANU

Sol:

Gross Pr ofit Ratio
Gross Profit ratio = x 100

Sales

25 = 4,00,000 x 100
1 x

25x = 4,00,000 x 100

4,00,000 ]I,. 100
X .se . 25 = 16,00,000 (sales)

Sales = 16,00,000

Cost of goods sold

/

= Sales - gross profit

= 16,001000 - 4,00,000

= 12,00,000

Stock Velocity = 8 months

Brnonths « 12 -;:-8 -;: 12
STR (times) 1 x

8x =: '12

x = 1,2/8 = 1.5 times

Cost of goods sold
St'OGkTurnover Ratio = A . St kverage oc
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1.5 12,00,000
..=: -=

1 x

1.5 x -= 12,00,000 = 80 000
1.5 '

Average Stock = 80,000

A St k Opening stock + closing stockverage oc = ----'----=.-----~--. 2
80,000 X

1 2

X = 80,000 x 2 = 1,60,000 (Op. + CI. Stock)

opening stock + closing stock =
Less : Difference

1,60,000

10,000

1,50,000

Opening stock = 75,000 Closing stock =
Add : differ =

75,000

10,000

85,00075,000

(closing stock Rs. 10,0001- above the opening stock)

Closing stock = 85,000

Sundry debtors

Debtors velocity = 3 months

12
3 months = ----

DTR (times)

3 12
=

1

)

x

3x = 12

x = 12/3=·4-times

Credit Sales
4 times = ------------

Avg. Debtors and Bills Receivable

4 16,00,000= ----'---
1 'x
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x =
16,00,000

16,00,000/4 = 4,00,000

4,00,000

25,000

4x =

Debtors and Bills Receivable =
Less: Bills Receivable =

Sundry Debtors

Sundry Creditors

Creditors velocity 2 months

3,75,000

12
2 months = CTR (times)

2 12
--=--::::-

1 x

2x = 12

x = 12/2 = 6 times

Creditors Turnover Ratio = Avg. Creditors and Bills Re ceivable
Credit purchases

Purchases = Closing of goods sold + Clo. Stock - Opening stock

= (12,00,000 + 85,000) ~ 75,000 = 12,10,000

CTR =12,10,000 '" 6 times
x

12,10,000 6
-----.=::-x 1

6x = 12,10,000

x = 12,10,000/6 = 2,01,667

Creditors and Bitls payable

Less: Bills payable

Sundry creditors

= 2,01,667

10,000=

= 1,91,667

3.7. SUMMARY
In order to take-proper and immediate decisions regarding the financial efficiency of a concern,

one feels the necessity of financial statements. But these statements must suitably be analysed for
which ratio analysis is the best tool. The main purpose of this efficient tool is to measure the previous
performance of the concern so that the future trends can be projecteds It helps in taking relevant
steps to'(eiwercome limitations if any.
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3.8. KEY WORDS:

The relationship between two financial values.

Sales - Cost of goods sold.

proprietory funds.

long term and short term liabilities

The aggregateof office and administrative expenses, -selling &
distribution and financial expenses.

The use of fixed rate of sources along with owners equity is
described as financial leverage.

1. Ratio

,2. Gross Profit

,3. Equity

4. Debt

5. Operating expenses

6. Financial Leverage

3..9. Self - Assessment Questions and Exercises

1. What is meant by Ratio Analysis? Explain the importance in the analysis and interpretation of
financial data.

2. Explain "the classification of ratio analysis".

3. What are the limitations of Ratio Analysis.

4. Bebw giTen are the summ arized Ba.ance sheetas on 3pt Marcil 1982 and profit and loss zk:
for the year ended 31 st March 1992

Balance Sheet as on 31 st March 1982

Rs.

Share Capital (Shares of

Rs. 10 each)

Reserves & Surplus

Overdraft

Current Liabilities

4,00,000

3,00,000

4,00,000

8,00,000

19,00,000

Fixed Assets

Liquid Assets

Current Assets

Rs.

11,00,000

3,00,000

5,00,000

19,00,000

Profit & Loss Account for the year ended 31-03-1982

To opening stock

To Purchases less returns

To Expenses

To Net profit

Rs.

2,00,000

22,00,000

3,00,000

4,00,00q

31,00,000

By sales less returns

By Closing stock

. Rs.

28,00,000

3,00,000

31,00,QOO
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You are required to comment on the general financial condition of the company, taking into
account relevant ratios.

a) Current Ratio 625 :1

c) debt Equity Ratio 0.57 : 1

e) Gross profit ratio 25%

b) Liquid Ratio 0.25 : 1

d) Proprietary Ratio 1.57 : 1

f) Net profit ratio 14.3%

5. The following are the summarised Profit-S l.oss Account for the year ending 30"1 June 1983
and the Balance Sheet as on that date.

Profit and Loss Account

Rs. Rs.

To Opening stock 99,500 By Sales 8,50,000

To purchases 5,45,250 By Closing Stock 1,49,000

To Incidental Expenses 14,250 ..."

To Gross Profit 3,40,000

9,99,000 9,99,000

To Operating Expenses By Gross profit 3,40,000

Printing & dist. 30,000 By Non Operating Income

To Administration, 50,000 Interest 3,000

To Finance 15,500 Profit on sale of
1.,95,000 shares 6,000 9,000

Non - operating expenses:

Loss on Sale of assets 4,000

1,50,000Profit

3,49,000 3,49,000

Balance Sheet

Liabilities Rs. Assets Rs.
Share Capital (2090 Equity

Shares of 100)

Reserves

2,00,000

90,000

60,000

1,30,000

Land and Buildings

Plant & Machinery

Stock

Sundry Debtors

Cash and Bank Balance

1,50,000

80,000

1,49.000

71,000

30,000

Profit & Loss Ale

Current Liabilities

( 4,80,000 4,80,000
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From the above calculate the following ratios:

a. Current Ratio (1 .92 : 1)

b. Operating Ratio (82.94%)
c. Stock Turnover (4.1 times)

d. Return on Total Resources ( )

e. Turn over of fixed assets and ()
f Turn over of Total Assets ( )

6. The surnmarised Balance sheets of ABC Ltd., as on 31S1 March, 1980, 1981 and 1982 are
given below.

As on 31" March

Paid up capital

Long Tern. Borrowings

Current Liabilities

1980 1981 1982
(Rs. In lakhs) I

194 . 194 194

349 440 503
1':;2 54 99

595 688 796

1980 1981 1982
(Rs. In lakhs)

355 356 361

69 95 122

286 261 239

143 199 234

166 228 323

595 688 769

Gross Block

Less Depreciation

Net Block

Current Assets

P&L Alc

From the above particulars compute the following as 3151 March 1980,1981 and 1982

a Debt Equity Ratio (12.46) (negative) (negative)

b. Current Ratio (2.75) (3.69) (2.36)

c. Working Capital

d.. Fixed Assets Ratio

91 lakhs 1451akhs

(0.64)

1351akhs

(0.64)(0.76)

. 7. Some of the ratios in case of Z. ltd. together with the desirable standards are given below.
• Assess the efficiency of the company.

Current Ratio

Gross Profit Ratio

For Z Ltd.

1.90

Standard

.35

2.50
,..30
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Fixed Expenses Ratio to Sales

Variable Expenses Ratio to Sales

.20-

.08

r
. ·.15

.10

3~00Sales / Capital 4.00

Fixed Assets I Long Term Funds .90

Rate of Return on Capital 20%

8. The following data relates to MIs. Hindu Traders Ltd.

... 1.00

/.·15%

Debtor's Velocity

Creditor's velocity

Stock Velocity

Capital Turnover Ratio

Fixed Assets Turnover Ratio -

3 months

2 months

8 times

2.5 times

8 times

Gross Profit Turnover Ratio - 25%

Gross profit in the year amounted to Rs. 80,000. There is no long-term loan or overdraft Reserves
and surplus amount Rs. 28,000. Liquid Assets are Rs. 97,333. Closing stock of the year is Rs. 2,000
'"'lore than the opening stock. Bills receivables amount to Rs. 5,000 and Bills payable to Rs. 2,000

Find out:

a) Sales (3,20,000)
b) Sundry Debtors (75,000)
c) Sundry Creditors (38,333)
d) Closing Stock (31,000)

e) Fixed Assets, and (40,000)

f) Proprietor's Funds (1,20,000)

9. From the following details, find out:
a) Current assets

b) Current liabilities

c) Liquid Assets

d) Stock

Current Ratio: 2.5

Working capital Rs. 60,0001-

(March I 1993/ Ad. Financial Accounting / AFM / ANU)

a) Current Assets (1,00,000)

b) Current Liabilities (60,000)

c) Liquid Assets (60,000)

d) Stock (40,000)
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Lesson - 4

VALUATION OF SHARES
, OBJECTIVES

The objective of this Unit is to introduce you with the dimensions of valuation of shares and
, the need for share valuation. Further it is-aimed at ex~aining you various Methods of share valuation

along with illustrations for a greater insight and comprehension. " ' (
"

STRUCTURE
4.1., Introduction .I
4.2. Need for Share Valuation
4.3. Methods of Valuation
4.4. Net Asset Method
4.5. Yield Method
4.6;, Fair Value Method
4.7. Role of Fundamental Analysis and Technical Analysis in share valuation.
4~8. Conclusion
4.9. Self Assessment Questions
4.10. Key Words
4.11. Further Readings

4.1. INTRODUCTION
Equity Share Capital is one of the prime sources of Company's capital. Shares of definite

value are sold to pool up this capital, which is ownership capital with voting rights and ownership
control.

'Shares are of two types - Equity shares and preference shares. Preference shares are with
preferential rights over the equity shares in getting dividend and capital back. The equity shares
claim the residue after payment of dividend to perference shares. If no profit is made available, the
equity shares may go without dividend. Equity shares are paid with a return called dividend but such
a dividend payment is not obligatory. But dividend, among others, is one of the important determinants
of the share price or market value: The marketvalue of a share is determined by various factors both
internal and external. But always the market value may not truly represent the intrinsic value of the

, shares. This necessitates valuation of shares. Moreover, with respect to shares not listed on the
stock exchanges .specitic valuation of shares is needed. But if the shares are listed on the stock
exchanges the value of the share is quoted by the market forces and actions of buyers and sellers.

" The process of share valuation is influenced by a number of factors like the purpose of
valuation, the nature of business of the company concerned, demand and supply of shares, the
Governmentpolicy, past performance and growth prospects ofthe company, the economic climate,
dividend declared, reserve position of the company, the investor expectations of the dividend yield
CO, mpared to the yield prevailing in the market in t,hesame industry. The total profits, earning capacity"
of the company, goodwill etc., also exert a signifi.cant influence on the valuation of shares.

, '

, ' ,
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4.2. VALUATION OF SHARES - THE NEED
The market value of shares is readily available many a times especially when the shares are

listed on the stock exchanges. But it may not always represent the intrinsic worth of the share. This
calls for specific valuation of shares. In addition, the need for valuation of a company's share arises
in the following circumstances.

(a). In the process of amalgamation and reconstruction of companies, it may be necessary to
value the shares of the company absorbed or taken over in order to protect the rights of the
share holders;

(b). While advancing a loan against the shares as security;

(c). When a private company is taken over by the Government in the process of nationaliza-
tion, the compensation to equity holders is based on the valuation of shares;

(d). In the case of disinvestrnents of Government companies also share valuation is a basis.

(e). The convertible debentures and preference shares when converted to equity, the ratio of
equity shares to be issued can be decided only after share valuation.

(t). when a company is dissolved in which the shares are hold jointly by the partners, valuation
of shares becomes necessary for proper distribution of the partnership properly i.e., shares
proceeds.

(g). For the purpose of gift tax when shares are gifted by one to the other and also for the purpose
of estate duty in case of death of a shareholder and for wealth tax of calculation also valua-
tion of shares is necessary.

4.3. METHODS OF VALUATION

Shares can be valued on different basis, These methods of share valuation can be broadly
classified into. three. These are

1. Net Assets Method
2. Field Method

3. Fair Value Method

Under each method of valuation there are sub methods with minor variations. The tree of
methods of share valuation can be presented as beloW.
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1. Net Asset or Intrinsic
Value or Break up value
method

I

2. Yield basis or earning
basis or Earning basis
or Market value method

I
Company as

liquidated

3. Fair Value
or

Earning capacity
valuation method

I
Company as
going concern

I .

(i) Based on rate of
return

I
(ii) Based on productivity factor

(a), Net Tangible
Assets basis

(excluding good
will)

(b). Net Tangible
Assests plus an
amount of goodwill

As explanation of-each method and sub-methods therein is presented below.

4.4. NET ASSETS METHOD
This method of valuation of shares is based on asset valuation, There are two sub ap-

proaches in this method,

(i) taking the company as a going concern and

(ii) taking the company as liquidated

(1) Taking the company as a going concern:

. under this metHod there are two approaches
a) Valuation of shares as the basis of net tangible Assets with exclusion of goodwill.
b) Valuation of shares asthe basis of net tangible assets plus an amount of goodwill.

(a) Net Tangible Assets basis:
The valueof the net tangible assets has to be calculated under this method. The net tangible

assets can be arrived at by deducting liabilities from assets and also deducting intangible assets like
goodwill, preliminary expenses, etc. Thus, only sound assets are considered.

Net Tangible Assets = (Assets - Liabilities) - intangible Assets
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Care should betaken to include non-trading Assets also and all the assets are to be valued at
the replacement value i.e. Market value. Moreover, all liabilities whether in books or net be deducted
from assets.

If only equity shares fully paid exist in a company the value of a share

Value of Ne~Tangible Assets

No. of Shares

If both equity and pref~rence shares exist and preference shares have priority as to capital and
dividend, first, the preference shares are to be valued at parand paid. Them the net tangible assets
are to be divided by the numberof equity shares for calculating the value per share., .'
If there is uncalled capital at the time of valuation, the uncalled share amount be added to the net

I "tangible assets to value the shares fully paid. The valuation of shares for theshareholders who have
calls on arrears will be valued as a percentage on their paid up value with the nominal value of shares.

If the participating preference shares are there which stand equally with. the equity shares, the
value of each share would be. in proportion to the paid up value of preference shares and equity

\
shares.

ILLUSTRATION 1:

The summarized Balance Sheet of Sheela & Co as on 31 st December 2002 is as below:
LIABILITIES ASSETS

4000 shares of RS.100 each fully paid 4,00,000 Goodwill 60,000
6% Debentures 2,00,000 Investments 1,30,000

.' Sundry Creditors 1,50,000 Land & Buildings 1,00,000
1000 5% preference shares of RS.100
each fully paid 1,00,000 Plant & Machinery 4,00,000

Stock 90,000
Sundry Debtors 60,000
Preliminary Expenses 10,000

8,50,000 8,50,000

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

The investments are revalued at RS.1,50,000 and the Sundry Debtors will realize Rs.48,000,
Plant and Machinery to be' depreciated at 8 per cent. The interest on Debentures accrued for 10
months on preference shares divided, is due for the year. Calculate the value of equity shares.
SOLUTION

Net Tangible Assets ,;.

'-'1,8reValue = ------------
No. of shares
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Net Tangible Assets= Tangible Assets - Liabilities - Preference share capital
and dividend

Rs. Rs.
Thus. Net Assets are:

Investments
Land & Buildings
Plant & Machinery (net of
Depreciation)

1,80,000
'1,00,000 \ ,

3,68,000

Stock
Sundry Debtors

90,000
48,000

7,86,000
Less. Liabilities

6% Debentures
Interest as Debentures (10 months) ,
Sundry Creditors

3,60,000

2,00,000
10,000

,1,50,000

4,26,000
'-ess. Preference Share

Capital
Preference Dividend
Net Tangible Assets (value of 4000 equity

shares)

Value of an equity share =

1,00000
5,000 1,05,000

3,21,000 3,21,000

=Rs.80.25 4,000

(b) NET ASSETS METHOD WITH INCLUSION OF GOODWILL:
Before explaining this method, a word about goodwill and its significance gives a Logical in-

sight. Goodwill occupies a place of prominence among all the intangible assets. The value of a
company and its fixed assets depends on their ability to earn profits and the goodwill associated with
them. This is the rationale behind including the value of goodwill along with Tangible Assets in valu-

.ation of shares. In this case the value of goodwill varies with the method of goodwill valuation.
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Therefore in this case

Net Assets = Fixed Assets + Current Assets + Goodwill- Liabilities
No of Equity shares

Net Assets Value
Share value =

No. of Equity Shares
\

ILLUSTRATION 2

From the following information find out the value of the share:

BALANCE SHEET OF BALU & COMPANY

LIABILITIES Rs. ASSETS Rs.

Share Capital: Fixed Assets:

40,000 equity shares of Rs.1 a Goodwill 3,80,000

each 4,00,000 Investment 6,00,000

Reserve and Surplus: Current Assets:

Reserves 5,00,000 Loans and Advances:

Profit and Loss Alc 60,000 (a) Current Assets 1,00,000

Unsecured Loans 1,60,000 (b) Loans and Advances 60,000

Current Liabilities 40,000 Misc. Expenditure 20,000

11,60,000 11,60,000

For the purpose of valuation of shares, goodwill shall be taken at three years' purchase of
the average profit of the last five years. The profits for the .as t five years are: Rs.1,20,000;
Rs.1,40,000; RS.80,00Q; RS.1,OO,COO;and Rs.1 ,00,000.

SOLUTION
Calculation of value of Goodwill
Total Profits for 5 Years = Rs.1 ,20,000:::+ Rs.1 ,40,000 + l~s.80,(;OO +

RS.1,00,000 + Rs.1 ,00,000 = Rs.5,4( I,OJO

Ave rage profits per year = Rs.5,L·O,000 15 = RS.1,08,000
Goodwill = 3 Years' purchase of averaqe profits

= 3 x R:;.1 ,08,000 = Rs.3,24,000
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Calculation on value of Equity share

Rs. Rs.
"

Goodwill
Investments
Current Assets
Loans and Advances

3,24,000
6,00,000 .
1,00,000 /

60,000 /
10,84,000/

Less: Unsecured Loans
Current Liabilities

1,60,000
40,000

2,00,000
8,84,000

Number of Equity Shares = RsAO,OOO

Value of Equity Share = Rs.8,84,000/40,000 = RS.22.10

(ii) Taking the company as liquidated:

In the case of a company under liquidation the net asset basis of share valuation is much
suitable. In such a situation the realizable values of the independent Assets are to be assessed.
The Net Asset value calculation is similar as explained earlier. But provision must be made for
the cost of liquidation and duly deduced from the Net Asset Value before calculating the share
value.

Net Asset Basis - an evaluation:
The Net Asset Method of share valuation is not related to earning capacity but the market

values of the assets, Thus this method is appropriate in the case of companies sustaining losses
and are on the edge of liquidation. Though this method is particularly suitable for calculation of
value of share wealth for wealth tax purposes, the realistic assessment of market value of assets
is a challenging task.

4.5. YIELD METHOD

This is also known as earning capacity or Market value method. Investors in general and
small investors in particular pay for the shares on the basis of the income or yield expected.
Therefore, the expected dividends are taken as the basis in this method. Accordingly yield basis
share value

Dividend per share
Normal rate of return X 100

It can also be calculated as

Share value = Rate of Dividend
Paid up value per share X 100

Where Rate of Dividend = .' Dividend per share
Paid up value per share X 100
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The Dividend per share is calculated as
Net profit - Taxes - Transfer to Reserve and Redemption Fund etc - Preference dividend, if any,

divided by No. of equity shares.

ILLUSTRATION 3.

A c,ompany, issues shares of Rs.50 each on which RsAO has been paid up. The amount

of dividend per share is Rs.1 0 per share. The normal rate of return is 15 per cent. Calculate

share value on yield basis or Market value method.

Share value = Dividend per share X 100
Normal Rate of Return
10
15 X 100=

= Rs.66.67

Share value = Rate of Dividend
Normal rate of return

Or

X paid up value per share

.. ' .
Where Rate of dividend = Dividend per share

aid up value per share X 100

= 10
40 X 100

= 25%

Then

Share value = Rate of Dividend
Normal Rate of return X paid up value per share

=
25
15 X 100

Rs.66.67=
YIELD METHOD - AN EVALUA.l10N:

This method of share valuation is simple to calculate and easy to understand. The market value
of the share can be said to have related to earning capacity of the company.

On the negative side, the method suffers from two significant limitations. These are:
(a) Dividend paid may not necessarily out of the present year profits or earnings. In this

method dividend per share is taken as the basis which may not be related to, present
earnings. Thus the share value's relation to the eaminq capacity is misleading and

(b) In the case of a company which retains profits in reserve fund and conservatively a less
dividend the market value of share according to this method is undervalued: But actually
due to strong reserve base, the net worth of the company is sound.
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4.6. FAIR VALUE METHOD

This is also called earning capacity valuation method or dual method. This is geared to
rectify one of the limitations of the earlier method that the value of the share is based on the
dividend but not on the earnings. This method relates the value of the share to the earning
efficiency in terms of profitability of the company as the market price of the share is based on the
earnings of the company rather than the dividend declared. According to this method.

'Earning rate . '
Value of Share = Normal rate of return X paid up value per share

Where in

Earning rate = Profit earned
Capital employed

X 100

Where
Profit earned is Earning before interest and preference dividend but after Tax (EBIPDAT)

whereas
Capital employed is shareholders Equity plus debentures and long term borrowing

or -
Capital employed is Fixed Assets + (current Assets-Current Liabilities)

ILLUSTRATION 4:
A company issued shares of Rs.100 each on which Rs.70 is paid up. The normal rate of '

return is 12 per cent. The earning before interest and preference dividend and also before Tax is

RS.6,80,000, the capital employed is RS.32,00,000. Calculate the value of share on fair value

basis assuming tax rate at 40%.

SOLUTION:

Value of Share = Earning rate
Normal rate of return X Paid up value per share

Value of Share = Profit earned
Capital employed X 100

Profit earned = Earning before interest and preference Dividend but
after taxes

Profit earned = 6,80,000 - 2,72,000 (40% tax)
= RsA,08,000

Then' Earning rate = 4.08.000 X 100
32,00,000
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= 12.75%

Value of share =
12.75

12 X 100

Rs.106.25=

An Evaluation:

. This' method is called a fair value or dual method because it consists the blend of
characteristics of the earlier two methods. The riet assets method takes the assets or capital as
basis and the yield or market value method considers dividends or earnings whereas the present
method i.e. fair value method considers both capital and earnings or profit earned and stands as
fair value.

Fair Value = Intrinsic value + yield value
2

"- ILLUSTRATION 5:
On December 31, 1983, the Balance sheet of Lilly Limited reveals the following position:

Liabilities Rs. Assets Rs.

Issued capital in Rs.10 shares
Reserves
Profit & Loss Alc
9% Debentures
Current Liabilities

8,00,000 Fixed Assets
1,80,000 Current Assets

40,000 Gbodwill
2,00,000
2,60,000

10,00,000
4,00,000

80,000

14,80,000 14,80,000

On December 31, 1983, the fixed assets were independently valued at Rs.7 ,00,000 and
the goodwill at Rs.1 ,00,000. The Net profits for the three years were: 1981 - Rs.1 ,03,200; 1982-
Rs.1,04,000, 1983 - Rs.1 ,03,300 of which 20% was placed under reserve, this proportion being
considered reasonable in the industry in which the company is engaged and where a fair
investment return may be taken at 10%. Compute the value of the company's shares by (a) the
Net Assets method, (b) The yield value method and (c) the Earning 'Capacity method (fair value
method)
SOLUTION:

Rs. Rs.
(a) Net Assets Method

Intrinsic value of shares:

Current assets as per Balance Sheet

Market value of fixed assets

Goodwill (as per valuation)

Total Market value of assets

4,00,000

7,00,000

1,99,000

12,00,000
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Less: Liabilities
Debentures /'
Current liabilities

Net Assets

Intrinsic value per share =
Net Assets

No. of equity shares

Rs.7AO,000
80,000

= Rs.9.25
(b) Yield Value Method

Calculation of average expected future profits
Profits for three years before reserves
Average Profits before reserves (Simple average)

Less: Transfer to reserve at 20% of 1,03,300

Average profits after reserve

2,00,000
2,60,000

Calculation of expected return on equity share capital (Rate of dividend):

Expected Profit
Equity paid-up share capital

= 49.507 X 100
8,00,000

= -6..19~/o
Valuation of Goodwill and shares

Calculation of yield, value of share:
". ,I.~Ii '

\~ i Vi
" I 1,,\

\ \

~\

E'~pected rate of Dividend,
. . N,ormal rate .

X 100

4,60,000
7,40,000

Rs.

2,10,500
70,167
20,660

49,507

X paid-up value per share

= 61109 X to = R~. 6.19

(C) Earninq Capacity Method
Calculation of'iProfit earned:

, Total profits for 3 years before reserves
Averag~))rofits before reserves (2,10,500/3)

Add: Debentule interest paid
t "l,/-} ",

Profi earned
Gross Capital employed:

.-i"'( ..• ,.J i •
.. Market value of fixed assets
, ~.'"Current assets

Rs.
2,10,500

70,167
,18,000
88,167

7,00,000
4,00,000
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Goodwill 1,00,000
12,00,000
2,60jOOO

14,60,000
Less: Current liabilities

Gross capital
(or)

Issued share capital
Reserves
Profit and Loss Alc
Debentures
Increase in goodwill (1,00,000 - 80,000)

Less: Decrease in the value of fixed assets
Gross Capital

8,00,000
"1,80,.000

40,000
2,00,000

20,000
12,40,000
3,00,000
9,40,000

Profit earned
Gross capital employed

.. \ 88,167
14,60,000 = 6.04%

Rate of earning
" Normal rate of return

610; = RS.6.04

4.:7.ROLE OF FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS AND TECHNICAL ANALYSIS IN SHARE
. . -. . . .'..

VALUATION
\ "

tion. "
The fundamental Analysis and Technical Analysis playa very important role in share vatua-

Fundamental Analysis relate to company economic, industry and company analysis. The
fundamentalists forecast share valueson the basis of economic, industry and company statistics.
Therefore the decision variables in share valuation, according to Fundamental Analysis, are earnings
arid dividends. The value of shares is judged on the basis of earning power of the company, profit
trends of the industry and the economic environment.

The Technical Analysis is an alternative approach to share value assessment and prediction.
According to Technical Analysis the valuation of shares is based upon the forces of supply and
demand. The Technical Analyst views changes in share values mainly through price and volume
statistics. Heuses various indicators to measure price-volume, supply-demand relationships for the
overal! market as well as for individual shares. The major technical indicators are market indicators,
pri,ce indicators, volume indicators, confidence indicators-etc. .

As stated earlier the Fundamental Analysis. is concerned with economic, industry and company .:
factors that influence the share valuation. The Ileal world of investing is full obpolitical, economic,
social and other forces. "These forces do not remain static and intermix in influe~cing dividends and
share prices. A logical systematic approach, based on all these forces and var,i~'us factors relating

" ,
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to economy, industryand the. company concerned, is indispensable. This is top down method of
analysis from-macro to micro level.

,,", . The economic analysis relates the economic phenomena to share price movements. The
important aspects of economy thatinfluence share price are economic forecasts, qeneral money
supply and share prices, international economic scenario, disposable income, demographic factors
and. demand etc.

Industry analysis demands an insight into the key sectors or subdivisions of overall economic
activity that influence particular industries and the relative strength or weakness of particular industry;
Cyclical swings of an industry in tune with the' business cycle changes, past sales arid earning
performance, degree of permanence and survival of the industry, the attitude and policy of Government
towards the industry. Labour conditions, competitive conditions etc., also playa role in share valuation.
Above all the industry life cycle stages exert significant influence on share valuation.

The company analysis relating to measurement of earnings, analysis of financial statements,
operating results,thefinancial position, cost trends, auditors' opinions etc, playa significant role in
investor expectations and consequently share valuation.

4.8. CONCLUSION
'. The unit should have helped you understand the need for share valuation and the methods

torvaluation of shares with their relative merits and demerits. The modalities of calculating the value
of shares under different methods are understood by you through simple illustrations.

After going through the unit successfully you should have realized that the valuation framework
aids the investor in reaching a buys, sell or hold decision for which Fundamental analysis and Technical

.analysis in share valuation is significant .

4~9.SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTION
. Answer the following questions from your memory in not more than two pages each to

assess whether you have understood the subject matter of the unit.
1. Explain the need for share valuation. Give a brief account of the different methods otvaluinq . r

shares. .'. ' '
2. Discuss the-role ofFundamentalAnalysisand Technical Analysis in share valuation.
3. Evaluate the three methods of share valuation in their strengths and weaknesses.

. ,

4.10 KEY WORDS
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Net worth

Means the potential price of a company's common stock ..
Winding up of the company "-
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the preference share capital.
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5.1. GOODWILL - A CONCEPTUAL FOCUS
Goodwill is an intangible Asset, which consists of the image of the business entity in the view

of outsiders, customers, employees etc.

Braden and Allyn rightly defined Goodwill.as "an intangible asset compounded from a variety
of successful business ingredients competent and energetic Management, customer acceptance, a
favourable locations, a quality and profitable. product, efficient production methods, an outstandinq
reputation, plus the expectation that those ingredients will continue to produce an above normal
rate of return for an indefinite period of time." "

Goodwill is the reputation and image built up which places the business in a position to have
long run survival, success and growth besides positively influencing the earnings. Goodwill is a
booster and adds. value. It is thus the present value of a firm's anticipated excess earnings and
adds extra value to the business beyond the intrinsic value of the assets. If the expected future
earnings are greater than a satisfactory return, the capitalization of this efficiency or surplus is
thought of as goodwill. Though goodwill is considered to be an intangible asset, like other tangible
assets goodwill also contributes to future earnings. It's contribution is inevitable, invisible but can be
visualized and felt.

Goodwill has a consolidating force and helps integrate the asset structure and its value. In
the words of Adamson, A.V., "Just as cement binds together the bricks and other building material

, .
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into walls, similarly goodwill binds together or unites the other assets and aspects of business into
a cohesive whole".

According to Wildman, Goodwill is the influence that the Proprietor or his organization has
upon the purchasing public through which he is enabled to attract and retain patronage.

Thus the term goodwill is generally usedto denote the benefit arising from connection and
reputation and its value is what can be get for the change of being able to keep that connection and
improve it. Upon the sale of an established business its goodwill has a marketable value. Goodwill
may be described as the aggregate of those intangible attributes of a business, which contribute to
it? superior earning capacity over a normal return on investment.

5.2. FACTORS AFFECTING GOODWILL

Companies or business entities differ in their setting, environment and circumstances. Good-
will and its valuation depends upon the circumstances of each case. Broadly the factors which
influence goodwill valuation can be generalized as below.

1. PROFITABILITY OF BUSINESS:
The ability of the business to make profits and sustainability of such profits is a factor influ-

encing the goodwill and its valuation. The goodwill is the value one is ready to pay for a business
over and above the value of its assets. If a business is expected to generate surplus profits over
and above the normal rate of return expected as other such investments its worths paying more in
the form of goodwill.

2. BRAND EQUtTY :
The brand image of the product and the strength of the brand loyalty contribute to goodwill.

If the brand image is high like in the case of Nikon, Maruti etc., the valuation of goodwill rests at a
higher level.

3. PRODUCT OF SERVICE QUALITY :
The quality of a product and its maintenance standard is an influencing factor. The product

quality maintenance and it as perceived by the customer affect goodwilL

4. CUSTOMER ACCEPTANCE:
All the products and firms are not equally accepted by the customers. A number of factors

decide the level of customer acceptance. If the product is widely accepted the goodwill carried by
the business remainings high and vice versa.

5. BUSINESS'LOCATION AND ACCESS:
The favourable location and its customer access positively adds to goodwlii. Therefore,

centrally located business entities with a wider customer reach command a greater yalue of good-
will.~i . j

, i-'
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6. TRANSFERABILITY OF COMMERCIAL VALUE:
The accounting for valuation of goodwill arises only when there exists commercial value and

that too transferable. For instance th~ skill and knowledge of a doctor or actor cannot be trans-.
ferred and therefore the goodwill of a such a person is of no commercial value.

7. RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED:
The profit to capital ratio is one of the determining factors for goodwill valuation. With a

given amount of capital if a business is able to generate a higher amount of profit it enjoys a more
value of goodwill. In other words for earning a given amount of profit if a less amount of capital is
employed that business commands a more goodwill. '

In this manner, the goodwill of business is influenced by other factors like future tax liability,
worth of parents and copyrights possessed, credit prestige, distinctiveness and competitive status
of the business etc.

5.3. TYPES OF GOODWILL
Goodwill can be classified on different bases as enumerated hereunder.
Goodwill is of different types and the main classes of goodwill can be identified as below.

a. Locational Goodwill
The goodwill arising out of the locational advantage of the business like central location;

prestige and access of the business premises etc.

b. Charismatic. Goodwill

The personal attraction and reputation of an individual associated with a business carries
goodwill and such persons at key positions in a business contribute for the goodwill of the business
due t.o their personal charisma.

c. Goodwill of Product Image
The market image of a product or service sold by a business adds goodwill to the business.

The quality, standard and customer satisfaction, competitive edge etc., create such an irnaqe good-
will.

d. Goodwill of Market Dominance
The competitive structure of the market position and share of the market is a channel of

goodwill. A business with complete or partial monopoly over the market commands goodwill of
dominance.

e. Goodvvlll of Human Resource Quality
,

Human Resource with Commitment, performance, expertise, high level of motivation, loyalty
etc., is a goodwill ambassador.

Goodwill of a business is an integrated whole of all these streams. Rowland identifies different
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classes of goodwill as local, the personal reputation, the reputation of the goods sold and the
absence of competition .

.n Goodwill has been very ably divided into three types by Wilson as Cat, Dog and Rat
goodwill, in view of the peculiar habits of these animals. Cat tends to stick to its abode, cat goodwill
is therefore that which wW adhere to the business which is being transferred and is the most valuable.
The dog follows his master, dog goodwill is that which is difficult to transfer and is correspondingly
less valuable. The rat is a migrant, rat goodwill is practically valueless as it represents those customers

.who have no affiliations either to the business or its proprietors and who may be here today and
gone tomorrow. .Tosurn up, Cat goodwill is adherent, Dog ..goodwill is personal and Rat is fugitive.
Adherent goodwill is only valuable as attaching to the business, personal goodwill is unsaleable.

III Goodwill can also be classified into (a). Purchased goodwill and (b). Non-purchased
qoodwill, which is inherent.

Purchased goodwill arises when one business buys another and the purchase consideration
paid is more than the value of-the nettangible assets received. It never exists in a new bu~iness
unless purchased.' .

Non-purchased' or inherent goodwill is referred to as internally generated goodwill and it
arises when a business may over the years generate its own goodwill. This type of goodwill is
lasting and valued high.

. ,
Accountlnq principles require that non-purchased goodwill should not be shown in financial

statements. Purchased goodwill should normally be eliminated from the accounts immediately'\ on
acquisition or may be amortized over its useful economic life.

ACTIVITY
Pickup a business of your choice you know and list out the factors, which you think contrib-

uted for its goodwill. List your identified factors in the order of importance. Give reasons for your
ranking of factors .

• • • I-I •••• ~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Ii ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

......................................................................................... _ .

.......................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................

5.4. GOODWILL VALUATION - THE NEED
Goodwill is an intangible Asset and highly unrealizable asset. Even though the manage-

ment feels that goodwill has contributed to the earnings of the company the value of goodwill can-
not be accounted. It only comes into an apparent and realized form when the business is sold as a
going concerns and the buyer is prepared to pay for the business in excess of the book value of the
assets. Thus if is the concept of surplus of the market value of the assets over the book values.
Such a process of goodwill valuation is necessary for the purpose of assessment anorecordlnq is
'''e books in the following circumstances.
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1. When amalgamation of two business entities takes place the goodwill of the arnalqarnated
business should be valued for the purpose of calculation of consideration.

2, In the case of outright purchase of a business, theseher of business as well as the b~yer
needs valuation of goodwill. The former needs it to receive th-e premium consideration
where as the later i.e., the buyer to assess the value that is attained to goodwill and its
reasonability.

3, In the process of consolidation of holding company and its subsidiaries through their assets
and liabilities goodwill valuation is also involved.

4. In the case of a partnership business changes in the profit sharing ratio on the admission of
a new partner or death or retirement of the existing partner goodwill valuation is warranted.

~~~~~~ Valuation of Goodwill

5.5. METHODS OF GOODWILL VALUATION
For recording in the 'books of accounts and for a host of reasons mentioned earlier, goodwill

is to be valued on systematic basis, Leaving aside the arbitrary methods, the important methods of
goodwill valuation are:

1, Average. Method

2. Super Profits Method
3. Annuity Method

These popular methods are explained and illustrated in the forthcoming discussion. Methods
to be adopted in valuinq goodwill depend upon the circumstances of each particular case. Therefore,
the figure computed as goodwill cannot be an exact one.

5.6. AVERAGE METHOD
This is the Average Profits Method which takes into account the'average profits for the past

few years and the value of goodwill is calculating as some years purchase of this amount. The
following steps are involved in this method.

1~ Take the profits of the last few years.

2. Calculate average of the profits as sum of profits divided by numberof years.
". . .

3. Multiply the calculated average profits with agreed years purchase of this amount. The
product is the value of goodwill.

In step 2 above, the average profits may be based on (i) simple average or (ii). Weighted
average. If it is simple average each years profits are given the same weightage. But if it is

.weighted average profits, the profit of each year is assigned and multiplied with a weight. Usually
theweight of each year is the number of that year. For instance if tour years profits are taken the
number of the relevant year (1 or 2 or 3 or 4 consecutively) will be the weight. Each year's profit
should. be multiplied with the 'weight and the total of weighted profits should be divided by the .
aggregate numberof the weighted profits. . '

c ,~"'

In both the simple and weighted average profits calculations, precaution, must be taken in
respectof any abnormal items of profit or loss, which may affect future profit. iwr

I
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The average profits method is generally adopted when a partner dies or retires and a clause
to this effect is found in partnership agreements. It is also used for goodwill valuation when it is
proposed to purchase a business.

The main advantage of this method is it: simplicity. On the other hand the significant:
disadvantage is that trends in the level of profitar ~yare not reflected in the valuation of goodwill.
Moreover, if the simple average method is used the profits all the years are given the same weightage
without discrimination between a business with ~alling profits and that with increasing profits.

ILLUSTRATION 1
'A' Ltd. Agreed to purchase business of a sole trader. For that purpose, goodwill is to be valued
at 3 year's purchase of the average profits of last 4 years.

Profits for these years are:
1999 -Rs.80,000; 2000 - Rs.90,000; 2001 - RS.72,000; 2002 - RS.92,000.
Solution:

RS.80,000 + 90,000+ 72,000 + 92,000
Average Profit =

4

Goodwill
= RS.83,500
= 3 years purchase of average profits
= Rs.83, 500 X 3
= Rs.2, 50,500

ILLUSTRATION ·2
Sai & Co. proposed to purchase the business carrie'd on by Mr. X. GOOdJili for this purpose

is agreed to be valued at three years' purchase of the weighted average proms of the past four
years. The appropriate weights to be used are:

1991 - 1, 2000 - 2,2001 - 3,2002 - 4

I
The profits for these years are: 1999 Rs.1, 32,000; 2000 Rs.1, 48,000; 2001 Rs.1, 10,000

and 2002 RS.1,62, 000.

A scrutiny of the accounts reveal the following:

(a).On Oct 1st,2001 a major repair was made in respect of the plant incurring Rs. 32,000 which
. amount was charg~d to revenue. The said. sum is agreed. to be capitalized for goodwill

calculationsubject to adjustment of depreciation of 10% p.a. on reducing balance method.

(bj.The closing stock for the year 2000 was 'over-valued by Rs.18, 000

(cj.To cover management expenses an annual Charge of Rs.28, 000 should be made for the
purpose of goodwill valuation. .

Compute the value of QPodwil1 Of the firm,"
. - ,(..,
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SOLUTION

Calculation of Adjusted Profits:
Profits:

Less: Management Expenses
Adjusted Profits - 1999

Profits: 2000
Less: 1. Over-valuation of Closing stock

2. Management Expenses
46,000

Adjusted Profit - 2000
Profits: 2001

Add: 1. Over-valuation of Opening Stock
2. Major repairs of plant to be treated as

capital expenditure

Less: Depreciation on capital expenditure at the rate
of 10% p.a. for 3 months from Oct. 1, 2001 to

10 3
December 31, 2001 3200 x x 100

Less: Management Expenses
Adjusted Profits - 2001

Profits: 2002
Less: 10% Depreciation on Rs.31,200 (Book value

RS.32,000 - Rs.500) capital expenditure

Less: Management Expenses
Adjusted Profits - 2002

Ca,lculation of weighted Average Profits
Year

1999
2000
2001
2002

Profit
1,04,000
1,02,000
1,33,200
1,30,880

Weight
1
2
3
4
10

Weighted Average Profit = 12,31,120/10 = RS.1,23,112
Goodwill at three years' purchase = RS.1,23,112 x 3 = RS.3,69,336

Rs.

1999 1,32,000
28,000

1,04,000

18,000
28,000

1,02,000
1,10,000

18,000

32,000 50,000
1,62,000

800
1,61,200

28,000
1,33,200

3,120
1,58,880

28,000
1,30,880

.,.
'f.. •

Product
1,04,000
2,0,4,000
3,99,600
5,23,520

12,31,120
~r

Sf.
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CAPITALISATION OF AVERAGE PROFIT METHOD:

This is a variation of the Average Profit Method where the average prdfits calculated are
capitalized at the normal rate of return and the net tanqible assets are deducted from the
capitalized value of the average profits to arrive at goodwill. .y

-,

The following steps are -to be observed is calculating the value of goodwill under this
method.
(a). Ascertain the average future maintainable profit, as explained already.
(b). Capitalize this average profit at the normal rate of return on investment on the

type of business under consideration. This will give the net worth of the
business.

(c). Find out the value of net tangible assets (l.e., net assets other than goodwill) of
the business.

(d). Deduct the net tangible assets from the capitalized net worth of the business and
the difference is goodwill.

.,'

ILLUSTRATION - 3

A company proposes to sell its business and it earned an average profit of Rs.1,80,000

per annum which is expected to be earned is future also. The additional information is:

(i). The auditor's fee of Rs.18, 000 per annum changed against such profits will not

be payable by the purchasing company.

(ii). Rent and Miscellaneous expenses of Rs.32,000 per annum paid by the vendor

company will not be incurred by the purchaslnq company is future as it owns its

own business premises.

The net assets excluding goodwill, are valued at Rs.20,00,000. The return is expected at

10 per cent.

SOLUTION:

Average Net hofit
Add: Expenses not likely to be incurred in the future:

Doctors' fees
Rent

Rs. Rs.
1,80,000

18,000
32.000

50,000
2,30,000AverClge future maintainable profit

Capitalized net wealth = 2,30,300 x 100
10 = R,s.23,OO,OOO. .

Less: Net tangible ass~ts other thC\~,goodwilJ. '1 = Rs.20,00,000

Good Will " Rs. 3,00,000
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5.7. SUPER PROFIT METHOD

Super Profit Method is a common method of valuation of goodwill. Conceptually, the
excess of actual profits over the normal profits is known as super profit. A business unit may

, .posses some advantages which enable it to earn extra profits over and above the amount that
, '{wol!ld be normally earned, if the same capital is employed elsewhere in a business of same risk

class. The extra profit over the normal profit, expressed as super profits, are valued and the
goodwill is the value of the few years' purchase of super profits.

The normal profits are calculated based as normal rate of return. The normal rate of r~rn
refers to the rate of earnings which the investor in general expects on his investments in a
particular type of industry.

PROCESS OF CALCU~TION:

The calculation of super profits needs information about the estimated average future

profits of the firm, the expected normal rate of return on investment and the fair value of the

average capital employed. This systematically involves the following steps.

1. Calculate capital employed (it is the total of shareholders' equity plus long

term debt or fixed assets plus net current assets.

2. Calculate normal return by multiplying capital employed with normal rate of

return.

Calculate average maintainable profit of the business.

Calculate the difference between the average maintainable profit and normal

return calculated above. This difference is called super profit (of it is positive).

I. Multiply that super profit by the number of years' purchase. The product is

the value of the goodwill.

ILLUSTRATION - 4

Mr. Pachas provides the following particulars or his business and asks you to compute the

value of goodwill on the basis of 5 years purchase of super profits.

The capital employed in the business is Rs.1 ,00,000 and the profits after tax tor five years

ending with 2002 are: .i r>

Rs.18,000 (1998); Rs.22,000 (1999); Rs.20,000 (2000); Rs.8000 (loss in 2001) and

Rs.19,000 (2002). The normal rate of return is 15 per cent consisting of market rate of interest on

investment 10% per cent and the rate of risk return on capital investedin business is 2 per cent.

:Remuneration of the proprietor in alternative employment if not engaged in business is Rs.6,OOO

per annum.
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SOLUTION:

Rs.
Average Profits

Profit 1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

18,000
22,000
20,000
-8,000
19,000

71,000

Average Profits = 71,000/4
Rs., 17,750

\'

=
Super profits:
Average Profits

Less: Remuneration of Proprietor
Rs. 17,750

-6,000

Less: Normal Profit 10% of 1,00,000
11,750
10,000

Super profits 1,750
. i

Goodwill = 5 years purcnase of super profits
= 5 x 1750
=Rs.8750.

ILLUSTRATION'S

"1
• .I

(Weighted Average Profits) . 'I

. Following is the Balance sheet of champa traders.

Liabibilities

Creditors
Capital
Reserve

Rs.

'2,00,000
7;,00,000
~1,65,000

Assets

Goodwill
Fixed Assets
Current Assets
Investment in shares

Rs.

10,65,000

Net profits for five years are as below:

1999 - RS.1 ~30,000; 2000 - Rs. 1,50,000; 2001- RS.1 ,80, 000; 2002 - RS.2,00,000; 200:3
- Rs. 2,10,000 (each year's profit include fixed income on investment of Rs. 9000 per annum). Rate

15,000
4,00,000

.5,00,000
1,50,000

10,65,000
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of return on capital employed is 10%. Calculate the goodwill of the business at four years

purchase of the super profits assigning weights to the average profits as 2, 2.2, 2.5, 01 and 1.8

respectively for the years 1999 through 2003.

SOLUTION:

Profit (Rs.)

A. CALCULATION OF WEIGHTED AVERAGE PROFITS

1999 2000 2001 2002

1,30,000 1,50,000 1,80,000 2,00,000

9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000Less: income on investment

2003
2,10,000

9,000

.Weights (multiply)

Product (Rs.)

1,21,000 2,49,000 1,71,000 1,91,000

1.1 1.2 1.3 1

1,33,100 1,69,200 2,22,300 1,91,000

. Weighted Average Profits = Sum of products
Sum of Weights

=
918610

5.61

= Rs.1,63,745

B. CAPITAL EMPLOYED
Net Fixed Assets + Current Assets - Current liabilities
= 4,00,000 + 5,00,000 - 2,00,000 = Rs.7,00,000

C. SUPER PROFITS

Neighted Average Profits
Less: Normal profit (10% on capital employed)

Rs.1,65,456 (approx)
70,000

Super profits 95,456

Goodwill = 4 years purchase of super profits

= 4 x 95,456 = Rs.3,81 ,824

ILLUSTRATION 6

2,01,000

1.01

2,03,010

Negotiation is going on for transfer of X LTd., on the basis of the Balance Sheet and the. - f.'

additional information as given below: -i •
u r. ',2·\
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BALANCE SHEET OF X LTD. AS ON 31 ST MARCH, 1988.

LiabHities Bs. Assets Rs.

Share capital (Rs.1 0 fully paid-up shares
Reserve and Surplus •
Sundry Creditors

10,00,000 Goodwill
4,00,000 Land and Building
3,00,000 Plant and Machinery

Investments
Stocks
Debtors
Cash and Bank-----

1,00,000
3,00,000
8,00,000
1,00,000
2,00,000 ,
1,50,000

50,000
17,00,00017,00,000

Profit b.efore tax for 1987-88 amounted to Rs.6,00,000 including Rs.10,000 as interest on
investment. However, an additional amount of Rs.50,000 p.a. shall be required to be spent for
smooth running of the business.

Market values of Land and Buildings and Plant and Machinery are estimated at
Rs.9,00,000 and Rs.10, 00,000 respectively. In order to match the above figures further
depreciation to the extent of Rs.40,000 should be taken into consideration. Income tax rate may
be taken at 50%. Return on capital atthe rate of 20% before tax be considered normal for thi
business at the present stage.

For the purpose of determining the rate of return, profit torthis year after the aforesaid
adjustments may be taken as expected average profit. Similarly, average trading capital
employed is also to be considered on the basis of the position in this year. It has been agreed
that four years' purchase of super profit shall be taken as the value of goodwill for the purpose of-
the deal. You are required to calculate the value of goodwill of the company. -

SOLUTION:
I

(1) CALCULATION OF CAPITAL EMPLOYED

Particulars Rs.

Land and Buildings (Market Value)

Plant and Machinery (Market Value)

Stock

Debtors

Cash and Bank

9,00,000

10,00,000

2,00,000

1,50,000

50,000

23,00,000

3,00,000Less: Sundry Creditors

20,00,000
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(2) COMPUTATION OF AVG. MAINTAINABLE TRADING PROFIT

Particulars

Net Profit before tax
Less: Additional Depreciation (given)
Less: Additional recurring expenses (given)
Less: Interest on investment (Non-operating profit)
'1,00,000 .

Rs. Rs.

6,00,000
40,000

_29,000 _
, 1,00000'

Less: Provision for Tax @ 50%
5,00,000
2,50,000

Profit after Tax

(3) CALCUL~TION OF AVERAGE CAPITAL EMPLOYED

2,50,000

Particulars Rs.

Closing capital employed [(as per above (1)]
l.ess: % of average maintainable trading profit after tax (Note 2)

20,00,000
1,25,000

18,75,000

(4) CALCULATION OF SUPER PROFITS

Particulars

Profit after tax (Trading)
Less: 10% of Average Capital employed
Super Profits

METHOD OF CAPITALISATION OF SUPER PROFITS:

Rs.

2,50,000
,1,87,500

'=__r 62,500

This method is a variation of the super profit method where the goodwill value is calculated
by capitaling super profits at agreed rate. The simple formula for calculation of goodwill under this
method is

= P - rc-1-- •

x
Where VG =Value of Goodwill, P1 = Average maintainable profits ,
r= normal rate of return, c = capital employed and x = rate agreed to capitalizes super profits.

ILLUSTRATION' 7

The afterTax profits of a business for the past four years are given as Rs.2,50,000; Rs.2,08,
",500; Rs.2, 70,000 and RS.1,92,000. The expected normal rate of return is 12 per cent whereas the

'capital employed is Rs.22,00,000. Calculate the value of goodwill based on capitalization of super
profit. The rate of capitalisation is agreed at 10%. -
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SOLUTION:
2,50,000 + 2,08,500 -+- 2,70,000 + 1,92,000

4
= 9,20,500/4
= Rs. 2,30,125

Now A x Rs.2,30, 125
C=Rs.22,00,000

r=12%
x=10%

A- rc
X

Rs.2j30,125 - 12% of Rs.18,00,000
10%

= Rs.1,41,250

5.8. ANNUITY METHOD
Under this metho-d goodwill is calculated by taking the average super profit as the value of

an annuity over a certain number of year? An annuity is <:I series of equal periodic payments
, .."..•• ' . • , ;i- . '.,' ! , •,"~1',:.-" ,., •. -.. ~< ' ;,~. • _'.' ' ,

occurring at equal intervalsof time. In other words goodwill is calculated by finding the present
_ . . ' ,:,~~~., , iN.:', . .; ',';, " " ,_ .. ,I;r" '.', -:." ':<:tL-" •.:" .

value of an annuity discounted at ag,iver") r9te of interest v,vDic,bis usually the normal rate of return.
The present.value of an a~hu.itY·ofRe.1 is caicu,lat~ci,~s '

,~ . -r;'> . f. -',', -. .," ',', -.,<, ,',. ',' .:; .~

r/100
~." -',

P = Present value an annuity
r , ':, ,,;'J:"";:

r = .rate of interest (normal rate of return)
n = num~~rofyears< /, '" '

Usually Annuity factor (f) for given number of years at a particular interest rate can be noted by
referring to Annuity Table a'nd "then goodwill can' be calculated as

:. ,,~ .'_. ..:, ',,"... . ".' ~ ..•. "'~" ~ .-:; '_': "v.,',,, . _. ,'~

Goodwill = Super profits X f (Annuity)
'. >. .I:' .; ,.•>,,.,i'.~.~ " {";;; ": , ,:'

For example if the super profits calculated are Rs.18,OOOand the annuity of Re. 1 discounted
at 10 per cent f~r 5 years j'n-s:'ifh then ,,;.' ". ','" (.,c; "'" .:: , ;

c_ _ ,. '. . • - '. "";J ' .,. {' .~ .'

Goodwill = RS.18,QOOX 3l..fH"
" .: ,'I... .,' "r;;',

~ Rs. 68, 2~,~.

The value of annuity i$,9~neraJly.gjven, if t~,~ value annuity is not given goodwill can be
-, ,-;.;,'~" - J} c " ,< " ,~-... {~r' ,'~'.' ',J: -:":-" ,

strai~h! away calcul~~~d wit;h th,;~;t9rmula. '
," .,. ••• ••••• <

a
r

Where ..'
VG = Value of GOOd'%1'~.,a = Aver-a.;~eSuper Profit
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R =rate of interest per annum; n = number of years.

This is a complicated process there reference to annuity table makes it easy to find out
annuity and calculate goodwill as average Super profits X Annuity.

ILLUSTRATION - 8
A Company has net tangible assets valued at R$.12,00,000 on which a normal rate of return

of 10% is expected. It is expected that the company can maintain its super profits for the next six
years.

You are required to calculate goodwill of the business on the basis of an annuity of super
profits.

SOLUTION:
A. Average Profits = RS.1,20,000 + 1,50,000 + 90,000 + 2,10,000 + 2,40,000

5
= 8,10,00015 = RS.1,62,000

B. Super Profits
Normal Profits

= Average profits - Normal profits
= 10% of 12,00,000
= Rs.1,2Q,OOO
= RS.1,62,000 - 1,20,000
= Rs.42,000

= Super profit x Annuity referred
= Rs.42,OOO x 3.791
= Rs.1,59,222:

Therefore Super Profits

C. Goodwill

ACTIVITY
Ascertain the relative merits and demerits of the methods of goodwill valuation in your opin-

ion and list out below

.............................................................................................................••.........••....•.....•.••.....•.......•....••..........••.................. "." ..............• "" ..••.......................••.....

5.9. SUMMARY
In this unit we have looked at the conceptof goodwill and calculation of its value. Goodwill is

the surplus of the Market value of assets over the book value. The value of goodwill is influenced-by
a number of factors like the locational advantage of business, product and brand image, competitive
position, quality of the product etc. .

For the valuation of goodwill there are different.methods the significant amonq-them are (a)
Average Profits Method (b) Super Profits Methods and (c) Annuity Method. These~FPethods have
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. their respective decencies and deficiencies. Generally goodwill calculated as annuity method is
more reliable especially for the purchase of business since the capitalization of super profit method,
gives the maximum value of goodwill and is not safe to follow.

5.10. SELF STUDY EXERCISES I QUESTIONS
1. What is goodwill? Explain in brief different methods of goodwill valuation.
2. What is sl:lper profit? What are the steps to be followed for calculating super profit for

valuation of good will. .
3. Explain the important factors to be considered in goodwill valuation.
4. Compare and contrast the Annuity Method and capitalization of super profit method by

constructing a hypothetical problem.
5. Joshi purchased a business from Kailash on April 1, 2003. Profits earned by Kailash for the

preceeding years ending December 31, each year were 2000 - RS.50,000; 2001 - Rs.. .
60,000; 2002 - Rs. 64,000

It was found out that profit for the year 2000 included a non-recurring item of RS.2,000 and
the profit for the year 2002 was reduced by Rs.3, 000 due to an abnormal loss on account of a small
fire in the shop. The properties of the business were notirisured in the past, but it was thought
prudent to insure the properties in the future and the premium was expected to be Rs. 1500 per
annum .: Joshi at the time of purchase of the business was employed as a manager with Rani Ltd.
at a monthly salary of Rs. 2000. He intends to replace the manager of the business, who is at
present paid a salary of Rs. 1750 per month. The goodwill is estimated at 3 years' purchase of the
average profits. Calculate the value of goodwill of the business.

TIPS FOR SOLUTION'
1. < Non-recurring profit be deducted from profit2000.
2. Abnormal loss due to fire be added to profit 2002.
3.. Expenses to be incurred in future (a). insurance premium per annum and (b). salary ot.the

proprietor (2000 X 12 = 24,000) should be deducted from average profits.
4. Expenses need not be incurred in future i.e., salary of the manager (Rs. 1750 X12 = Rs.

21,000) should be added to average profits.
Answer = Rs. 1,61,499

5. Ascertain the value of goodwill of LaxmiRam Limited on capitalization of Average profit
method from the following information.. .

Balance Sheet as at 30th June, 1994

liabilities
Paid-up Capital-2,500 shares of
RS.100 each fully paid
Bank Overdraft
Sundry Creditors

Rs. Assets Rs.

25,00,000 .
4,80,000
8,05,000

Goodwill at cost
Land and Building at cost
Plant and Machinery at
cost less depreciation

2,50,000
11,00,000

10,00,000
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Provision for Taxation 4,25,000
Book debts less provision for bad debts
Profit & Loss Appropriation Account

Stock-in-trade
15,00,000

l

9,60,000
6,00,000

48,10,00048,10,000

The company started operations in 1989 with a paid up capital as 't,:tf<l?restatedof Rs. 25,00,000.
Profits earned before providing for taxation have been ,as follows:

Year ended 30 June; 1990: RS.6,00,000; 1991: RS.7,50,000; 1~92: RS.8,50,000; 1993:
. \' .

RS.9,50,000; 1994: .Rs.8,50,000.

Income tax @ 50% has been payable on these profits. .Divide~ds have been distributed
from the profits of the first three years @ 1O%and from those of the next two years@ 15% of the
paid-up capital.

TIPS:
Normal rate of return =. average rate of dividend paid

= [(10%X 3) +(15% X 2)] /5
=12%

Ans = 4,83,333. I;:

7. Rojarunsa cosmetic store. Her net assets on sr- December, 19$3 amounted tdrS.2,oo,00o.
After paying a rent of RS,2,'000 a year and a salary of Rs.'10,000 to her manager, she earns a. . ,

profit of RS.50,000. Her landlord is interested in. acquiring the business. 12% is considered to be
a reasonable return on capital employed. Calculate the value of goodwill at 3 years' purchase of
super profit. Ans. Rs.69,600).

8. X Limited, and Y Limited propose to amalgamate.
BALANCE SHEET OF X LTD & Y LTO. (A$ on 31st De~ember, 1995)
X Ltd. ' .Liabilities

Rs.Y Ltd.
Rs.Assets X Ltd. .
Rs.Y Ltd.
Rs.
Share Capital:
4,00,000
1,00,000
Equity Shares of RS.10/-
5,00,000
2,00,000

Fixed Assets less Dep~ciatlon

Investments (face value RS.1,00,0006o/q G. PI Notes

1,00,000 1.,...
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General Re~erve 2,00,000
Profit & Loss\A/c 1,00,000
Current Liabilities 1,00,000

\ 9~noooo,y ,

20,000
30,'000
50,000
3,00,000

Current Assets 4,00,000
9,00,000

2,00,00
3,00,000

Net Profit (after taxation)

1993
1994
1995

x Limited (Rs.) Y Limited (Rs.)
1,30,000 45,000
1,25,000 40,000
1;50,000 56,000

Goodwill for the purpose of amalgamation may be taken as 4 years' purchase of
average super-profits tradingl on the basis of 15% normal profit on closing capital invested. The
current assets of X Ltd. are t~ be taken as Rs.4,20,000 and that of Y Ltd. as Rs.2, 10,000.

". Ascertain the value .Of\900d~ill.
I

Ans. (X Ltd. RS.84,000; Y Ltd. Rs.32,00Q).

19.From the following information av~ilable to you, ascertain the value of goodwill under th'e Super-.
Profit method of A Ltd. which is in the business of retail trading:

BALANCE SHEET AS ON MARCH 31,1982 .

Rs. Rs.

Pai~-up Capital: '. Goodwill afcost50,OOO
5,000 shares of RS.100 each, fully paid
5,00,000 Land and Building at cost 2,20,000
Bank overdraft 1,16,700 Plant and Machinery at cost 2,00,000
Sundry creditors 1,81,000 Stock in trade 3,00,000
Provisionfor taxation 39,000 Book debts less provision for bad debts
1,80,000
Profit and loss Appropriation Alc 1,13,300

9,50,000 9,50,000·

\

The company commenced operations in 1965 with a paid-up capital of Rs. 5,00,000. Profits
. after taxation forthe recent years (yea'rending on March 31) have been as follows: 1978 - RsAO,OOO

(Loss); 1979-Rs.88,000; 1980-Rs.1,03,000; 1981-Rs.1,16,000; Rs.1982-Rs.1,30,OOO. The
.1055in 1978 occurred due to a prolonged strike.

The income tax paid so far has been at the average rate of 40%, but it is likely to be 50%
henceforth; Dividends were distributed at the rate of1 0% on the paid-up capital in 1979 and 1980
and at the rate of 15% in 1981 and 1982. The market price of shares is ruling at RS.125 at the end

. of the y~a\fi!/en,dedrylarch 31, 1982. Profits till 1982 have been ascertained after debiting Rs.40,000
as rem~\neration to-themanaqinq director. The Government has approved a remuneration of
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RS.60,OOOwith effect from April 1, 1982. The company has been able to secure a contract for
supply of materia! at advantageous prices. The advantage has been valued at Rs.40,000 per
annum for the next five years ..

(Ans: Average capital employed RS.5,73,300; future maintainable profit RS.1,06,834; Goodwill
(at normal rate 12 Yz% Rs.1,05,513)

10. The net profit of a company after providing for taxation for the past five years are:

RsAO,OOO; Rs:50,OPO; RS.30,OOO; RS.70,OOO;and RS.80,OOO. The net tangible assets in
the business is RsA,OO,OOOon which the normal rate of return is expected to be 10%. It is also
expected that the company will be able to maintain its super profits for the next five years.
Calculate the value of goodwill of the business on the basis of an annuity of super profits, taking the
present value of all annuity of one rupee for" fiNe years at 15% interest is Rs. 3,352.

5.11. KEYWORDS
Annuity: A series of receipts or payments of a fixed amount for a specialized number of years.

Present Value: The value of sums received in future being discounted by an appropriate
capitalization rate:

Amalgamation: Coalescing of two independent or business entities.

5.12. FURTHER READINGS
1. R.L.Gupta, Advanced Accountancy, Sultan chand & Sons, New Delhi.
2'. S.P. Jain and K.L. Naranq, Company Accounts, Kalyani Publishers, Ludhiana .
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Lesson - 6"~

RECONSTRUCTION OF COMPANY ACCOUNTS
OBJECTIVES:
* To understand the very purpose of reconstruction of Company Accounts.

* To differentiate between External and Internal reconstruction.

STRUCTURE:

6.1. Introduction

6.2. External Reconstruction

a) Calculation of purchase consideration.

b) Journal Entries in the Books of Vendor Company

c) Journal Entries in the Books of Purchase Company

d) Problems' & Solutions

6.3. Internal Reconstruction

a) Alteration of Share Capital

b) Reduction of Share Capital

c) Model Entries

d) Problems & Solutions

6.4. Summary

6.5. Key words

6.6. Self - Assessment Questions

6.7. Suggested Readings

6.1. Introduction:

To start with, it is to be understood that when two companies are taken over by a newly formed
company for the progress in business, it is aptly termed as Amalgamation Needless to say, the
company whose business activities are taken over shall totally wound up. This taking over is done
with a view to improving the business of two or more companies which reach the stage of liquidation.

Unlike amalgarnation, if one or more companies are taken over by a company already in existence.
ins termed as absorption. In Amalgarnation a new company takes over the business of two or more
companies, where as in absorption, a company already in existence taken over the business of the
one or more cornpanies.

When a company suffers from heavy losses. the point of reorganisation arises In fact, the
suitable term is Reconstruction It means reorganisation of company's financial structure. It may be
both internal as well as external. In External reconstruction, a new company is floated to take over
the business of the existing company. which is liquidated and wound up. In case of internal
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reconstruction, the capital structure is reorganised without forming a new company. The company
does not go into liquidation.

6.2. External Reconstruction:

This refers to takinq over the business form a company which is liquidated, which is otherwise
known as vendor company by a new company which is otherwise known as purchasing company
and the amount payable by the purchasing company to the vendor company is known as purchase
consideration.

a) Calculation of Purchase Consideration:

In fact purchase consideration means the purchase price agreed upon by the purchasing company
in order to pay to the vendor company. This is calculated in four different ways.

1. Lumsum Method: A Lumsum amount is paid to vendor.

2. Net Payment Method:

Under this method purchase consideration is calculated and the payment is made in the form
equity shares, preference shares, debentures, and some amount of cash.

3. Net assets Method :

According to this method the purchase consideration is calculated to derive value of net assets.
To make it clear, agreed value of assets taken over by the purchasing company and agreed value of
the liabilities are determined. Agreed value of all assets taken over minus agreed value of all liabilities
is the total purchase consideration.

4. Intrinsic value Method:

In this method, the purchase consideration is calculated on the basis of the ratio in which the
shares of the purchasing company's are to be exchanged for the shares of vendor company. To
make it clear, this ratio is determined as the basis of the value of ratio company's share.

b) Journal Entries in the Books of Vendor company:

For liquidation, the vendor company must prepare a nominal ale known as realisation alc to
realise the assets & liabilities of the company. The specimen entries are as follows.

1. When assets are transferred to Realisation alc

Realisation Alc Dr

To various assets Alc

Note: If the purchasing company takes over all the assets transfer to realisation Alc all assets
including cash (unless otherwise stated) but not accumulated loses like preliminary expenses, share
discount, profit & loss ale (debit balance) etc. If other assets are not taken over by-the purchasing
company, those assets are also to be transferred to the realisation Alc for realising the amount. .

2. When liabilities are transferred to realisation ale

Liabilities alc Dr

Provisions against assets alc Dr

To Realisation alc

)/ ..:
'.. "
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Note: If the business of the vendor company is taken over by the purchasing company, transfer
all liabilities payable to outsiders excluding debentures. Even if some outsiders liabilities are not
taken over by the purchasing company, those liabilities too are transferred to realisation alc for
discharging them. The provision against assets is not dischargeable.

3. When purchase consideration is taken into account

Purchasing company alc Dr

To Realisation alc

(with the amount of purchase consideration)

4. When purchase consideration is received
I

Equity shares value in purchasing company alc Dr

Preference shares value in purchasing company alc Dr

Debentures value in purchasing company alc Or

Cash alc Dr

To purchasing company alc

5. When assets not taken over by the purchasing company are sold

Cash alc Dr

To Realisationa/c

6. When liabilities not taken over by the purchasing company are paid off

Realisation alc Dr

To Cash alc

7. When debenture holders are received excess over book value

Realisation alc Or
i
To Debebtures holders ale

8. When preference share holders ale received in excess over the book value

Realisation alc Dr

To preference share holders alc

9. When realisation expenses are paid

Realisation ale Dr

To Cash alc

10. a) Whe~ there is profit on realisation alc

Realisation alc Or

To equity share holders alc
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b) When there is IQSS on realisation a/c

Equity share holder alc Dr

To Realisation alc

11. When finai settlement is made

a. For Debenture Holders

1) Debentures alc Dr

To Debenture holders alc

2) Debenture holders alc Dr

To Debentures in purchasing company

(or) Cash alc

b. For Preference Share Holders

1) Preference share capital alc Dr

To preference share holders alc

2) Preference share holders alc Dr

To preference shares in purchasing company

(or) Cash alc

c. For Equity share holders

1) Equity share capital alc Dr

Profit & loss alc Dr

General Reserve Alc Dr

To Equity share holders alc

2) Equity share holders ale Dr

To profit & loss ale

To preliminary expenses alc

3) Equity share holders alc Dr

To equity shares in purchasing company

(or) cash

The following important accounts are likely to be prepared.

* Realisation account

* Purchasing company account

* Shares account
.».

* Debentures account in purchasing company

* Cash (or) Bank ale
' y f;
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* Share holders account

* Debenture holders account.

C) Journal Entries in the Books of Purchasing Company:

Purchasing company may be a newly formed company (or) an existing company. It has to
acquire the business of vendor company by paying purchase consideration. If price paid is more
than the worth received the difference is goodwill. If the price paid is less than that received, the
difference is capital reserve. The specimen accounting entries are as follows.

1) When business is purchased

Business purchase alc Dr

To liquidator of vendor company

(with purchase consideration)

2) When business is acquired as per agreement

Cash at bank alc Dr

Debtors ale Dr

Stock ale Dr

Plant & Maehinary alc Dr

Land & Buildings alc Dr

Goodwill ale Dr

To Sundry Creditors
/// '

To Bills Payable -:

To Reserve for doubtful debts ale

To Capital Reserve alc

To Business purchase alc

3. When purchases consideration is paid

Liquidation of vendor company alc

Share discount (if any) ale

To equity share capital ale

To share premium (if any) ale

To preference share capital ale

To debentures ale

To bank ale

4. When Liquidation expenses of under company is born by Purchasing Company
J ~

Dr

Dr

Goodwill of D'r

To cash (or) Book of
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Illustration: 1

Given below is the balance sheet of Bad-Luck Ltd. as at March 31st 2003.

Balance Sheet

4P,000 shares of Rs. 10 4,00,000 Land and Building 3,20,000
each fully paid
Creditors 3,00,000 Plant and Machinery 1,30,000

Stock 70,000

Debtors 1,20,0l.)\J

Cash 500

Preliminary expenses 5,000

Profit and Loss A/c· 54,500

7,00,000 7,00,000

The following scheme of reconstruction was arranged by the necessary meetings and sanctioned by
the court :

a) The company to go into liquidation and a new company, Sound Venture Ltd., with an authorised
capital of Rs. 8,00,000 be formed to take over the assets and liabilities.

b) Preferential creditors of Rs. 10,000 included, in the above Balance Sheet are to be paid in full.

c) Unsecured creditors to receive either (i) 50 percent of their claim in cash or (ii) 6 percent
debentures in the new company- 'equivalent to their claim, at par.

d) Shareholders in Bad-Luck Ltd. to be allotted one share in the new company of Rs. 10 each, Rs.
5 per share paid, for every existing share held by them.

e) Reconstruction costs amounting to Rs. 6,000 to be paid by Bad-Luck Ltd. from cash made
available by the new company.

Half of the unsecured creditors in value opted out for immediate cash payment for which purpose
necessary cash was made available by the new company which made a call of Rs. 5 each on the
partly paid shares allotted as aforesaid. Six shareholders holding 240 shares dissented to the scheme
and their interest was purchased by an assentinq shareholder. The new company vaiued all assets
(except Land and Buildings) taken over from Bad-Luck Ltd. at par.

Prepare the Balance Sheet of the new company after the above transactions ai"_ concluded
- '"

Solution:

Working Note:

* Cash to Preferential creditors

* Cash to Unsecured creditors

(3,00,000 - 10,000)

(2,90,000* 1/2* 50/100

10,000

* 6% Debentures to unsecured creditors

72,,500
,

1,45,000
)C
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* Shares to shareholders 2,00,000

* Reconstruction Expenses 6,00,000

4,33,500

JOURNAL ENTRIES IN THE BOOKS OF BAD-LUCK LTD.

Realization alc - Dr. 6,40,5001.

To Land & Buildings
To plant & Machinery
To Stock
To Debtors
To Stock in trade

(Being various assets transferred to realisation a/c)

2. Creditors alc Dr 3,00,000

To Realisation alc
(Being Creditors transferred to realisation a/c)

3,20,000
1,30,000

70,000
1,20,000

500

3,00,000

3. Sound venture Ltd alc Dr 4,33,500

4.

To Realisation alc
(Being purchase consideration is taken into account)

Bank alc Dr 88,500

6% Debentures in sound Dr 1,45,000

venture Ltd Dr

4,33,500

Equity shares in sound venture Ltd

To sound ventures Ltd

(Being purchase consideration is
received in the form of cash I share I debentures

2,00,000

4,33,500

5. Realisation alc Dr. 2,27,500

To Bank

To 6% Debentures in sound

82,500

Venture Ltd. 1,45,000
(Being cash paid to creditors and allotted debentures in sound venture a/c)

6. Realization alc Dr. 6,000

To Bank . 6,000
(being Realisation expenses are paid)

7. Share Capital alc Dr.4jOO,000

To Shareholders alc 4,00,000
(Being share capital transferred to shareholders a/c)
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8. Share holders alc Dr 59,500

To Preliminary expenses 5,000

To Profit & Loss alc 54,500
(Being preliminary expenses and Profit & Loss of debit balance transferred to shareholders a/c)

9. Sh-areholders alc Dr. 1,40,500

1,40,500To Realisation ale
(Being loss on realisation transferred to shareholders a/c)

10. Shareholders alc Dr 2,00,000

To shares in sound ventures ltd. 2,00,000
(Being shares allotted to shareholders in bad luce ltd for final settlement)

Particulars

REALISATION A/C

Rs.Rs. Particulars

3,20,000

1,30,000

70,000

1,20,000

500

82,500

1,45,000

6,000 By Shareholders ale

8,74,000

SHAREHOLDERS A/C

To Land & Buildings

To plant & Machinery

To Stock

To Debtors

To Cash

To Bank

To 6% debentures in sv Itd

To Bank

By Creditors 3,00,000

4,33,500By Sound Ventures Ltd.

1,40,500

8,74,000

Particulars Rs. Particulars Rs.

To Preliminary Expenses

To Profit & Loss ale

5,000

54,500

1,40,500

2,00,000

I '

To realisation ale

:-0 shares in Sound

Ventures Ltd

4,00,000

By Share Capital 4,00,000

4,00,000

Journal Entries in the Books of Sound Venture ltd.

'1. Business Purchase ale Dr 4,33,500

To Liquidator of Badluck ltd.

(Being Business taken)

4,33,500
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'". 2. Land & Buildings a/c Dr 3,20,000

Plant & Machinery a/c Dr 1,30,000

Stock a/c Dr 70,000

Debtors a/c Dr 1,20,000
,..

Cash a/c Dr 500

TO Business purchase ale 4,33,500

To Capital Reserve a/c 2,08,000
(Being assets and liabilities taken over and the cons~quent profit there on transferred to Capital
Reserve)

3. Liquidator of Badluck Co. Ltd

To Cash

Dr. 4,33,500

88,500

To 6% Debentures in sound

Venture Ltd. 1,45,000

To Equity share capital 2,00,000
(Being purchase consideration paid)

4. Bank alc Dr 2,00,000

To Equity share capital alc
(Being cash received on shares)

BALANCE SHEET OF SOUND VENTURES LTD.

2,00,000

Liabilities Rs. Assets Rs.

Authorised Capital 8,00,000 Land & Buildings 3,20,000

Issued, Subscribed, calledup 4,00,000 Plant & Machinery 1,30,000

and paid up capital

(40,000* 10) Sundry Debtors 1,20,000

6% Debentures 1,45,000

Capital Reserve 2,08,000 Stock 70,000

Cash 5,000

(~) Receipts 2,00,000

•• 2,05,000

(-) Payments 88,500

1,12,000

Reconstruction expenses 5,000

7,53,000 7,53,000-
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Illustration: 2

On 31st March 1974, the position of M.Co. Ltd. was as follows:

Liabilities Rs. Assets Rs.

Capital

1,00,000 Equity

shares of Rs. 10

each fully paid

Sundry Creditors

Bills Payable

10,00,000 Land & Buildings 4,50,000

Total

The following scheme of reconstruction was approved at that date:

a) The company to go into voluntary liquidation and a new company called the N.Co. Ltd., to be.
formed to take over the business of the old company.

b) The capital of the new company was to be Rs. 15,00,000 in 1,50,000 Equity shares of Rs. 10
each.

30,000 Plant & Machinery 2,40,000

20,000 Sundry Debtors 1,00,000

Stock-in-Trade 50,000

Cash at Bank 10,000

Profit and Loss alc 2,00,000

10,50,000 10,50,000

c) The new company to take over all the assets of the old company, but not the liabilities.

d) The purchase consideration was to be 8,00,000 payable as to Rs. 7,00,000 by the issue of
1,40,000 Equity shares of Rs. 10 each with Rs. 5 per share credited as paid up and as to Rs.
1,00,000 in cash. .

e) The members of the new company were to pay the balance of Rs. 5 per share as to Rs. 2.50 on
first call and Rs. 2.50 on final call. The expenses of reconstruction amounted to Rs. 5,000.

No further shares were issued beyond those fonning part of the purchase consideration. All the
calls were duly paid.

Pass the necessary journal entries in the books of N.Co.Ltd., and prepare its opening balance
sheet.

Solution:

JOURNAL ENTRIES IN THE BOOKS OF M. CO. LTD

. a. Business Purchase alc Dr 8,00,000

To Liquidation of M.Co. Itd

(Being purchase consideration agreed upon)

Land & Buildings ale Dr

Plant & Machinery ale Dr

8,00,000

b. 4,,50,000

2,40,000
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Sundry Debtors alc Dr 1,00,000

Stock in Trade alc Dr 50,000

Cash at Bahk alc 10,000

To Business Purchase a/c 8,00,000

To Capital Reserve alc 50,000

(Being assets and Liabilities takenover and balance transferred to Capital Reserve a/c)·

c Liquidation of M. Co. Ltd.

To Equity Share Capital

To Bank

Dr 8,00,000

7,00,000

1,00,000

(Being purchase consideration was paid)

d. Equity share 1stcall alc

To Equity share capital

(Being 1stcall was made)

Dr 3,50,000

I' 3,50,000

Bank alc

To Equity Share lst call alc

(Being lst call Received)

Dr 3,50;000

3,50,000

Equity Share II Final call etc

To Equity Share Capital

(Beirig Final Call was made)

Dr 3,50,000

3,50,000

Bank alc

To Equity share II Final call ale

(Being Final call was rec'eived)

Dr 3,50,600

3,50,000

Realisation alc

To Bank

(Being Expenses paid on ReconstrLlction)

Dr 5,000

5,000

8ALANCE SHEET OF M. Co. LTD

LlABll..:fTIES Rs. ASSETS Rs

Authorized Capital

Issuecj'i~,6ubscribe~. calledup......'c .: 1..1

and P,qi~~f'UPcapital

15.00,000

14,00,000

Land & Buildings

Plant & Machinery

4,50,000

2,40,000
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Capital Reserve 50,000

Sundry Debtors

Stock

Cash at Bank

(+) Receipts

1,00,000

50,000

(-) Payments

10,000

7,00,000

7,10.000

1,05,000

Reconstruction expenses

6,05,000

5,000

14,50,000

6.~. INTERNAL RECONSTRUCTION

14,50,000

: Internal reconstruction aims at reorganisation of the capital structure of a particular company in
or~er to new life to the company. It includes both alternation and reduction of share capital.

a) Alteration of Share Capital:

. Under provisions of sections 94 to 97 of the company's Act alteration can be done which includes
increase of share capital by issuing new shares, dividing all the shares into larger to smaller
denomination, conversion of fully paid shares into stock or stock into shares and cancellation of the
uninssued shares.

b) Reduction of Share Capital:

As per the provisions of section 100 to 105 of the Company's Act a cornpany can reduce its
share capital. It can be done by writing off lost capital, by refunding surplus paid up capital and to
reducinq liabilities of the members for uncalled capital.

It is to be. carefully observed that reduction of capital cannot be effective until a copy of the
resolution and sanction of the court is filed. It must be registered with the registrar of the Joint Stock
Conipanies.

c) Model Entries:

a) When reducing. the liability on account of uncalled capital

Sbare capital alc Dr (old)

To Share capital alc (new)

b) When Capital Reduction in created

Share capital ale Dr

Debtors alc

Creditors alc

Dr

Dr

To Capital Reduction alc

9
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c) When losses are written off

Capital Reduction alc Dr

To fictious assets alc

To accumulated losses alc

To assets alc

Note: 1 Fictious assets
Goodwill alc
Preliminary expenses
Discount on shares .
Discount on debentures
Patents and Trademark

Note: 2 Accumulated Losses

* Profit and Loss Alc (Debit balance)

D) Problems & Solutions:

Illustration : 1

Following is the summarised Balance Sheet of Sai Co. Ltd., as 315t March 2004.

Liabilities

2,500 Equity shares of

Rs. 100 each fully paid 2,50,000

2,50,000

Assets

Net sundry Assets:

Profit & Loss alc

1,01,400

1,48,600

2,50,000

The company feels that the worst is over and hence it adopts a scheme of reconstruction reducing
all ~tsequity shares in to an equal number of fully paid equity shares of Rs. 40 each ..

Pass Journal entries and prepare the Balance Sheet immediately after the reconstruction,

Solution:

Journal Entries in Sai· Co. Ltd.

Equity share capital alc (1001-) Dr 2,50,000

To equity share capital alc (401-) each)

To capttat Reduction alc
. .

(being capital reduction is created
, to write off losses)

Capital Reduction alc Dr 1,50,000
, .- .~•.

To Profit & Loss alc J 1,48,600

To Capital Reserve ek: . ) , 1,400

(Being losses of written off, the balance of capital reduction alc trari'~ferred to Capital Reserve a/c)

a)
1,00,000

1,50,000

~ ••. j
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Balance sheet of Sai Company Ltd
after reconstruction as at 3151 March 2004

Liabilities

2500 equity shares of Rs. 40

each fully paid

Capital Reserve

1,00,000

1,400

Assets

Net sundry assets 1,01,400

1,01,400 1,01,400

Illustration: 2

The summarised Balance Sheet of X company Ltd. as on 31-3-2001 was as below

Liabilities Rs Assets Rs.

5000 Equity shares of

Rs. 100 each

6%.Oebentures

Profit prior to

Incorporation

Creditors

Bank Overdraft

5,00,000

2,00,000

Goodwill 90,000

Land & Buildings 1,00,000

Plant & Machinery 2,40,000

Patents 30,000

Bank 5,000

Debtors 90,000

Motor Car 10,000

Stock-in- Trade 95,000

Profit & Loss Alc 2,00,000

Preliminary Expenses \40,000

9,0&,0009,00,000

The business has passed through a depression and the worse seems to have b~n over. The
following scheme of reconstruction is adopted with the consent of all : . .

10,000

1,40,000

50,000

Each share was to be reduced to one-fifth of its value.

Each shareholder was to subscribe for half the number of shares already held by him, at its new
value and pay immediately in cash for the new shares taken by them to help the company with
working capital.' .'

All fictitious items including Goodwill and Patents were to be eliminated.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

..

A provision of 5% on Debtors in respect of Doubtful debts was tobe-creat~d.

Half of the motor car was to be written down and the balance of the amount .available to be used
to ,written off plant and machinery ., ..~ .
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You are asked to give thejOlJfnal entries necessary to record the above and showthe resulting
balance sheet.

Solution:

Working Note:

Note t : Equity Share Capital = 5,00,0001-

Capital R~duction = (5,00,000 X ~) = 4,00,0001-

. . 1
Equity Share Capital = 5,00,000 x 5 = 1,00,0001-

New Equity Share Capital
Note 2: (5000 x 1/2 x 20) = 50,0001-

Note 3 : Capital Reduction = 4,00,0001-
* Good will 90,000/-

30,000/-

2,00,0001-

40,000/

4,500/-

* Patents

* Profit & Loss Alc

=
=

* Preliminary Expenses =
* RB.D.

* (90,000 x 5/100)

* Motor Car

=
=
= 5,0001-

30,5001-* Plant & Machiller~ (B/F) =
Journal of X Company Ltd.

Date . Particulars .' L

F

Debit

(Rs)

Credit

(Rs)

1. Equity Share Capital a/c Dr

To Equity Share Capital alc

To Capital Reduction alc

(Being capital Reduction is created as per scheme)

2. Bank alc Dr

To Equity Share Capital alc

_(Being Amount Received on 2500 shares @ 20 each)

5,00,000

50,000

1,00,000

4,00,000

50,000
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3. . Capital Reduction alc Dr 4,00,000

To Goodwill alc 90,000

To Patents alc 30,ODO

To Profit and Loss alc 2,00,000

To Preliminary Expenses alc 40,000

To R.B.D. alc 4,500

To Motor car alc 5,000

To Plant and Machinery alc 30,500

(Being Capital Reduction account is transferred to fictitious assets and other assets as per
scheme)

Balance Sheet of X Company qd as on 31-03-2001

Liabilities Rs. Assets Rs ~:"'

Share Capital Goodwill 90,000

7500 Equity Shares of (-) written of 90,000
@ Rs. 201- each 1,50,000 Nil

Land & Buildings 1,00,000

6% debentures 2,00,000

Plant & Machinery 2,40,000

Profit prior to (-) written off 30,000
Incorporation 10,000 2,09,000

Bank 5,000
!
I

Creditors 1,40,000 (+) Receipts 50,000
55,000

Bank Overdraft 50,000 Deorors 90,000

(-) RBD 4,500
I

85,500

Motor Car 10,000

(-) written off 5,000
5,000

','

Stock in Hand 95,000

5,50,000 5,50.000~:-;~
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Illustration : 3

3. The share capital of Govind Ltd. consisted of the following:

a) 10,000 11% preference sharesof Rs. 10 each and

b) 50,000 equity shares of Rs. 10 each

The shares were fully paid. By the end of 2002-03, it had accumulated losses to the extent of
Rs. 3,50,000 besides preliminary expenses totaling Rs. 20,000. It was also ascertained that the
fixed assets which stood in the books at Rs. 14,20,000 were overvalued to the extent of Rs.' 4,20,000.

A scheme of Capital Reduction was adopted and approved by the Court in order to remove the
\'iv.eNaluation and to write off the losses and preliminary expenses. Under the Scheme the 11%

. reference shares were to be converted into 14% preference shares of Rs. 60 each and the equity
~ares were to be converted into shares of Rs. 2 each. Also the dividends on the preference shares

WJnichwere in arrear for 3 years were to be cancelled, State the journal entries to be passed on the
implementation of the scheme

SBlution:

Working Note:

1) 14% Preference share capital = 10,000 x 60

50,000 x 2

= 6,-00,000

= 1100,000

a)

New Equity Share Capital ,
2) Arrears of Dividends = (1CY,OO,OOOx 11/10e x 3 = 3,30,000)

!
11% Preference Share Capital alc Dr 10,00,00G

Equity Share Capital ale Dr 5,00,000

To 14% Preference Share Capital alc

To Equity Share }Sapital alc .

To Capital Reduction alc

=

6,00,000

1,00,000

8,00,000

(Being Capital Reduction is created to write off losses and over valuation of assets asper
scheme) . .

b) Dividend arrears to preference share holders alc Dr 3,30,000

To Capital Reduction alc 3,30,000

(Being dividend .cancelled for 3 years in a scheme of Reconstruction)

c) Capital Reduction ale

To Profit and loss ale

To Preliminary Expenses alc

Dr 11,30,000

3,50,000

20,000

To Fixed Assets alc 4,20,000

To Capital Reserve alc 3.40,000

(Being the amount of capital reduction account used to write off Profit & Loss alc, preliminary
expenses, and over valuation of Fixed assets and the balance transferred to Capital Reserve a/c)
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6.4. SUMMARY:

Sometimes it becomes necessary for a company to face the disastrous situation and to meet
the challenqes or competition in the sphere of Business to take the assistance of a well established
and flourishing company by way of amalgamation or absorption. As regards experiencing heavy
losses, with tne consent of the share or debenture holders, a company prefers to go for Reconstruction,
either by alteration of share capital or by reduction of share capital.

6.5. Key Words :

1. Amalgaljnation

2. Absorption

3. Reconstruction

4. Purchase Consideration

5. Lumsum Method

1. Amalgamation:

When two or more companies carrying one similar business taken over by a newly formed
company for the progress in business, it is called amalgamation.

2. Absorption:

It one or more companies are taken over by a company already in existence, it is called absorption.

3. Reconstruction:

It means reorganisation of company's financial structure.

4. Purchase Consideration:

Purchase consideration means the purchase price agreed upon, which is paid by the purchasing
company inorder to pay to the Vendor Company.

5.. Lumsum Method :
A Lumsum amount is paid to Vendor.

6.6. SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS:

1. What are the various provisions for Capital Reduction under Companies Act 1956 ?

2. Explain the various provisions of alteration of share capital asgiveri in the Companies 'act 1976.?

3. Define the word reconstruction. W,hat entries are passed by a company at External and Internal
Reconstruction. ? .

The Balance Sheet of X ltd. is as follows :

.! .
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Balance Sheet as on 31-12-2003

RsLiabilities Rs. Assets

2,500,6.5% preference shares of

Rs. 20 each fully paid 50,000 Patents

3,000 equity shares of

Rs. ~O each fully paid 60,000 Buildings

5% debentures 10,000

Add : Interest 2,000 12,000 Cash

Creditors 8,000 Debtors

Stock

Profit and loss

1,30,000

24,500

60,000

500

12,000

18,000

account 15,000

1,30,000

The following scheme was passed and sanctioned

a) A ltd. to be formed to take over the business.

b) One share of Rs. 10 fully paid in the new company to be issued for-every three equity shares in
the old company

c}' Three shares of Rs. 10 fully paid in the new company to be issued for every five preference
shares in the old company

d) Debenture holders to be paid in fully by A Itd

e) The creditors to receive 80% of the sums due to them in fully paid shares of F}s. 10 in the new
company in full settlement

f) Patents and profit and loss account to be written off

g) Arrears of preference dividend to be cleared by issuing one Rs. 10 fully paid equity share~ in A
ltd. for every twenty held. . \

h) Any balance available by the scheme to b~ used in writing down buildings.

Give opening journal entries and prepare the initial balance sheet of A ltd.

6. External Reconstruction:

On 31st March 2002 the balance sheet of H ltd. was as follows:

Liabilities

Share capital (50,000

12% cumulative

Preference shares of

Rs. 10 each, fully paid) .5,00,000

Rs Assets

Goodwill

Plant and Machinery

Furniture and Fixtures

Patents

Rs

4,00,000

7,00,000

2,00,000

1,50,000 I
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1,50,000 equity shares
of Rs. 10 each fully
paid )

10% Debentures

Creditors

Preference dividend
In arrear for 3 years

Stoc!'

Debtors
Bank
preliminary expenses

Discount on issue of

debentures

Profit and Loss Account

4,90,000

2,55,000
5,000
8,000

12,000

2.80,OOD

25,00,00~- 25,00,000

The following scheme of external reconstruction was agreed upon :

a) A new company to be formed called J Lta: 'with an authorised capital of Rs. 32,50,000 in equity
shares of Rs. 10 each

b) One equity share Rs. 5 paid up in the new company to be allotted for each preference share in
the old company.

c) Two equity shares Rs. 5 paid up in the new company to be allotted for each preference share in
the old company

Arrears of preference dividends to be cancelled.

Debenture holders to receive 30,000 equity shares in the new company credited as fully paid.

15,00,000

3,00,000

2,00,000

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

Creditors to be taken over by the new company.

The remaining unissued shares to be taken up and paid for in full by the directors.

The new company to take over the old company's assets except patents, subject to vvntlng
down plant and machinery by R~l~' 0,000 and stock by Rs. 60,000

i) Patents were realised by H l.td., fo Rs. 10,000 .

Show important ledger accounts i t~e books of H Ltd. and open the books of J Ltd. by means
of journal entries and give the ini ial Balance Sheet of J ltd. Expenses of J Ltd. came to Rs.
10,000

7. Venkata Ramana Company Ltd. P~sed necessary resolution and received sanction of the
court for the reduction of its sHare/ capital by Rs. 2,50,000 for the purpose enunciated
under.

To write off the debit balance of pr~it and loss ale Rs. 1,05,000.

To reduce the value of plant and machinery by Rs. 45,000 and of goodwill by Rs. 20,000

To reduce the value of investment to ma!ket value by writing off Rs. 40,000.

The reduction was made by converting 25,000 preference shares of Rs. 20 each fully paid to
the same number of preference shares of Rs. 15 each fully paid and by converting- 25,000 equity
shares of Rs. 20 each, Rs. 15 paid up into 25,000 equity sharesof Rs. 10 each fully paid.

Show journal entries necessary in relation to the reduction of share capital and showhew would
you deal with the balance of reduction of share capital a/c.

a)

b)

c)

I
j

:1

I
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8. The following is the balance sheet of Andhra company Ltd., as at 31 st December 1982

Authorised Capital
6,000 shares of
Rs. 100 each

80,000

Liabilities Rs Assets Rs.

6,00,000 Goodwill 70,000

Issued and subscribed
Capital:
2,000 Shares of Rs. 100
each fully paid

2005% Debentures of
Rs. 1,000 each fully
Paid

Sundry Creditors

Bills Payable

Bank Overdraft

2,00,000 Land & buildings

2,00,000 Plant & Machinery 1,50,000

50,000 Stock 50,000

5,000 Sundry Debtors 43,000

45,000 Cash at Bank 2,500

Preliminary Exp. 4,500

P&L Alc Debit Balance 1,00,000

:',00,000 5,00,000

The following scheme of reconstruction was duly approved and adopted:

a) Without altering the number of shares in Authorised capital or Issued and subscribed capital,
the face value and the paid-up value of each share be reduced to Rs. 50,.

b) The existing debentures be converted into 1,000 71/2% debentures of Rs. 1,000 each fully paid.

c) Assets be revalued as under :

Land and building - Rs. 72,000 ; plant and Machinery - Rs. 1,40,000 ;

Stock - Rs. 45,000 ;

Sundry Debtors subject to a Bad Debts reserve of Rs. 2,500

d) Goodwill, preliminary expenses and debit balance of profit and loss account be completely
written off. -

Show journal entries in the books of the Company and also the balance sheet giving effect to
the scheme of reconstruction.
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9. The Balance Sheet of the Vijaya lakshmi Shipping company Ltd. as at 31st December 1979
was as follows:

Liabilities Rs. Assets Rs

Share capital : Freehold works, plant and
1,00,000 preference Machinery 36,02,474
shares of Rs. 10 each 10,00,000

2,00,000 ordinary
shares of Rs. 10 each 20,00,000 Freehold Estate 1,06,760

Debentures 12,00,000 Shares in other companies 1,34,807

Creditors 1,45,523 Steamers 1,64,453

Insurance Reserve 5,577 Rolling Stock 1,28,721

General Reserve 1,08,823 Furniture 1,216

Profit & Loss alc 47,770 Stock 1,37,051

Debtors 93,657

Bank 1,37,216

Cash 1.338

45,07,693 45,07,693-.----
A scheme for the reduction of the capital, approved by the court was adopted by whichRs. 4.00

per share was to be written off the preference shares and Rs. 6 per share, off the ordinary shares.
The scheme provided for the under mentioned reductions in the assets:

Freehold works by Rs. 15,72,013, Freehold Estate by Rs. 6,761 shares in other companies by
Rs. 62,610; steamers by Rs. 40,453; Rolling stock by Rs. 33,721 and that the General F~eserve
should be extinguished and the difference be transferred from profit and loss account You are
required to draft tre balance sheet of the company, after carrying out the terms of the scheme, as set
out above. I

10. On 30111 June 2004, the Balance sheet of Novelties Ltd. stood as under';

Liabilities Rs. Assets Rs.

Authorized capital Land & Buildings 2,00,000
10,000 ordinary shares
of Rs. 100 each 10,00,000

, ' ,',.

Issued and paid up capital: Plant & machinery 3,°°1°00
8,000 ordinary shares of
Rs. 100 each 8,00,000
Loan from Mohan & Co. 2,00,000 Furniture & Fixtures 10,000
Creditors 2,00,000 Stock 70,000

Debtors 80,000

Goodwill 50,000
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12,00,000

Cash

Profit & Loss alc

10,000

4,80,000

12,00,000

The company having now become a profit - earning concern, the following scheme of
reconstruction was agreed upon, after carrying out the necessary formalities.

a) The Rs. 100 shares are to be reduced to Rs. 50 each

b) The 2,000 unissued shares are now to be issued as fully paid to Messrs Mohan & Co. in full
settlement of their loan.

c) 'The agreement with the Andhra Bank Ltd for a loan of Rs. 70,000 on the mortgage of the
concern beconfrmed and the loan be taken ..

d) The creditors give up 25 paise on a rupee and accept debentures for Rs. 1,00,000 and Rs.
50,000 in cash in full settlement of the amounts due to them.

The amount thus rendered available is to be utilised towards written off goodwill and profit and
loss account (loss) entirely and the balance to be written off the plant and Machinery account.

I . -- .

Give necessary Journal Entries to carry out the above scheme of '~duction of share capital
and Reconstruction" arid prepare the balance sheet of the company after-completion of the
scheme, as from I July 2004.

e)

f)

6.7. SUGGESTED READINGS
1. "Advance Accountancy" S.P. Jain

K.L. Narang

M.C. Shukla

T'S. Grewal

S.C. Gupta

2. "Advanced Accounts" Volume - "

3. Problems and Solutions in

Advance Accounting

Advance Accountancy" Volume - "

R.L. Gupta

S.N. Maheswari4.

Dr. P. L. Narasimha Rao
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Lesson - 8

PREPARATION OF CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
OBJECTIVES

*: to know the meaning of Holding companies and Subsidiary companies.

··k to know the steps involved in preparing Consolidated Balance Sheet.

'STRUCTURE:

8.1

8.2

8.3

8.4

8.5

8.6

Introduction

Definition

Advantages of Holding Companies

Disadvantages of Holding Companies

Accounting System in Holding Companies

Preparation of Consolidated Balance Sheet

a) Ratio between Holding Company and Subsidiary Company

b) Calculation of Goodwill

c) Calculation of Capital Profits

d) Calculation of Revenue Profits

e) .Calculation of Minority Share Holder's interest

f) Treatment of Unrealised profits

g) Inter - Company Transactions

h) . Revaluation of Assets and Liabilities

i) Treatment of Dividends

8.7. Summary

8.8. Keywords

8.9. Self - 'Assessment Questions

8.10. Suggested Readings

8.1 Introduction :
It is obvious that Holdmq Companies can nominate the majority of directors in other companies

which are known as subsidiary companies and therefore a holding company usually holds the
majority of paid up equity share capital. When a company reaches the stage of floating 'another
company holding majority of shares, it becomes a parent company. The existing companies in
order to avoid competition float a company which holds a majority of their shares.

-:
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8.2. Definition:
\

Section 4 of the Companies Act, 1956 defines a Holding Company and a subsidiary company
by their relation to each other. A company shall be deemed to be a subsidiary of another if, but only
if,

a) the other company controls the composition of its Board of Directors: or

b) the other company (i) holds more than half of the nominal value of its equity capital, or (ii) if it
is an existing company (i.e., a company formed before 1 April 1956) with both equity and
preference shareholders, having equal voting rights, the other company controls more than
half of the total voting power: or

c) it is a subsidiary of any company which is the other company's subsidiary.

To make itclear a company is termed to be the holding company of another only when the
other is its subsidiary. Therefore a holding company is one which has control over one or more
other companies. It is to be noted that there is no liquidation of subsidiary company. Moreover, its
separate legal entity cannot be disturbed. The point is only acquisition of shares in the subsidiary
company but not its assets or liabilities. Preparing consolidated Balance Sheet is common.

8.3. Advantages of Holding Companies:

In the USA the concept of Holding companies becomes useful and fruitful in bringing a number
of companies under one control and gradually the holding companies become popular.

-e- The very first advantage of the holding companies is that the public do not know the existence
of combination among the various companies and hence the matter of monopoly cannot enter
the minds of the people.

~ Losses can be carried and forwarded for Income Tax purposes.

~ The persons who have the majority of shares need invest comparatively small amount in the
order to control the subsidiary company.

~ Subsidiary companies can have their separate identity and also goodwill.

~ . The subsidiary companies prepare their own accounts and so the financial position become
known to every body.

8.4. Disadvantages of Holding Companies:

.<;- Inter - Company transacfions are entered at low prices to facilitate the Holding companies ..

~ Minority shareholders may be oppressed because of too high of too low prices in inter-company
transactions, difficulties in accounting may arise.

~ Accounts may be manipulated Fraudulently.

c- The true financial position of the subsidiary company may not be known to the share holders.

8.5. Accounting .system'ln Holding Companies

Asper the companies Act, the financial year of a holding company and the subsidiary company
shoutoeno 'on the same date. But-as per section 213 (1) of the companies act, the Central
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Government may issue directions to holding companies or subsidiary companies to extend the
financial year of it is essential. In any case the time gap between the close of the financial year of
the two, the holding or the subsidiary should not be more than six months.

Unlike the practice in England, in India it is not compulsory for the holding company to make a
Consolidated Balance Sheet and Consolidated profit and loss a/c. But one point must be carefully
followed. According to section 212 of the companies act a Holding company has to attach the
necessary documents (listed hereunder) with its balance sheet in respect of each of its subsidiary.

<:r . A copy of the balance sheet subsidiary

<:r A copy of its profit and loss account.

<:r A copy of the report of its board of Directors.

<7 A copy of the report of its auditors. etc.,

8.6. Preparation of Consolidated Balance Sheet
While preparing the consolidated Balance sheet the student has to note the following points

a) Ratio between the Holding Company and Subsidiary Company:

Suppose A Limited is the Holding Company and B Limited is Subsidiary Company. There are
10,000 shares, out of them A Ltd, purchased 7,000 shares. So the ratio between A Ltd. and 8 Ltd.
is

A Ltd.

7000 Shares

7 : 3

b) Calculation of Goodwill (or) Capital Reserve:

Good will : When the Holding Company purchases the shares of subsidiary co. by paying
more' than face value, the excess paid is treated as Goodwill.

a) For example X Ltd. is Holding company and y Ltd. is subsidiary company in y Ltd. There
are 12,000 shares of Rs. 10 each.' Out of them X Ltd. purchased 8,000 shares for Rs. 1,20,00001

a) Calculate the ratio between X Ltd. and Y Ltd.

b) Calculate the Goodwill.

B Ltd.

3000 Shares

Sol: Ratio between X Ltd. and y Ltd.

X Ltd.

8000

2 : 1 (Ratio)

. Y Ltd.

4000

.., ,;-,

In the above example purchase price of 80000 shares is 1,20,0001- the face value is (8000 x
10) 80,0001-. The excess paid is (1,20,00 - 80,000) Rs. 40,0,00 is treated as Gqodwill.

'. bj Capital reserve: When the holding c;ompany purchases shares from the subsidiary company,
lessthan the face value, the-difference between face value and the amount paid is tre.~t~d as
capital reserve . .
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For example P Ltd. is Holding Company and Q Ltd is subsidiary company in R Ltd. 10,000
shares are there out of them P Ltd. purchased 6000 shares for Rs. 40,0001- Capital Reserve is
(60000 - 40000) 20,0001-.

c) Calculation of Capital Profits:

The profits and reserve in the subsidiary company on the date of shares acquired by the
holding company is treated as capital profits.

Illustration - 1

For X Ltd. purchased shares from y Ltd. on 01-07-2003.

The Balance Sheet of X and Y Ltd on 31-03-2004 are as follows:

C X Ltd. Y Ltd. A X Ltd. Y Ltd

Share Capital 10,00,000 8,00,000 Sundry assests 7,60,000 10,60,000

General (1-4-03) 1,QO,000 50,00dl Investment in. Y Ltd. 7,00,000
Reserve (60,000 Shares)

P&L alc (1-4-03) 60,000 30,00b

Profit during
the year 1,00,000 80,000

Creditors 2,00,000 1,00,000

14,60,000 10,60,000 14,60,000 10,60,000

Calculate the following

a) Ratio between X Ltd. and Y Ltd.

b) Cost of control.

Sol :.

Ratio between X Ltd. and Y Ltd.

. 8,00,000 80000 hNo. of shares in Y Ltd. = -w- = , s ares

No. 'of shares purchased

by X Ltd - 60,000 (Shares)

The shares held by Minority Share Holders = (80,000 - 60,000) = 20,000 shares (Remaining in Y
Ltd.)

The Ratio between X Ltd and Y Ltd is

X Ltd - Y Ltd.

60,000 20,000

3: t (Ratio)
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Goodwill
The Purchase price of 60,000 shares

Less Face value of 60,000 shares

7,00,000

6,00,000
=

=
(60,000 * 10 )

Goodwill 1,00,000
C . I P faplta ro Its

Reserve in Y Ltd on 01-04-2003 = 50,000

Profit in y Ltd on 01-04-2003 = 30,000

Profit from 01-04-2003 to 01-07-2003 = 20,000

80,000*3 1 12
Capital Profit 1,00,000

Share of X Ltd. = 1.oo.ooo * 3/4 75,000

Share of y Ltd. = 1.co.ooo * 2/4 25,000
i

Net Goodwill (cost of control) = 2500.0 = 0,00,000 -75,000)
d) Calculation of Revenue'Profits '

Profits earned by subsidiary company after acquiring the shares by holding company are
called Revenue Profits. In the above illustration ,1 the profits are as follows:
Sol:
Shares purchased by X ltd., from y ltd., is 1-07-2003

Date of Baiance Sheet is 31-03-2004

Profits earned by y Itd during the year is 80,000

Profits from 01-07-2003 to 31-03-2004 = (80,000 x 9 112) = 60;0001-
Share of x ltd., is 60,000 x 3/4 45,000

15,000Share of y ltd., is 60,000 x 2/4

The x Itd share of profit Rs. 45,0001- is considered as Revenue Profit of holding companies and it
will be added to the x Itd's profits in the consolidated Balance Sheet' ,
The y ltd. share of profit Rs.15,OOOI- is to be added to minority share holder's interest.

e.Minority Share Holders Interest \ \ \
The amount related to y ltd., is treated as minority share. holders interest as per the

illustration . I '. ' ., ,,\' \

1. The amount of Minority SharJ Holders interest is as follow!''':'>:.;\' , ~' '. .
I, \'~ . ,

- ,~;,~\~~\ .\ \[0)
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Face value of the remaining shares in Y ltd., ( 20,000 x 10) = 2,00,000
---~.

Y ltd., share of capital profits ---------- 25,000
Y ltd., share of revenue profits ----------- 15,000 i

Minoritv Share Holders Interest = 2,40,O00

• The above will be shown in the liability side of consolidated Balance sheet.

F. Treatment of unrealised profit

Sometimes holding companies may buy the goods from the subsidiary companies or subsidiary
companies may buy the goods from the holding companies. While selling these goods, the selling'
cornpanymay include some percentage of profit to the cost plus profit or sale price out of these
purchases, at the end of the year the profit included in the unsold stock is treated as unrealised ,
profit. If the holding company sells the goods to the subsidiary companies the profit included in th~;·
unsold stock is treated as unrealised profit.

* If subsidiary company sells the goods to holding company out of the profits included in the
unsold stock, the share of holding companies becomes the unrealised profit. The unrealised profit
will be deducted from the profit and loss alc on the liabilities side of Balance sheet, later the same.,
amount will be shown as deduction frorn stock on the assets side of consolidated Balance Sheet: '

a) X Ltd. is the Holding company, Y Ltd, is the Subsidiary Company. X ltd., sold the goods to
y ltd., for Rs. 24,0001- at cost plus 20% out of these purchases Rs 6,0001- worth of stock is, in
unsold stock at the end of the year. "

Profitas regards unsold stock = 60,000 x 20/120 = 1000

b) If X Itd, is the holding company Y ltd., is subsidiary company. Y ltd., sold the goods to X ltd. I,

fOI'Rs. 24,0001- during the year at cost plus 20% out of this purchases the stock Rs. 6,0001- worth
rernained in unsold stock at the end of year at X ltd.,

Profit incurred in unsold stock = 60,000.x 20/120 = 1000

* Out of Rs. 1.000/- tile share nf holding company becomes unrealised profits.

c) Inter == Company Transactions:

The holding company and the subsidiary company can maintain inter-company transactions
and these transactions may relate to anyone or more of the following matters :

a) Either the holding company or the subsidiary ~ol11panycan grant loans.

b) The holding company or to the subsidiary company has freedom in the sale of goods on credit.

c) Bills of exchange can be drawn by the holding company or subsidiary company.

I As a result of these inter - company transactions, certain accounts appear in the balance
sheet of the holding company as well as the subsidiary company. Therefore in the consolidated
balance sheet these co III III on accounts should not be repeated.

h':) Revaluation of Assets and Liabilities

While preparing the consolidated balance sheet the subsidiary company may undervalue some
of the assets 01~o\;;er--va1i]ethe assests.vInsuch situation we have to bring the actual value in the
preparation of consolidated balance sri·eet.
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* If the assest is under valued we have to increase its value. It will be called capital profits)

* If the assest value is over value, Then the value is to be decreased: (It will be called capital losses)

i) Treatment of Dividend

Some times, it so happens that a SubsidiaryCompany declares dividends to share holders
related to the profits of the previous year after acquring the shares by holding company. Such
dividend is included in the profits and loss of the holding company and this amount is considered as
capital profit, therefore this amount will be deducted from profit and loss as the holding company
and the same amount will be added to Capital Resurqe as the consolidated Balance sheet.

Illustration: 2

On 1st July 2003 the H company Ltd., bought 75% of the shares of-the S c()mpany Ltd., of Rs.
10 each fully paid at Rs. 20 each. The following are the balance sheets of the companies as on 31-
12'-2003.

Liabilities Assets

H Ltd. S Ltd. H Ltd. S. Ltd.,
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

8,00,000 50,000 Fixed Assets 7,50,000 37,500

1,60,000 16,000 Stock 4,30,000 57,500

2,40,000 31,750 Debtors 2,75,000 30,000

1,30,000 6,250 Shares in 75,QOO

S ltd., 3,750 shares

2,00,000 21,000

15,30,000 1,25,000 15,30,000 1,25,000

Share Capital

General Reserve

on 1-1-03

Sundry Creditors

Profit & Loss alc

On 1-1-03

Profit for the year

The Debtors Qf.l::l Ltd., included Rs. 10,000 due from S Ltd., prepare a consolidated Balance
Sheet as on 31-12-2003.

Solution:

Note: 1 Ratio between H Ltd. and S Ltd.

H Ltd. S Ltd. H Ltd., S Ltd.
(or) 3750 1250

75% 25% (Shares) (Shares)
3: 1

Note: 2 Calculation of Goodwill

Purchase price of 3750 shares

(-) Face value of 3,750 shares 10/-each

Goodwill

= 75,000/-

37,500/-

37,500

=
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Note: 3 Calcuta.ror: of Capital Profits

General Reserve in S Ltd (1-1-03) 16,000

Profit & Loss alc (1-1-03) 6,250

Profit from (1-1-03 to 1-07-03) 10,500

(21000* 6/12)

Capital Profits 32,750

Share of H Ltd. 32,750* 3/4

Share of S Ltd. 32,750*1/4

Calculation of Net Goodwill (or) =
=

" f

. ,

32,750

= 24562. 50

= 8187.50

(37,500 - 24562.50)

12937.50

Cost of Control = 12937.50

Note: 4 Calculation of Revenue Profits

Shares purchased by H Ltd. in S Ltd.

Date of Balance Sheet

Profits earned by S Ltd. during the year is

(Profits from 1-1-03 to 1-07-03)

Share of H Ltd = 10,500* 3/4 =
Share of S Ltd = 10,500* 1/4 =

= 1-07-03

31-12-03=

= Rs.21,OOO

= 21,000* 6/12 = 10,5001-

7,875

2,625

Note: 5 Calculation of Minority Shareholder's Interest

Face value of the remaining shares in S Ltd =

S Ltd. Share of Capital Profits =

S Ltd. Share of Revenue Profits =
Minority shareholders interest

12,500.00

8,187.50

2,625.00

23,312.50

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AS ON 31-12-2003

Liabilities Rs. Assets Rs.

Share Capital 100 each 8,00,000 Goodwill 12,937.50

General Reserve 1,60,000 Fixed Assets
/

Creditors H Ltd. 7,50,000
/

H Ltd. 2,40,000· S Ltd. 37,500

S Ltd. 31,750 7,87,500

Stock
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(-) Inter Co.
Transactions

Profits & Loss alc

2,71,750

10,000
2,61,750

H \-td.

$ ~td.

3,30,000

7,875
3,37,875

Minority shareholders

Interest

23,312.50

15,82,937.50

H Ltd.

S Ltd.

4,30,000

57,500
4,87,500

Sundry Debtors

H Ltd. 2,75,000

S Ltd. 30,000

3,05,000

10,000(-) Inter Co.
Transactions 2,95,000

15,82,937.50

Illustration: 3 (May, 1988)

The Balance Sheets of H Ltd., and S Ltd., on 31-12-2003 were as under:

H Ltd.' SUd H Ltd. $ Ltd
Share Capital Rs. Rs. Rs. 'Rs.

Shares of Rs. 100 each 3,00,000 75,000 Buildings .90,000

Reserve 45,000 15,000 Machinery 3,00,000

Creditors 75,000 45,000 Stock 50,000 1,00,000

Bills Payable 22,500 Debtors 40,000 72,500

P&Lalcon 1-1-03 60,000 30,000 Cash . 15,000

Profit for the year 75,000 37,500 Share in S Ltd. 97,500

Bills Receivable 15,000

5,77,500 2,02,500 5,77,500 2,02,500

Shares were acquired by H Ltd., on 1-1-2003. Billsreceivable held by S Ltd., are all accepted
by H Ltd. included in the debtors of S Ltd., is Rs. 10,000 owing by H. Ltd. Prepare the consolidated
Balance Sheet.

Solution:

Note: 1 Ratio between H Ltd. and S Ltd

All the shares of S Ltd. acquired by H Ltd.therefore ratio between H Ltd.and S Ltd. will not arise.

Note: 2 Calculation of Goodwill

Purchase price all the share of S Ltd. =
. Less Face Value =

Goodwill

•

97,500

75,000

22,500
'J 2:
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Note: 3 Calculation of Capital Profits

Reserve on 1-1-2003 = 15,000

30,000Profit on 1-1-2003 =
Capital Reserve 45,000

Note: 4 Cost of Control (Net Capital Reserve)

05-,000 - 22,500) = 22,5001-

Note: 5 Calculation of Revenue Profit

Profit during the year 37,500

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET ON 31-12-2003

LIABILITIES Rs. ASSETS

Share Capital (100 each) 3,00,00'" Building

General Reserve 45,0(;0 Machinery

Creditors H Ltd. 75,000 Stock H Ltd.
.,>:

S Ltd.
-'--,-

45,000 SUd.

1,20,000

Bills payable 22,500 Debtors H Ltd.

(-) Inter co. 10,000 S Ltd.

Transactions 12,500

(-) Inter Co.

Transactions

Profit & Loss alc 60,000 Cash

(+) Profits 37,500 BIR

(+) Profits 75,000

1,72,500

Capital Reserve 22,500

6,72,500

Rs.

50,000

1,00,000

40,00J

72,500

1,12,500

10,000

90,000

3,00,000

1,50,000

1,02,500

15,000

15,000

6,72,500

•
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Illustration: 4

(April, 1987)

The Balance Sheets of H Ltd. and S Ltd. on 31st December, 2003 were as follows:

Balance Sheet of H Ltd.

Liabilities
Share Capital

8,000 Equity Shares

of Rs. 100 each

Rs_

8,00,000

60,000

1,00,000

General Reserve

Profit & Loss alc

Sundry Creditors 1,80,000

Bills Payable 50,000

Assets
Rs.

Land & Buildings

Plant & Machinery

Investments:
Government securities

3,00;0'00

2,25,000

50,000

2,700 shares in S Ltd.

at cost 2,97,000

60,000

1,50,000

48,000

60,000

Stock

Sundry Debtors

Cash at Bank

Bills Receivable

11,90,000

Balance Sheet of S Ltd.

Liabilities

Share Capital

3,000 Equity Shares

of Rs. 100 each

Rs.

3,00,000

20,000

10,000

90,000

45,000

General Reserve

Profit & Loss alc

Sundry Creditors

Bills Payable

4.65,000

11,90,000

Assets

Rs_

Land & Buildings

Plant & Machinery

Stock

Sundry Debtors

Cash at bank

Bills Receivable

1,20,000

2,00,000

45,000

75,0.QO

15,000

10,000

4,65,000

a) . At the date of acquisition, General Reserve stood as nil-and Profit and Loss Alc -showed a
debit balance of Rs; 20,000 in tile books of S Ltd. -

b) Bil(s payable of S Ltd. include Rs. -15,000 issued ill favour of H Ltd. which has discounted Rs.
5,000 of them

Prepare a consolidated Balance Sheet as on ,31 December. 2003
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Solution:

Note: 1 Ratio Between H Ltd. and S Ltd.

Number of Shares in S Ltd.

Shares purchased by H Ltd.

Shares Remained in S Ltd.

(3000 - 2700)

X Ltd S Ltd

2700 300

9: 1

Note: 2 Calculation of Goodwill

Purchase of price of 2700 Shares =
(-) Face value of 2700 shares (2700 x 100) =

Goodwill =

= 3000

27-00

300
=
=

2,97,000

2,70,000

27,000

Loss on S Ltd on the date of acquiring shares by H Ltd.

Share of H Ltd. (20,000* 9/10)

Share of S Ltd. (20,000* 1/10)

Net Goodwill (27,000'-18,000)

Note: 3 Calculation of Revenue Profits

General Reserve

Profits Loss ale

(20,000 + 10,000)

= 20,000

30,000=

Share of H Ltd. =
Share of S Ltd. =

50,000

(50,000* 9/10)

(50,000* 1/10)

Note: 4 Minority shareholder's interest

Value of Shares in S Ltd = 300*100

S Ltd. share in Revenue Profit =

(-) Capital loss (share of S Ltd.)

Minority shareholders interest

Note: 5 Inter Company Transactions

Bills of Exchange = 10,0001-

= 45,000

= 5,000

= 30,000
3J

5,000

35,000

2,000

33,000

=
= 20,000

18,000

2,000

9,000

=
=
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ILLUSTRATION: 5

(October, 1988) ..

From the Balance Sheets and information given below, prepare a Cons~'idated Balance Sheet.

Ba~~nce Sheet as 'bn 31-12-2003

H Ltd.S Ltd.
Rs. Rs.

H Ltd.
Rs.

S Ltd
Rs.Share Capital

Rs. 10 Fully paid 1,00,09b 20,000 Sundry Assets 80,000 12,000
/

ao.ooo 12,000 Stock 61,000, 24,000

10,000. 6,000 Debtors 13,000 17,QOO

3,000 Bills Receivable 1,000

20,000 12,000 Shares in S Ltd.

1,500 share at cost 15,000.

1,70,000 53,000 1,70,000 53,000

Profit & Loss alc

Reserve

Bills Payable

Creditors

a) Allthe profits of S Ltd., have been earned since the shares were aquired by H Ltd., but there
was already the reserve of Rs. 6,000 on that date.

b) The bills accepted by S Ltd., ale in all in favour of H Ltd., which has discounted Rs. 2,000 of
them.

c) Sundry Assets of S Ltd., are undervalued by Rs. 2,000

d) The stock of H Ltd., included Rs. 5,000 bought from S ltd., at a profit to the latter of 25% on
cost.

SOLUTION:

Note: 1 Ratio between H Ltd. and S Ltd.

No. of Shares in S Ltd.

No. of Shares purchased by H Ltd.

No. of Shares remained by S Ltd.

Ratio = H Ltd. S Ltd.

1500 500

3 : 1

Note: 2 Calculation of Goodwill

Purchase Price of 1500 Shares

= 20,000/10 = 2000 shares

1500 shares

(2000' - 1500) =500 shares

=
=

= 15,000

15,000

a
(-) Face Value =

Goodwill (nil)
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Note: 3 Calculation of Capital Profits

General Reserve

(=) under valuation of assets

brought to original value

= 6,000

= 2,000

8,000

shares of H. Ltd. =
Share of S Ltd. =

8000* 3/4

8000* 1/4

= 6,000

2,000=
Note: 4 Calculation of Revenue Profit

Profit of S Ltd. During the Year

Share of H Ltd.

Share of S Ltd.

= 12,000

12,000* 3/4 =

12,000* 1/4 =
9000

3000

=
=

Note: 4 Minority Shareholders Interest

Face value of shares remained with S Ltd (500* 10)

Share of S Ltd. in Capital Profits

Share of S Ltd. in Revenue Profit

Minority shareholders Interest

Note: 5 Calculation of Unrealis,ed Profit

= 5000

= 2000

= 3000

JO,OOO

Unsold stock = 50,000

Profit included = 25% on cost (25/125)

Therefore" Profit included = 5000* 25/125 = 1000

Share of H Ltd. = 1000* 3/4 = 750*

It is to be deducted from profit and loss on the liability side and same amount will be deducted
from stock on the assets side of B/S

Note 6 : Inter Company Transactions

Bills of Exchange -. 1000

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEELAS ~~
~--

Liabilities Rs. Assets Rs..

Share Capital 1,00,000 Sundry Assets

Reserve 10,000 H Ltd.' 80,000

Capital Reserve 6,000 S Ltd. 12,000

Bills payable 3000 '/

(-) Inter Co. 1,.0,00 ~~2(OOO/- , /~. "-
2,000\ (+) Undervaluation Ii .
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I action 2,000
Profit & Loss alc 40,000 94,000
(+) Profit 9,000 Stock H Ltd. 61,000,

S Ltd. 24,000

\
49,000 ----

(-) Unrealised 750 85,000
i Profit 48,250 (-) Unrealised 750

Profit 84,250

Minority shareholders 10,000 Sundry Debotrs
Interest H Ltd. 13,000

S Ltd. 17,000
30,000

Bills Receivable 1,000

Hinter Co.

Sundry Creditors Transactions 1,000

H Ltd. 20,000

S Ltd. 12,000
32,000

2,08,250 2,08,250

Illustration: 6

(April, 1986)

Senior Company Ltd. acquired 80% of both classes of shares in Junior Co. Ltd. as on 1-1-
2003 at a total cost of Rs. 5,60.000. The Balance Sheets on 31-12-2003 when accounts of both
Companies were prepared as i.nder Balance Sheets as on 31-12-2003. '

Liabilities Seni r Co. Junior Co. Assets Senior Co. Junior Co.
F<- Rs. Rs. Rs.

Share Capital

Land & Build.15,000 Shares of

Rs. 5Q each fully paid

30,000 Equity

7,50,000 5,15,000 1,50,000

1,50.000 Plant & Machi. 1,50,000 1,35,500

Shares of Rs. 5 each

1,000 6% Preference

Shares of Rs. 100

Each

1,00,00C Debtors 1,40,000 79,000

General Reserve 4,75,000 10,000 Stock 1,70,000 1,01,000
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Profit & Loss alc

Creditors

4,00,000

75,000

1,80,000

80,500

Investments 5,60,000

Cash at Bank 1,65,000 55,000

17,00,000 5,20,500 17,00,000 5,20,500

i) Creditors of Senior Co. Ltd. inctude Rs. 30,000 purchases from the Junior Co. Ltd .. on which
the latter Company made a profit of Rs. 7,500.

ii) Stock of Senior Co. Ltd included Rs. 15,000 Stock at Cost, purchased from the Junior Co. Ltd.
part of the Rs. 30,000 purchases.

iii) Profit and Loss Account of Senior Co. Ltd. includes dividend at the rate of 16% per annum
from the Junior Co. Ltd. The dividend was for the year 2002. General Reserve of Junior Co.
Ltd. was the balance on 1-1-2003. The balance in profit and loss account at 1-1-2003 of Junior
Co. Ltd. was Rs. 80,000, out of which dividend at the rate of 16% was paid on equity shares.
The dividend in respect of Preference Shares for the year 2003 is still payable. Prepare the
Consolidated Balance Sheet at on 31-12-2003.

Solution:

Note: 1 Ratio between Senior Co. and Junior Co.

Senior Co. Junior Co.

80% 20%

4: 1

Note: 2 Calculation Goodwill (or) Cost of Control

Purchase price of all the shares

(-) Dividend @16% on one Equity

Capital of H Ltd. (1,20,000*16/100) is

treated as capital profits

5,60,000

19,200

5,40,800

(-)'Face value of preference shares

Face value of Equity shares

80,000.

1,20,000 2,00.000

less Capital Reserve

3,40,800

52,800**

'2,88,000Net Goodwill

Note: 3 Calculation of Capital Profit

General Reserve as on 1-1-03

Profit & loss ale on 1-1-03

(-) Dividend @ 16% on 1,50,000

10,0100

80,000

24,000 56,000

66,000
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Share of H Ltd. - 66000* 4/5

Share of S Ltd. - 66000* 1/5

Note: 4 Calculation of Revenue Profits

Profit and Loss alc on 31-12-2003

(-) Profit as on 1-1-2003 .

H Dividend paid

52,800

13;200

1,80,000

80,000

24,000
56,000

1,24,000 ......

6,000

1,18,000

94,400

4,800
99,200

23,600

1,200* 24,800*

(-) Preference dividend payable for the

year 2003 (1,00,000* 6/100)

Profit available + equity shareholders

Share of H Ltd =
* 1,18,000* (80/100) 415 =

* 6,000* (80/100) 115 =

Share of S Ltd =
*.1,18,000* (20/100) 1/5 =
* 6,000* 1/5 =

Out of which, the amount of Rs. 1200 is for preference Dividend

Note 5 : Calculation of minority shareholders interest

a) Preference Shares

* Face value of Preference shares

(1,00,000* 20/100)

* Dividend =
20,000

1,200

=

21,200
b) Equity Shares

* Face '1alue (1,50,000* 20/100)

* Share of capital profit

* Share of Revenue Profit
(Preferencedividend)

Minority shareholders interest

Note: 6 Unre~lis(ed Profit

= 30,000

13,200

23,600

=
=

66,800

88,000

~~ 7500* 15000/30000
'\ = 3Y501-
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AS ON 31-12-2003'"
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8.7. Summary

To conclude a Holding Company can havecontrot overone or more companies with out any
short of disturbance as regards the legal entity, It is abvious that a holding company soon becomes
a parent company. It facilitates acquisition of shares to greater percentages through the tree financial
position of the subsidiary company not be know to the share holders. In our country it is not
compulsory for a holding company to make a Consolidated Balance sheet but it has to submit the
relevant documents (VIZ) profit and loss ale Report of the Board of Directors and the auditors.

8.8. Key Words:

Holding Company A Company which controls one or more other companies by
means of holding shares in that company.

- Subsidiary Company A company controlled by a holding company is termed as a
subsidiary company.

Contingent Liabilities Contingent Liability is a liability which mayor may not arise

Inter - Company Transactions Transactions between the holding company and the subsidiary
company are known as inter company transactions. I

Subsidiary company may be "wholly owned subsidiary c01pany
"or" partly owned subsidiary company.

Types of subsidiaries

8.1O.§!!f ~Ass.~~smelJt que=stl.2~ :-

1. What is.Holding Company? How it is defined under the Companies Act 1956 ?

2. What ar~ the steps to be followed in the preparation of Consolidated Balance Sheet of H'flding
companies .

3. Write short notes on the following

a) Inter Company Transaction

b) Unrealised profits

c) Cost of control

4. Following are the balance sheets of A Ltd and its·subsidiary Z Ltd as at 31'" March 2001.

Liabilities A ltd. Z Ltd. Assets A Ud Z Ltd
Rs. 'Rs. . Rs. Rs.

Share Capital Machinery 3,00.000 1,00,000

Furniture 70,000 45,000
Shares of Rs. 1'0 each 70% shares in

fully paid 6,00,000 2,00.000 Z Ltd. at 'cost 2,60,000

General Reserve 1,50:000 70,000 Stock 1,75.000 1.89.000
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Profit * Loss Ale 70.000 50,000 Debtors 55,000 30,000

Creditors 90,000 60,000 Cash at bank 50,000 10,000

Preliminary ex. 6,000

9,10.000 3,80,000 : 9,10,000 3,80,000

A ltd. acquired the shares of Z Ltd. on 30lh June 2000. On 151 April, 2000 Z Ltd. General
Reserve and Profit and Loss account stood at Rs. 60,000 and 20,000 respectively. No part of
preliminary expenses was written off during the year ended 31s1 March, 2001.

Prepare the consolidated balance sheet of A ltd. and its subsidiary Z Ltd. as at 3151 March
2001.

(5) R ltd. acquired 6,400 equity shares of S Ltd. on 1st Jan. 2002. Following are the Balance
sheets of the two companies as at 31"1 Dec. 20'02.

liab}lities R Ltd. S Ltd.

Share Capital:
Equity Shares of 16,00,000 8.00,000
Rs. 100 each

General Reserve 3,20,000 1,60,000
1.1.02

Profit & Loss Alc 80,000 48,000
1.1.02

Profit for the year 60,000 .64,000
2002

Sundry Creditors 80,000 . 80,000

Bills Payable 24,000 8,000

22,64.000 11,60,000

Assets

Land & Buildings
Plant & Mach.

Stock

Sundry Debtors

Investment in
shares of S Ltd

Bills Receivable
Cash & Bank

R Ltd.

4,00,000
4,00,000

1,20,000

80,000

8,00,000

64,000
4,00,000

22,64,000

S Ltd.

2,40,000

4,80,000

80,000

96,000

8,000
2,56,000

11,64,000

a) 8ills Receivable of R Ltd. include Rs. 8,000 accepted by S Ltd.

b) S~ndry Debtors of R Ltd. include Rs. 40,000 due from S Ltd·.

c) Stock of S Ltd. includes goods purchased from R ltd. for Rs. 48,000

Which were invoiced by R Ltd. at a profit of 20% on sales prepare a Consolidated Balance
Sheet of R Ltd. and its subsidiary S Ltd.
a) Bills Receivable of R Ltd. include Rs. 8,000 accepted by S Ltd.
b) Sundry Debtors ofR Ltd. include Rs. 40,000 due from S Ltd.
c) Stock of S Ltd. includes goods purchased from R Ltd. for Rs. 48,000
Which were invoiced by R Ltd. at a profit of 20% on sales prepare a Consolidated Balance sheet of
R Ltd. and its subsidiary S Ltd.

11
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6. From the Balance Sheets given below, prepare a consolidated balance sheet of Mati Ltd.,
and its subsidiary company, Choti Ltd.. the interests of Choti Ltd., are to be shown as separate item.

Balance Sheet of Mati Ltd. as on 30111 June 1983'

Liabilities Rs. Assets Rs.

Share Capital Freehold Buildings
Authorised and at cost 72,000
Issued: Plant and Machinery
12,000 shares of at cost (Rs. 40,000)

Rs. 101- each 1,20,000 Less: Depreciation 30,000

Trade Creditors 15,000 Shares in Choti Ltd.,
at cost

General Reserve 25,000 2,500 shares of
Rs. 101- each 25,000

Profit & Loss alc 12,000

Stc . , at Cost 18,000
Trade Debtors 22,000
Bank Balance 5,000

1,72,000 1,72,000

Balance Sheet of Choti Ltd. as on 30lh June 1983

Liabilities

Share Capital
3,000 shares of
Rs. 10/- each

Rs.

30,000

5,000Trade creditors

General Reserve

Profit & Loss A/c.

6,000

9,000

50,000

Assets

Leasehold Property
at cost (Rs. 30,000)
Less : Depreciation

Plant and Machinery
At cost (R5. 15,000)

Rs.

25,000

Less: Depreciation

Stock at cost
Trade Debtors

Bank Balance

10,000

3,000
7,000

5,000

50,000

At the date of acquisition by Mati Ltd. of its holding of 2.000 shares in Choti Ltd. the latter'
company had undistributed profits and Reserve amounting to Rs. 5,000 none of which has been
distributed since the date of acquisition.
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7. H Ltd. Acquired 80% of the shares of S l.td. on 1st January 1982 at a top cost of Rs.
4,25,000. The Balance Sheet of the two companies as on 31st December 1,982 are as under:

Liabilities H Ltd S Ltd Assets H Ltd S Ltd
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Share Capital Land &
Preference Shares Buildings 4,65,000 1,85,000
of Rs. 100 each 2,00,000
Equity Shares Plant &
of Rs. 10 each 5,00,000 2,50,000 Machinery 1,50,000 1,09,000

General Reserve 3,50,000 15,000 Stock 1,55,000 70,800

Profit & Loss Alc 3,00,000 1,50,000 Investments 4,25,000

Sundry Creditors 70,000 65,000 Debtors 1,20,000 62,700

Cash at Bank 1,05,000 52,500

114,20,000 4,80,000 14,20,000 4,80,000

The following further information is relevant:
a) Sundry Creditors in H Ltd. include RS.-20,0001- for goods purchased from S Ltd. on which the

S Ltd. made a profit or Rs. 5,000/-

b) Half of the goods sold as above were still included in the stock of H Ltd.

c) The General Reserve of S Ltd. represents the balance on 1st January 1982. Profit and Loss
Alc balance as on 1st January 1982, was Rs. 50,000 out of which dividend at 10%was paid for
the year 1981.

Prepare the Consolidated Balance Sheet of H Ltd. and S Ltd.
8. On 1.07.1970, Janata Co. l.td., purchased 11,000 shares of Rs. 10 each of Vijay a Company

at Rs. 20/.: per each share.

The Bls of two companies are as follows on 31-12-1970

Liabilities Janata Vijaya Assets
Rs. Rs.

Janata
Rs.

Vijaya
Rs.

Share Capital 4,00,000 1,20,000 Buildings 3,00,000

General Reserve 1,00,000 12,000 Sundry Assets 1,00,000

Creditors 30,000 20,000 Debits 40,000

PEL A/e 50,000 6,000 Shares in
.'. I

On 1-07-70 Vijay & Co. 2,20,000

114,20,000 4,80,000 14,20,000

1,30,000

22,800

30,000

4,80,000

The Debtors of Janata Co., include Rs. 10,000 due from Vijaya Co., prepare Consolidated
Balance Sheet. .
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Lesson -9
FINANCIAL REPORTING

Objectives:
The objectives of this unit are to help you to understand:

The objectives of Financial Statements
The concept of financial reporting
The essentials of an ideal report
The main objectives of financial reporting

. The types of financial reports
The functions of financial reports
The benefits of adequate disclosure

Structure:

9.1 Introduction
9.2 Objectives of Financial Statements
9.3 Concept of Financial reporting
9.4 Principles of a good report
9.5 Objectives of Financial Reports
9.6 Types of financial reporting
9.7 Functions of financial reports
9.8, Benefits of adequate disclosure
9.9 Summary
9.10 Keywords
9.11 Self-Assessment Questions
9.11 Reference Books

9.1 Introduction:

Accounting is an important service activity in business and is concerned with collecting,
recording evaluating and reporting the results of past events, With the emergence of management
accounting the focus of accounting has been shifting from mere recording of transaction to that of
aiding the management in decision making. Accounting can be perceived as an information system
toprovideintormatlon to various parties such as shareholders. Government, and Public etc. The
important financial statements are profit and loss account, balance sheet and funds flow statements.

9.2 Objectives of Financial Statements:

1.,

2.

to provide reliable information about economic resources and their use in business enterprise.
. i' .

to provide reliable Information about the change in net resources resulting from a business
enterprise's profit directed activities in order to (a) show to investor expected dividend return;
(b) show the operation's ability to pay creditors and suppliers, provide jobs for employees,. . . ." /" .
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pay taxes, and generate funds for expansion. (c) provide management with information for
planning and control and (d) show its long term profitability.

3. to provide financiai information useful for estimating the earnings potential of the firm.

4. to provide other needed information about changes in economic resources and obligations.

The particular objective of financial. statements is to present fairly, and in conformity with
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles,the financial position, results of operations and other
changes in financial position. The statementsadmitthatthe particular objective is stated in terms of
accounting principles, that are generally accepted at the time of the preperation of the financial
statements. The general objectives fail to identify the information needs of owners and creditors.
The main objective was to provide general purpose financial reporting, which provides information
for unknown users having multiple decision objectives, providing information for specific user groups
having known decision-objectives was notfound operational.

9.3 Conceptof Financial Reporting:
Of all the functions of an accountant, the most difficult and complicated function is the

communication of business facts and data to various parties. The function of communication is .
being performed through various reports and statements, which is some times called as reporting
i.e. communicating through reports.

Reporting may be defined as communicating the facts and data through reports and
statements to the persons for whom such facts and data are compiled and collected. The function
of reporting starts when accounting function ends. Some times periodical reporting may be
undertaken during the course of accounting function. Financial reports are those reports through
which financial data are collected and communicated to the concerned. The report or statement
may partake character of a draft, schedule, statement, charts, graphs, diagrams and any other
method of statistical presentation. When facts and data are concerned. The report or statement
may partake character of a draft, schedule, statements, charts, graphs, diagrams and any other
method of statistical presentation. When facts and data are collected and complied from accounting
records, and put in a written form, the resultant statements or reports are called accounting reports.
Accountinq reports consist of financial data and are in the form of schedules and statements.

Financial reporting includes not only financial statements but also other means of
communicating informationthat relates, directly or indirectly, to the information provided by the
accounting' system-that is, information about an enterprise's resources Obligations, earnings etc.,
Financial reporting provides information that is useful to present and potential investors and creditors
and other users in making rational investment, credit and similar decisions. The information should
be investment, credit and similar decisions. The information should be comprehensible to those
who have a reasonable understanding of business and economic activities and are willing to study
the information with reasonabledeliqence.

Financial repbrting sho~ld provide information to help investors creditors and others to
assess tt1~;amou.nt,tihi'ing, and uncertainty of prospective net cash inflows to the related enterprise.

Financial reporting provides information about an enterprise'S financial performance during
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a period. Investors and creditors often use informatrer, about the past to help in assessing the
prospects of an enterprise. Thus, although investment aRd credit decisions reflect investor's and
creditor's expectations about future enterprise performance, th=se expectations are commonly based
<:it· least partly on evaluations of past performance of an enterprise.

The primary focus of financial reporting is information about.an enterprise's performance
provided by measures of earnings and its components. Financial reporting-should provide information
about how an enterprise obtains and spends cash, about its borrowing and'fepayment of borrowing,
about its capital transactions, including cash dividends and other distributions ~enterprise resources" .

of owners, and about other factors that may affect an enterprise's liquidity, and ~Ivency.
"

Financial reporting. should provide information about how management of an~nterprise has
discharged its stewardship responsibility to owners for the use of enterprise resources 'entrusted to
it. Financial reporting should provide information that is useful to managers and directors Ih...making
decisions in the interest of owners.

9.-4 Principles 'of a Good Report :
A report must add to the knowl-edge.of the recipient and hence must be drafted by observing \

certain principles and guidelines. There are few guidelines that one should keep in mind while
preparing a report. The following are the principles of a good report.

i) Suitable Title': Every report should bear a suitable title indicating the nature of its contents. It
should also lJigh light upon its origin and the person for whom it is meant.

ii) Simplicity: Since report is a media of communication, it is imperative thatit should be expressed
in a language which can easily be understood by the recipient. In case the reports are of regular in
nature, it is preferable to get language more or less standardized.

iii) Routine details : Every report must contain routine details regarding the period of time, the
data of its preparation.the units ofinformation, the name of the person preparing and presenting it,
names of persons to whom it is being submitted etc.,

iv) Brevity : A report should not be unduly lengthy. It should be precise, concise, specific and
accurate. It should contain only what is relevant and should exclude what is insignificant. The report
should be prepared in such a way that it leaves nothing unsaid what must be said and it contains
nothing beyond what is required to present a Clear cut picture of the facts being reported. It implies
that the report should not be very much detailed and should not be voluminous. Such reports are
not liked by the executives who have a little time available for the detailed study of such reports. But
it does not mean that the report is so precise which does not furnish all facts and leaves executives
to guess the things.

v) Adaptability : The form of the report and its contents should as far as possible, be suited to the
persons using it, to the purposes forwhich it is required and possible suggestions for taking remedial
actions. It should be presented in various forms suiting the temperament and out look of different
persons occupying managerial positions. A full appraisal of the personality ofthe persons placed at

. • ~. • :;t! 1 .
the different levels of management (top, middle and lower) should be made and a clear picfure cf the. .. a.
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information required by each of them should be decided before drafting the report. The contents of
the report should be well planned. It must present a full and critical view of the situation and at the
same time convey alternative suggestions and recommendations on actions to be taken.

vi) .Timeliness : Report should be prepared in time and presented timely, so that managerial
action / decision may be taken before mistakes are allowed to accumulate. It is to be remembered
that the purpose of historic information is often to supplement the personal qualities and facilities of
the man~gement.lt would be just a waste of time and effort to prepare and convey information
which is too late to be of use and intere~t. In addition to timely presentation of report, the frequency
of presentation should also be determined.' The frequent needs of the user, natural time cycle of
basic data, cost of preparing the report, etc., are the factors.which would determine the frequency
of submitting the reports.

vii) The Principle of Exception : The support should be prepared by adhering the principle of
exception whereby a report is to greater degree, limited to events highlighting illuminating priority
areas calling for 'management attention and action. This principle of exception with reference to
reporting implies that (i) information presented should be restricted to matters which are under the
control of the user of the report, (ii) concentration should be allowed only on essential events / data,
and (iii) the volume of report and data is considerably reduced to the bare minimum. It is however,
held that this principle has limited use.
viii} Accuracy : Accuracy of information / data in each report is a must. Of course, accuracy here
.signifies the reasonable accuracy. Taking into account purpose of and the cost involved in the
preparation of a report, the degree of accuracy should be determined. It is generally contended that

""by suppressing unnecessary details, both the clarity and accuracy may be improved.

ix) Medium of presentation : A report may be presented in several media. It may be in Written form
or Oral form or Graphic form. An ideal report is one which is presented in the form which carries
successful blending of different media. The media decides the size and shape of the report.

x) Coordination of data : It is important that all accounting data passing in an organisation
through reports should have sound basis and properly coordinated. It means that data used by
different departments should not be unrelated, otherwise a lot of misunderstanding and confusion
may arisewhich would defeat. the very purpose of reporting.

xi) Up-to-date : An occasional survey should be made to find out as to which information is of
/ -.

current use. Similarly, a constant watch should be maintained to locate the reports which have
become redundant. Out dated information use should be deleted and redundant reports should be
scrapped. It means that report should be kept up-to-date by making revisions necessitated by the
changing" conditions.

xii) Cost.: A report i~",said to be ideal only when that cost of preparing it is reasonable and it is
"consistent with the benefits accuring from its use. The cost of preparing and submitting the report
should neverexce.ed the benefit to be derived from the use of such report.

xiii) Attractiveness : The report must be attractive and should provide an 'eye-appeal' in the
sense that it should not go unheeded by its user. There are several ways in which the accountant
inaygive the attractiveness or eye-appeal to the reports. Undoubtedly, he has to assume the role of
an artist in making the report attractive and appealing:
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xiv) Number of reports : It is, difficult to.lay down any ideal number of reports to be used in an
organisation. As a rule the report should not create additional report and, it should not given birth to
the duplication of report and reports should be prepared and used only for selective areas. The
number of reports should be kept as minimum as possible.

9.5 Objectives of Financial Reporting :

1. To provide information which is useful to investors, creditors, and others in making rational
decision.

2. To assist investors and creditors in assessing future net cash flows to the enterprise in
respect of amount, timing and uncertainty.

3. To identify resources (assets) and claims against resources, both creditor claims (liabilities)
and owner claims .(owner's equity).

4. To show how an enterprise obtains resources and how that it uses them for.

5. To provide information about enterprise performance and earning potential.

The objec~ives are achieved directly by means of preparing a balance sheet, cash flow
statement and income statement.

9.6 Types of Financial Reports:
Information is the life blood of business. The efficiency of the organisation fO a large extent is

governed by the. pertinence and regularity of information, provided to those w~o performed that
functions of management. Financial reports are those reports which provide information about the
financial position. of the concern, as on a specific date, orduring the specific periOd. These reports
are necessary for accounting pur-pose.

Various types of reports are used in theorqanisation. They may be classified in various
wa~s~ Some of the' important points basing on which the reports are classified as follows:

1. On the Basis of purpose of Information:
a) Operating Reports

. b) Financial Reports

2. ~On the Basis 9f Groups
a) Internal Reports
b) External Reports

On the Basis of purpose of Information .,
, .The reports on this basis may be classified into two categories: a) op~rating reports and b)

Fmanciat reports'. These two can further be reclassified as shown in the following chart.'

Reports
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Operating Reports

,--1-----,1
Control Reports Information

I
Reports--

Financial Reports

.----:-1__ -1. I
Static Reports Dynamic

Reports
1-'.J1..----------.

1
Balance Sheet Other Supp-

lementary
Balance Sheet

Current Control
Reports

Summary
Control Reports

Trend Reports Analytical
Reports

Activity Financial
Reports Control

Account
of

Effective
use of
funds

Financial
. changes

over
period

. ' ","",' ~ +:1. Operating Reports : Operating reports convey information in respect of operatj::~.the
~oncern. Such reports are further classified in to a) Control reports and b) Information reports. I,

~

)Control Reports: Reports, which are prepared to help the management in exercisinJ\'the
c ntrol over operations of the concern, are known as control reports. These reports are designed to

easure the actual performance with standard and / or budgeted targets. They indicate the variances
and the causes for such variances. These reports usually convey a detailed view of the operative
activity and focus attention upon the 'off-standard' or 'above-standard' performances during a particular
period. Such reports can be prepared weekly, monthly, quarterly or yearly. The control reports are
further divided into (i) current control reports, and (ii) Summary control reports.

i) Current control reports : These reports are intended to locate without loss of time and immediately
the deviations of actual performances from standard or budgeted performance, so that prompt control
/ action can be taken. However, such reports are related to a small fragment of a whole period, Such
control reports are usually prepared for the areas where much deviations are expected such as
sales, income, factory overhead, etc.,

" ii) Summary control reports : These reports are intended to summaries, and the deviations from
targets I objectives over certain period, so that necessary control can be initiated at higher-levels. It
may be remembered that current control reports convey deviation in, a short period and, call forn- . -,:..!-.. J t ~ . . '

control actigr at lower levels. But summa~, control repo~s call for action at the highest level.
b) Information reports': The coverage ofthese reports is wider than that of control reports.
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Information reports are those reports which provide useful information for planning and policy
formulation for the future. While control reports are intended to serve a driving force for control
action and are confined to the efficient operation of the business, information reports aim of segregating
those facts and presenting them in a simple and clear form which would greatly affect the planning
and policies." These may be classified into i) Trend Reports ii) Analytical reports and iii) Activity
reports.

i) Trend Reports : Trend reports are those-which provide information in a comparative fashion
over a period of time. This, in the case of trend reports, the results between two or more periods are
compared and changes are incorporated therein.

ii) Analytical Reports : These reports provide information in an analytical manner about composition
of certain results. A comparison of the same activity of different functional areas or comparison of
actual results with standard or predetermined objective etc., is incorporated in such reports. Thus,
the analytical reports are based on the horizontal comparison or results.

iii) Activity Reports : Sometimes, information reports can be prepared on the basis of each
activity / department. Such reports may be prepared in two ways i) Individual Activity reports and ii)
Joint Activity reports. Individual reports are accomplishments under the direction of a particular
executive. One of.the other hand, Joint activity reports relate the activities accomplished under the
direction of all executives.

2. Financial Reports : Financial reports are those which provide information about the financial
position of the concern as on a specific date. These reports are necessary for accounting the
success or failure of management's responsibility towards shareholders. Financial reports may
further be classified i) Static and ii) Dynamic.

i) Static Financial Reports:

Formally, a balance sheet is a static financial report. But some subsidiary statements,
schedules are also prepared and attached to-the balance sheet. These statements or schedules
provide detailed information about the individual items shown in the balance sheet. The balance
sheet and its supplementary statements are called static because they depict assets, debts and
liabilities on a particulardate.

ii) Dynamic Financial Reports : Static reports are said to be inadequate in the sense 'that they
reveal only the appraisal of soundness offinkneial policies and liquidity of assets. Dynamic reports

I'
are considered more useful because they reveal a number of aspects like. ., .

i) the comparison of financial position with budgeted or forecasted position.
I

ii) the measurement of effectiveness of funds invested in,vari9us assets.

iii) the chan~e in financial position over a period oftime. \ \ -
rfe"'.this point of view, the Dynamic reports may include the following:

a] FirltlnciClh Centrol Report : When a projected bala~ce sheet is prepatbd as a pENtof regular
. \,;~'.<

operating bl.ldget, the actual balance sheet and projected balance sheet may be cO(npared and
such corop arisenv.ould reveal information not only in respect of tinancialposltion but'Vvould also
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help in check arid control. If supplementary statements are also prepared, then control over individual
items can be made more effective. ,

j» Report of Measure of effective use of funds: For a deep study of financial position,it is
necessary to obtatnlntormanon about the volume of investments in each asset and profit earned on

, jt-Various measures are used to examine the profitability and effectiveness of the funds invested in
various assets. A report containing information obtained through these measures is known as

/ }WoriOf measure of effective use of funds.

/. ;- c) Report-of Financial Changes : Reports indicating the changes in financial position between
two periods are kno:'IVnas reports of financial changes. They include fund flow statement, cash flow
statemerf(anCLstatern~nt of changes in working capital.
/ . - - '
3. 91'1tne1§S1~of Gr?ups :

.. /' ' ,', ' "

TheffepOftsJr:0t1'\t,haview point of Groups,may be classified into two types:
1. ExternarR~p-Qrts -
2. lnternat'Repons'

11. Externar'R~~rts "
~nal reports are-t~d~ which are prepared for the use of external parties, i.e., shareholders,

, Oovernrnent offlcials,stopi9~ch~nge ..authorities and other institutions. These reports may be of
following ty~es- . '

a) Annuat-Account! :,~ct1 reports include usually income statement, balance sheet and directors
-reports. Reporting to shareholders-have assumed wider dimensions in the present aqe: It is obligatory
to send-to the shareholders a copy-Gf annual accounts. Adequate efforts bave been made in various
countries to improve the quality and quantity of information to be included in such reports:

b) Reports to Government : Inour country, it has been made obligatory to send a copy of annual
accounts to the ReqistrarofCornpanies. In addition, sales-tax return, income tax returns, excise
duty returns etc., are to be prepared and submitted to several authorities.-- . -. -.....

'c) Report to Stock Exchange : If the shares of a company are listed in a stock exchange, a
report on the prescribed torm rras to.be submitted to the stock exchange authorities. In addition, a
copy p(annual accounts has alsoto be sent to them.

. "

d) Report to Financial Institutions : A number of reports of varying nature and size have to be
\

submitted to the various 'institutions from whom finance facilities, are obtained.

2~ Internal Reports :
} - r \. _ .
lhternal reports ctre those which are prepared for the use of internal parties like different

levels ~!mClna§e;nEm~ftm'playees etc., These are not public documents and they do.not have to.be
c'Onforrhto-anv'sta~standards. In fact, ,t,hesevery reports function as a vehicle for cammunicating
to t~.e"/:=ttiou)~l~~€}s~f rtJ$magemen~. It is.also significant to note that these reports are prepared
keepirig!fl1o~trJJ.i1fthe,preferences> and tastes ofthe recipients and purposes for which those are

rnte'iTf8treports may further be classified into i) routine reports and ii) special reports.
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i) Routine. Reports : As mentioned earlier, control reports are the best examples of routine
reports. As such these reports are prepared and submitted when a control system exists. These
are just to activate the control function. Reporting through these reports is described as feed back
because the basic data for these reports docome from the recipient of the reports and are sent
back to him in a different shape. The nature of information, details, periodicity, etc., would greatly
depend upon the levels of management.

ii) Special Reports : A budget plan, budgetary control and program, related operations and
information reports - all these provide significant and basic information for management decisions.
But such information may be an inadequate for any management decisions and more details are
required for decisions in certain areas of operations. And reports prepared on the basis of such
speci~1 studies and analysis are known as special reports are needed for making specific decisions.
Such reports contain extraordinary information, which are considered necessary to overcome a
particular problem or situation.

Since special reports are prepared for providing information to help in decision making with
regard to a particular problem, no particular principle or form can be laid down or standardized.
Much will depend upon the nature of problem under study. Each report has to be prepa~ed in such
a form as to meet the objective for which it is being prepared. The data required for such report may
notfully available ~ith accounting department,and the data have to be generated and collected for
which special staff may be appointed.

9.7 Functions of Financial Reports:
These reports stimulate corrective actions, in addition to help in planning and control. ..!\~

following are the functions of financial reports:

i) To provide Information : T.he main function of financial reports is to present and~c;ommunicate
required information to operating management and top management. Operating mana'gement may
include Foreman, Supervisors; Departmental Heads, Plant and Divisional Managers and Chief
Executives. All these levels of management need information of varying degree and quality and
such information are provided to them only through accounting reports.

ii) To help in Control : Another function of financial reports is to help the management in executing
proper and adequate control. The control can be made more effective through reports as compared

. to personal investigation, survey and observation. Reports in fact provide is a base for control by
obtaining necessary information in respect of each operative activity.

iii) To have management by exception : At present the most important principle of management
is 'Management by Exception;. The main genesis of this principle lies in the fact that the management
should interfere only in those areas and only at thattime where and when a particular activity is not
being carried out according to planned one. Inthe case when operation is normal, the management
should not interfere. As such the management must have sufficient and necessary information
aboutthe areas, where signifi.cant deviations from the ~l-ahdard or plan have taken plcfce. All such
deviations or variances are conveyed through the reportsano therefore reports help muctl:::inobservino
the principle of Management by Exception'. '.' ., ,
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iv) To achieve the overall objective : Financial reports also help, though indirectly, the management
in achieving the objective of maximum profit. Reports motivates the executives and personnel to take
ail necessary steps which may lead to the earning of adequate return.

9.8 Benefits of Adequate Disclosure through reports:
The users of financial statements should be in a position to' evaluate and assess the company's'

performance, financial position, and present and future cash flows, in general, they should be able to
make intelligent investment decisions necessary for efficient allocation of scarce resources.
Need for financial disclosure in reports :

a) Full Disclosure : Full disclosure that means published financial statements and related notes
should include any economic information related to the accounting entity that is siqnificant-enouqh to
affect the decisions of an informed and prudent user of financial statements. Full disclosure is aimed
at improving the clarity, quality, and quantity of economic data disclosed by the accounting entity. It
increases the relevance and reliability of accounting information. It facilitates the following:

1. Under GAAP alternative accounting procedures, circumstances are used such as depreciation
methods, inventory methods, and methods of revenue revenue recognition.

2. Companies occasionally make changes in accounting of reporting procedures, which affect
the comparability offinancial statements. This additional information mark be useful in making
investment decisions.

The problems of disclosure can be resolved in the light of the objectives of financial reporting.
All the countries do not have the same objectives. The solution to the problems of disclosure will not
be the same for all countries. Basically, the following questions relating to disclosure need to be
answered:

1. Who are the users of information, i.e., for whom is the information to be disclosed?

2. How much information should be disclosed?
3. What should be disclosed?

4. How should it be disclosed?

b) Adequate disclosure:
'Three concepts of disclosure generally proposed are adequate, fair and full disclosure'.

Adequate disclosure means a minimum amount of disclosure so that the financial statements are not
misleading. Fair disclosure would imply that the accounting and other information is unbiased and
impartial. Full disclosure means the presentation of all relevant information. Hence the answer to this
question is that the users of financial statements should be provided with all the significant and relevant
information keeping in view the objectives of financial reporting, while the information which is
immaterial, irrelevant or insignificant should be omitted" to take the presentation meaningful and
understand able".

In acteraI practice the companies a;'~ generally reluctant to disciose more information than
what they ar~)\.equired to do under the law of the land or under professional pressure. The reasons
they advancefor this are generally not well-founded.
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What should be disclosed, depends again upon the basic objectives of financial accounting
and reporting. This is also' related to the class of users. All that information which meets the needs
~f users in serving at the objectives, should be disclosed. This also depends upon the environments
prevailing in a 'country. In underdeveloped economies, companies only disclose the balance sheet,
profit and loss account, auditor's report, and a few schedules as appendices. In developed
economies, where the economic environment is predominant, besides the above a president's letter, J.

a five-year or ten-year summary highlighting additional financial information, such as turnover, capital
investment, profit, dividend, important ratios and the company's view about its future plans and
prospects are also published. Further, in countries where the social environment dominates besides
the economics, information on value added, employees, customers, Government, foreign exchange,
etc., is also given in annual financial reports. Hence, is difficult to rrescribe the same report for all
purposes, groups or countries.

c) Benefits of adequate disclosure:
The adequate disclosure in the financial reports facilities the following benefits to all categories

of users :

1. The traditional financial statements, namely, balance sheet, income statements the statement
of retained earnings, statement of change in financial position, Chairman's speech, Director's
report, auditor's report are usually included in the published annual reports of all the listed
companies. This is regarded as the minimum information required to be supplied to external
users.

2. Disclosure of accounting policies, including those on valuation of assets (current and fixed).

3. Any changes in accounting policies on methods of valuation, methods of charging depreciation,
determination of earnings etc.

4. Events occurring after the balance sheet date.

5. If certain assets are pledged as security to specific creditors, contingency liabilities arid
unrealized gains.

6. Disclosure of segment - wise, accounting information (Product-wise and Geographic Division-
wise) .

. 7. Interim (Quarterly)-reports of the company's performance and financial position.

8. Supplementary information on accounting adjustments for changes in prices.

9. Accounting forforeigri transactions.

10. Future prospects of the company,
/

ihe information should be presented in such a manner that it can be easily understood by a
person of average knowledge and prudence. He sho.uld derive the same meaning from the
information, as iris expected to convey, i.e., there should be presentational faithfulness. The methods
of disclosure of information have evolved as a result of the chanqinqenvironrnents and co~~equential
Improvement in' the ways of presentation effected, by accountants on their own. on the
recommendations of professional institutes, and as a result of Government measures. ·Still. therr
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are no hard and fast methods of presentation. They differ from country to country, and even from a
company to company in the same country. However, the financial statements Viz. Balance sheet,
'income statement, statement of retained earning and statement of changes in financial position are
prepared and reported by all the listed companies.

9.9 Summary :
For any organisation, most important financial statements are profit and loss account and

balance sheet. The objectives of preparation of the financial statements are to provide reliable and
accurate information abol:lt economic resources and their use in business organisations and to
provide adequate disclosure for the benefit of the interested groups. Financial reports must be
prepared in such a way that they must be brief; possess suitable Title and be purpose - oriented.
There are different types of reports based on information and users. The financial reports perform
a variety of functions. There are certain benefits and problems associated with adequate disclosure.

9.10 Key Words:
a) Financial statements - statements which provide the end result of the activities of business.
b) Accounting reports - statements in the form of schedules and statements.
c) Operating reports - they consist of control and information reports.
d) Full disclosure - all relevant information should be disclosed.

9.11 Self - Assessment Questions :
1. Define financial reporting what are the essentials of an ideal report ?
2. What are the different types of financial reports?
3. Write an essay on the benefits of adequate disclosure.

9.12 Reference Books :,-
. /

1. P.K. Ghosh, GC· Maheswariand R.N. Goyal "Studies in Accounting Theory"Wiley Eastern
Ltd., New Delhi, 1998.

2. . Ashish K. Bhatta Charya, "Financial Accounting for Business Managers" Prentice Hall of
India, N§.wDelhi 2002.

3. S.N. Maheswari "Principles of Management Accounting"Sultan chand & Sons, New Delhi,
1996.

4. Dr. S.P. Gupta "ManagementAccounting"Sahitiya Bhavan, Agra, 2003.



Lesson -10

RECENT tRENDS IN PUBLISHED ACCOUNTS
Objectives :

The objectives of this unit are to help you to understand the recent trends in the published
accounts and their objectives.

Present a format for preparation of fund flow statements

Highlight the concept of value added statements and the advantages of such statements.

.Btructure :
10.1 Introduction
10.2 Objectives of published Accounts
10.3 Recent trends in published Accounts

10.3.1 Surnmarised profit and loss account and balance sheet
10.3.2 Highlights
10.3.3 Funds flow statements

10.4 Value Added Statements
10.5 Advantages of Value Added Statements
10.6 Summary
10.7 Key Words
10.8 Self Assessment Questions
10.9 Reference Books

101 Introduction :

Section 210, 216 and 217 of the Companies Act, 1956 make it compulfory for the board of
directors to lay before the company's annual general meeting a copy of the profit and loss account
and balance sheet together with the director's and auditor reports. All these documents are termed
as the annual reports of the company and these are required to be prepared for every year as per
the Companies Act. These documents are also popularly known as PUblis.)~edaccounts because all
companies print and publish these annual reports. Corporate reporting/ is another more given to
these published accounts, because they report to the public about the performance of the company.

10.2. Objectives of Published Accounts :

'12.'

1. To give information about the performance of the company dU~i 'g the year usually comparing
it with that of the previous year. Information about the perform ce may relate to production,
sales, profit before taxation and profit after making provision or taxation.

to provide information about the difficulties faced by the com any during the year and steps
by the company to over come the difficulties. \

to present' information about source and applications of funds during the year.

to provide information about the products of the company

to give information about what the company owned and what the company owed at-the end
of the year.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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"6. to elicit information about the research and development undertaken during the year and the
prpgress made thereof.

" "

7. to give information about capital projects undertaken by the company in the past but continuing
or completing during the year and projects undertaken during the year.

8. to provide information about employees - management relations during the year.

9. to present the general information about eh ecomonic scene discharging the social
responsibilities of the business.

" " ./
10. to give information about the role played by the company in discharging the social

responsibilities of the business.
/

11. to give information about the future projects of the company.

10.3 Recent trends in published Accounts :
" Accounting is the language employed to communicating financial information of a concern

to various parties who are interested in such information, Communication of financial information"
and other information by published accounts serves its purpose only if it satisfies the needs of
persons well-versed in accounting language on the one hand and laymen not familiar with accounting
techniques on the other. Every effort was made under the companies Act, 1956 to provide the
shareholders as much information as is possible. This has burdened the balance sheet with a ""
mass of detailed information, which needs an expert to understand it.

Keeping in view the compliances of statutory forms as prescribed in the companies Act, now
a days it is common practice to add to the profit and loss account and the balance sheet drawn hi
statutory forms, some voluntary supplementary information in a simple manner as would be easily
understood by a layman. This voluntary information may include the following:

a. Profit and loss alc and balance sheet drawn in a summarized manner in a columnar form.

b. Presentation of the 'highlights' of the' information contained in the published accounts

c. Preparing funds flow statements

10.3.1 Summarised Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet
Progressive countries are discarding the preparation of traditional two sided balance sheet

and profit and loss account and are following columnar forms of balance sheet and profit and loss
account which are a simple way of presentation of information. Balance sheet in columnar form
may be prepared in any of the following two ways, American or British Model.

In India, the columnar of balance sheet and profit and loss account is not as popular as itis
in advanced countries. One of the reasons for slow adoption of this form is that schedule vi has
prescribed the two sided (T)trom for the preparation of the final accounts. Even then many of the
companies in India have adopted this form of presentation of final accounts. Efforts should be
made to make this form popular because it speaks out the correlation of every item with the other
items. Thus, this form conveys more rneaninq to the layman.
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10.3'.2 Highlights :
Highlights are usually shown at the beginning of the annual report so that the reader may

come across the important facts of the company, immediately he opendsthe reports. Highlights
are also put under other headings like 'year at a glance' Highlights are given so that the reader may
know the working .of the company at a glance without loss of time. Highlights usually cover
information about sales, production, profit before and after tax, amount spent on capital projects, .
working capital gross and net fixed assets, shareholders' equity and important landmarks of the .
.,-~' ~..,. .

year.

10.3.3. Funds flow statements :

The funds flow statements is becoming popular day byday because it explains why in spite
of huge profits earned by the company, it is facing difficulty in making the-payment of creditors in
time. It is a financial statement which reveals the methods by which the businesss has been
financed and how it has used its funds between the opening and closing balance sheet dates.
This statements is known by various titles such as statement of sources and application of funds,
statements of changes in workinq capital and statement of funds provided and applied.

Funds Flow. Statements :
Problem -1 :

From the following two balance sheets you are required to prepare the schedule of changes
in working capital and funds flow statements .
. ' -.
Capital & Liabilities 2002 2003 Assets 2002 2003

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Share Capital-1 . 2,00,000 2,50,000 Cash 30,000 7,000
Trade Creditors 70;000 70,000 Debtors 1,~O,OOO 1,15,000
Retained Earnings 10,000 23,000 Stock in Trade 80,000 90,000

Land 50,000 66,000

2,80,000 3,18,000 2,80,000 3,18,000
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Schedule of changes in working Capital
2002 2003 Changes in

Increase
Rs Rs. Dr.

Rs
Current Assets
Cash
Debtors
Stock in Trade
Current Liabilities:
Trade Creditors

30,000
1,20,000

80,000

70,000

Increase in working Capital

Working Capital
Decrease

Cr.
Rs.

47,000
1,15,000

90,000

17,000
5,000.

10,000

45,000 25,000

52,000 5,000
47,000

52,000 52,000

Funds flow Statements
For the year ended 31st December, 2003.

- Source

Funds from operation
Issue of share Capital

Rs.

13,000
50,000

63,000

10.4 Value Added Statements :

Applications

Purchase of Land
Increase in Working
Capital (1)

Rs.

16,000-

47,000

63,000

The value added is a measure of the increase on value created by production. It can be
defined as the amount by which the value of the out put from a process of production exceeds the
value of the intermediate inputs consumed by that process. As intermediate inputs at this stage do
not include the use of capital goods, the value added obtained as above is generally known as
gross value added i.e., gross of depreciation. This value added is essentially an out put measure
which avoids double counting of the input values of goods and service's produced by other producers
over the same period and used for further production.

Value added measures the value of output from which all costs other than those of
intermediate inputs (raw materials) will have to be recovered. A company makes its profile by
working on material and in covering it as finished product by increasing its sales value. The
difference between the sales value of the final product and the purchased cost of niaterial and
services is called the 'added value'. Thus if a manufacturer sells a product at Rs. 20/- per unit and
its Inaterial cost is Rs. 15/- the value added is as far as possible by reducing materials costs and
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increasing its sales value. Thus the aim of a company should be towards improving added value;
rather than profit. The value added can be known with the help of the following illustration.

Example:
PQR Ltd., make two products A and E3 with same type of labour in a shop floor - unit sales

price and cost are as follows :

Selling Price
Direct Material
Direct Labour
Variable Overhead

Product "A"
Rs.
200-00

Product "8"
Rs.

150-00
120-00
20-00
10-00

30-00
20-00
10-00

150-00 80··00

Contribution
Fixed Over-head

50-00
30-00

70-00
20-00

Profit 20-00 50-00

The value added and profitability can be.calculated as follows:

Product "A" Product "8"
Rs. Rs.

Selling Price 200-00 150-00
Less Material Cost 120-()0 50-00
Value added 80-DO 100-00
Contribution by value

Added: 50 70

(Contribution to added
value ratio) 80 = E32.5% 100 = 70%

It is observed that contribution from Product "8"is higher (Rs 70/- to Rs. 50/-) and the added
value is also higher (Rs. 100/- per unit compared to Rs. 80/-).

Value added refers to the addition of utility to Raw Materials and other in puts during the
,Jroduction process. If measures the value of 'production carried out by a production unit of as
enterprise to the current flow of goods and services. The intermediate goods used in production
are further processed and the product is sold as output. Gross value added = Value of output -
Value of intermediate goods.

The difference between the gross value added and net value added is equal to depreciation
or consumption of fixed capital.

Thus, net value added = Gross value added - Depreciation value added can be measured
at market price of at factor cost: From value added at market price, by deducting indirect t~xes paid

i':-
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by the firm to the government. (Sales Tax, Excise Duties etc.,) an~ by adding subsidies paid by the
Govt., to.the firm we get value added at factor cost.

Thus value added at factor cost = Value added at market price - indirect taxes + subsidies
, J

10.5 Advantages :
Value added and its Advantages: The value added concept is useful in various areas such

as

1). To measure performance :
If Divisional performance is measured in terms of added value, management's attention will-

be drawn more effectively toward measures of improving performance. Thus better revenue from
existing 'Sales, including sales volum-e from hiqher output, lower material cost from cheaper sources
and better equipment broadly encompass the available avenues for increased wealth creation.

2) To levy Indirect Tax:
In most of the countries levy of indirect tax (Excise Duties) is basedon 'value added' and is

popularly called VAT (Value Added Tax). Here tax is levied in a firm onthe basis of value addition.
In India a modified value added tax MODVAT I CENVAT is applicable when the excise duty on
inputs are deductible form the service duty payable on the final output.

3) To offer Incentive Scbemes .:
Value added incentives schemes are in vogue in recent years in many countries. By offering

bonus payment to employees for value added achieved this should be an incentive for the work
force to create more wealth.

10.6 Summary :
These have been many changes that took place in the published Accounts. The purpose of

the published accounts is to project a detailed view about the financial performance of the organisation
to both insiders and outsiders. The recent trends in the preparation of published accounts include
presentation of funds flow statements, groups and charts etc., The value added statements have
many advantages like measurement of divisional performance and to implement decisions related
to incentive schemes.

10.7 Key words:

a) Published Account - Which consists of Profit and Loss account and balance sheet.
•

b) High lights - important aspects of financial performance

. c) Funds flow statements - also called statements of sources and uses of funds which show
the details relating to sources of income and its applications.

d). Value added statements - The statements which show Changes in value added which are
created by production,
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10.8 Self-Assessment Questions
1. What are published accounts and what are the objectives of published accounts?
2. What ;s a funds flow statement illustrate it ? /
3. What is a value added statements. What are the advantages of it ?

1D.9 Reference Books :

1. Ghosh, GC Maheswari and R.N. Goyal "Studies in Accounting they" Wiley Eastern Ltd.,
New Delhi, 1998. •

2. .Ashish K. Bhatta Charya, "Financial Accounting tor Business Managers" Prentice Hall of
India, New Delhi 2002.

3. S.N. Maheswari "Principles of Management Accounting", Sultan Chand & Sons, NewDelhi,
1996.

4. Dr. S.P. Gupta "Management Accounting" Sahitiya Bhavan, Agra, 2003 .•



Lesson ..11

INFLATION ADJ·USTED STATEMENTS
Objectives :

The objectives of this unit are to help you to understand:
The need for inflation accounting;

The effects of price level changes on financial accounting;

Methods of inflation accounting; and

The features, advantages and disadvantages of inflation accounting

Structure :
11.1
11.2
11.3
11.4
11.5
11.6
11.7
11.8
11.9
11.10

Introduction
Impact of Price level changes onfinancial statements
Methods of inflation accounting
Features of inflation accounting
Advantages of inflation accounting
Limitations of inflation accounting
Inflation accouting - some illustrations
KeyWords
Self-Assessment Questions
Reference Books

11.1 Introduction:
The essential feature of the Historical Cost Accounting (HCA) is that it reflects assets and

expenditure at their actual original cost to the enterprise. During a period of stable prices: financial
statements compared on the historical cost basis provide reliable measurement of the results of the
operations of the company. However, accountants are increasingly realizing that during an inflationary
situation, financial statements which do not reflect the effect of changing prices tend to present a
totally misleading picture, the value of assets stated at-their original cost would be much lower than
their current replacement value. Consequently, provision depreciation on the original cost would be
inadequate as a . measure of current costs. Therefore, profits based on traditional accounting
principle will not present the real picture of profitability, which will tend to be overstated.

The earliest attempt on the inflation accounting was made by H.H. Swaney when he published
his work "Stabilized Accounting" in the year 1936. In U.K. The subject received interest with the
publication of the paper "Rising price level in relation to the accounts" by "The institute of charactered
Accounts in England and Wales".

In India, the institutute of Chartered Accountants of India published in 1982 the Guidance
Note on accounting for changing prices Guidance Notes are primarily designed to provide guidance
to members and are not recommendatory in nature. The Guidance Note has been brought out by
the institute in order to encourage the adoption of the accounting for changing prices and to suggest
a methodology relevant in the preailing economic environment in India. This deals with three
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methods namely, CCA, CRP and periodic revaluation of fixed assets along with the adoption of
LIFO formula, for inventory valuation. However, it recommends CCAmethod as it is the most
appropriate in the context of the economic environment in India.

Thus, price level changes have become a common problem in any country. Financial
statements or reports based on historical cost fail to reflect the effect of such changes in purchasing
power on the financial position and profitability of the firm. Financial statements may be incorrectly
interpreted unless adjustments are made to placethe data on the current price level. In this way, the
utility of the accounting records not taking care -of price level changes is seriously impaired and
makes a demand f.oradjusting financial accountingto know the real financial position an~ profitability
of a concern.

11.2 Impact of Price Level Changes on Financial Statements:
The effects of inflation are more pronounced in the case of fixed assets. Under the historical

accounting system, depreciation calculated on the basis of historical costs of old assets is usually
lower than that of those calculated an current value or replacement value. This results in more
profits, on paper which, if 'distributed in full, will lead to reduction of capital. Under the historical
accounting system, depreciation is calculated on the original cost of the fixed assets with the result,
that only an amount equivalentto the original costs of the fixed assets is available of its replacement
when its life is ove~. But the replacement cost of the asset will be more than the original cost on
account of inflation so that the replacement provision made by way of depreciation changes on the
original cost will be insufficient for the purpose. This explains the need for changing depreciation on
current value.

During the times of rising prices, the conventional system of accounts based on historical
cost does not give·a true and fair view of the business enterprise as is required under the Companies
Act. 1956. Historical accounting system does not make provision for the changing price level.
There is another drawback in the historical costs whereas operating expenses and incomes are
taken at current prices. The inflation accounting is intended to correct this problem.

II Financial accounting based on historical costs had shown closing stock at cost or market
p~icewhichever is lower. Sales are shown at current purchasing power of the rupee whilethe stocks
are shown at cost or market price which ever is lower. Thus, profit disclosed by financial accounting
based on historical cost during inflation does not represent increase in wealth of the business in
terms of current purchasing power because closing stocks are not shown at their curre.nt value.
Similarly, during inflation, balance sheet also does not exhibit a true and fair view of the financial
position of the firm because closing stock is shown at its original cost which is lower than its current
value. Further in case of price level changes, comparison of profitability of two plants set up at
different dates becomes difficult.

From the above discussion,it is clear that conventional accounting based on historical cost
has outlived its utility when prices arechanging frequently. To overcome the drawbacks of
conventional accounting, the adoption of accounting for changing prices is advocated. Accounting
for changing prices is also known as inflation accounting because changes in prices are usually on
the upward side. Inflation accounting for changing prices is a system of accounting which regularly
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records all items in 'fin/ancial :stateme~t~' as the,i.~.~urr,~,Q~i~IW,es:"t,,:pe,,syst~~' re~og~iz.es the' fa~t
that the purchasing ppwer of money IS decreasinq ~~;.~y:-day 9ur~n9 inflaticn a?d finds out profit
or loss or states the ;financial position of the busirie's~ori the .pasis.t)f the cLjrrenJ prices prevailing
in the economy. ; ." " \ "

, '.

11.3 Methods of inflation Accounting :
At present there are three major methods in inflation accounting.

a) Current Purchasing Power (CPP) or General Purchasiriq Power ~pp)/approach.
b) Current Cost Accounting (CCA) approach.
c) Hybrid Method l.e., a mixture of CPP, and CCA methods:

Note: Hybrid approach is not covered in this chapter.

a) Current Purchasing Power Accountlnq :
I .

In current Purchasing Power Accountmq the historic cost accounting data are adjusted on
the basis of any established and approved g,eneral price index at given date. In India wholesale
price index of the Reserve Bank of lndia can/be taken which shows the change in the value of the
rupee in the past years: This metho9 takes into consideration the changes in the value of the items
as a results of the' general price level, but it does not account for chang~s in the value of individual
items.

Steps : The Financial Statements under GPP approach shall be prepared based on the following"
steps.

i) Conversion Factor (CF) : The GPP approach requires the restatement of historical figures at
current purchasing prices. ·This can be done by multiplying the historical figures by the conversion
factor, as given below: \' ,

CF ~ Pr ice Index at the date of conversi@n
Price Index atthe date theitem arose

Illustration: A company purchased a machinery on 1-1-1999 for a sum of Rs. 80,000. TheRetail
price index on thatday was 2.00. Restate the value of the machinery under GPP approach on
31-12-2003. Whe!1 theprice index was 250.

250 5
CF =---

200 ·4
, . 5

Value as per G.P.P = 80,00;0 x'4 = Rs.l,OO,OOO

ll) Mild-Period Conversion Factor (MPCF) : In case of trans~ctions occuring throughout a '
period,the historical values are restated as per Mid-Period conversion factor. Expenses are sales,
purchases.salorles, etc. MPCF is calculated by taking the average 'price index (price index at the
begining and at the end of the period).

,~iitMo~etary an~Mo~netary ~te~s : All the figures. in the Balance sheet shall be disti~9Uished
f Into monetary and non-monetary Ite~e converting them under GPP approach. Because,
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Monetary-Items (~6t.h As.sets ari~habili.~i.eS) shall not be restated, because.th_~~r.valu~s do ,not
change be~ause of In'f~tlon. Orw"{he ':'talues o( non-monetary assets and liaBIlities will change
and hence restated u~de\GPp ap"~~a~t,\, "

Monetary items \\:, \C~,' btors, Creditors, Bank loan, preference capital etc.
\ \.', " ~

Non-Monetary items Y ~, ~il~ngs . hlnery, Inventor, equity capital e~c.
iv) Calculation of ~ain O~toss\o.r~he a~~ve\i;nerltione onitory items. (For details, see illustrations
No 4 and 5). ' ' "

\

b) Current Cost Accduntirl~ '\, .I ,

The current purchasing jJOW~' rneth d t ~anrOf changes in the value of money but it
?oes not account. for ?hanges in thEf,~,'I~e\ ,0 th~e." d~lduahitems.Thevalueof the itemmaybe
Increased on the baSIS of general pnc .index ~e ~ the ~tual value of that Item might have
decreased. In this method, historic ii,~! s.ot ' ~\~Elr€not taken into account, rather current
values of indi.vidual item~ are .take~as t~e,".asi~ fo ,pr~aring: profit and loss a.c,cou~"tcmdbalance
sheet. Thus Items are not adjusted ~ ~iesult'Q:f th hange In the general price level as they are

" ~'\,

adjusted in the CPP method. .

11.4 Features of inflation Accounting ".

1. Fixed assets are shown in t~e! bCi.la~ s't\~et"at th~current values andnotat their
depreciated original costs.' ,

~. Stocks are-shown in the bcUElQcesh~~t!heirvalues to the business, i.e., at the value
prevailing on the date of the ba~nce sheet». These are not shown at cost or market price,,' , . ,
whichever is lower as is done in case of historical accounting.

3. To find out profit for the year, depreciation is calculated on the current value-~Fthe relevant
fixed assets.

4. The difference betWeen the current value and the depreciated original cost of fixed assets
is trasferred to Revaluation Reserve Account and is written on-the liabilities side of the
balance, sheet. The relevation reserve is not available for dlstrlbutlon.astdlvldend but is
utilized for increased replacement cost offixed assets and under provision of depreciation
in the past years.

5.' The cost of stock consumed during the year is taken at current value of the stock on the
date of consumption and not the purchase price of the stock-consumed.

6. The effects of the loss or profit on monetary assets or owing liabilities is shown in a separate
statement andis not given in the balance sheet. Monetary items are those whose amont
are fixed by.contract or otherwise regardless of changes in the general price level. Monetary

r- '
items can be debtors, creditors, cash and loans. The value of these items is fixed as we are
not giving to get more from debtors or pay more to the creditors regardless of general

. ~;:::~n a::;::~::~~cussed)utfl'nt CostA~unting is a betterappr~h. as under
this-approach all' assetsand -li,~Ht~:ar~~wilat-'tbeir realistic valueand--o~era~profit is

~- . --.;:<, . - -
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arrived at after charging the value to the business of company's assets consumed during the period.
However, C.C.A fails to reflect the general increase in prices and is subjective in its approach. The
system offers some discretion to the directors in the valuation of assets.

11.5 Advantages of Inflation Accounting :
Following are the advantages of inflation Accounting:

1. Historical Accounting tends to inflate profits because less dep- eciation is charged. Inflated
profits if distributed as dividend will lend to erosion of capital. Accounting adjusted to price
level changes tends to correct this malady by charging depreciation on current values of
assets. In this way, capital is kept intact which is essential in a limited liability business.

2. Balance sheet exhibits a true and fair view of the financial position of a firm because assets
are shown at their current values.

3. For managerial decisions, the anticipated and actual profit must be expressed in rupees of
'the same purchasing power. lntlationaccountinq does this by matching the cost and revenue
at current values.

4. Inflation accounting helps in making better comparison of the profitability of the two plants
set up at different dates because current values and not historical costs of the plants will be
taken for comparison purposes.

I

~ 5. Financial ratios calculated on the basis of balance sheets and profits and loss account
adjusted to current values would provide more meaningful information as compared to the
ratios based on the historical costs.

6. A rate of return on capital employed adjusted to the current price index is more useful in the
valuation of business by its, creditors and management.

7., Employees, shareholders and public are not misled because inflation accounting shows
current profit based on current prices. Historical accounting shows exaggerated profits by
depending on historical values which may be very low. Exaggerated profits may induce
employees and share holders to make a claim for higher wages and dividends.

11.6 Limitations of inflation Accounting :

1. Charging depreciation on current values of fixed assets is not acceptable to income tax
authorities. So no useful purpose will be served by following accounting for chang'ing prices
so far as income tax law in concerned.

2. Too manycalculations are involved for adjusting accounting to changing prices and make
financial statements complicated.

3. Charging depreciation is a process of distribution of anything in excess over the effective
life of an asset is against the concept of depreciation,

4. Adjusting accounts to changing price is a never ending process because prices go on
changing every day.

5. Price level accounting is not free from prejudice. Assets are recovered at values which will
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be according to the whims of an individual or group of individuals. It would enable people to
dress up their balance sheets according to .their interests. On the other hand, actual cost
recorded in historical accounting is an objective evidence and is free from prejudice.

6. The profit disclosed by system of price level accounting by taking items at current values is
not a realistic profit and, therefore, to that extent, it should not be distributed as dividend.
Distribution of unrealized profit as dividend amounts to erosion of capital which is not
desirable.

11.7 Inflation Accounting Some Illustrations :
1) From the information given below calculate the net monetary gain or loss forthe accounting year
30th June, 1998. (March 200).

Net monetary assets as on 1-7-1997
Net monetary assets as on 30-6-1998

Transations for the year are as follows:

Cash Sales - 8,000; Credit Sales - 10,000; Credit Purchases- 7,000; Wages incurred - 2,000;
Operating expenses - 1,000; Interest paid on 30-6.;98 - 2,000.

Rs.1,000
Rs.7,000

Index Values are as under; Index as on 1-7-1997 .100
Index as on 30-6-1998 150
Average Index 125

Solution Calculation of Monetary Gain or Loss ason 30m6-1998.

Particulars HCA

Net MonetaryAssets (1-7-97) 1,000
Add: Incomes during the period:
Sales (Cash +. Credit) 18,000

19,000

x
CF

150/100

CPP

1,500

x 150/125 21,600

23,100

Less: Expenses during the period

Purchases (Cash + Credit)

Wages incurred

Operting expenses

Interest Paid

7,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

x 150/125

1S()/125

150/125

150/150

8,400

2,400

1,200

2,000

x
x
x

7,000
14,000

Net Monetary assets (30-6-98)

Net Monetary Gain 1 Loss.
Loss = 2,100

12,000
9,100
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. Less: Payment to creditors.
Cash Purchases
Payment of expenses

12,000
2,000
2,000

16,000
7,500Closing Balance

~~~ Inflation Adje~ted Statements

x
x
x

110/108
110/108
110/110

12,222
2,037
2,000

16,259
8,674

Net Monetary Gain 1 Loss
Loss = 1,174.

2. A Company had the following/transactions at the given dates and price indices for the' first
Iquarter of 1996.

Particulars HCA
ValueIndex

'Opening balance (ian. 1) 8,000

Cash Sales (Feb. 1) 15,000

Payment to creditors (March. 1st) 10,000

Cash Purchases (March, 1st) 2,000

Payment of expenses (March 1st) 4,000

Closing balance 7,000
Calculate Monetary Gain 1 Loss.

Price

100

104
106
108'

110

110

Sol.ution : Statement of Monetary Gain I Loss under CPPA

Particulars

Opening Balance
Add : Cash Sales

HCA

8,000
15,000

Less : Payment to Creditors
Cash Purchases
Payment of expenses

23,000

10,000
2,00.0
4,000

16,000

x
x

x
x
x

'CF

110/100
110/104

110/106
110/108
110/110

CPP Value

8,800
15,865

24,665

10,~77
2,037
4,000

16,414

Closing balance
Net Monetary Gain 1 Loss
Loss = 1,251

3. Compute the net monetary result of apex ltd., as on 31-12-95 from the data given below (March,
2002)

7,000

- .. I.

/' "; ,\

8,251
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Particulars
Cash
Debtors
Creditors
Loan

1-1.-95
20,000
50,000
70,000
30,000

31-12-95
25,000
60,000
80,000
30,000

200
210

,230

Retail Price Index numbers are as under. January, 1st
Aug., for the year
December 31st

Solution : Converted value' of Mo~etary Assets
As on 1-1-95 70,000 As on 1-1-95= .70,000x
(Cash + or)
As on 31-12-95 - 85,000 Additions = 15,000x

230/200 80,500

230/210 16,429

Additions during - 15,000
The year Less: HCA Value of the closing

Assets as on 31-12-95
96,9~ .:J

85.'.'JO

Loss

Monetary Liabilities Converted Values

Additions 1,00,000 f 230/210
10,000 .:

Less : HCA Value of clg.

Liabilities ason 31-12-95 1,10,000
Gain 15,952

Gain from Loss 15,952
Loss from Gain 11,929
Gain (+) 4,023

4. The information given below relates to monetary accounts of Jayanath Co. Ltd., compute the
general price level Gain / Loss.

As on 1-1-95

(Crs + Loan)

As on 31-12-95 - 1,10,000

Additions during years

- 1',00,000 As on 1-1-95 = 70,000 x 230/200 1,15,000

10,952

1,25,952

Net Monetary Gain / Loss

Particulars As on
1-1-95

.." 801000
1,00,000 < 'r.

200
240

As on
31-12-95

MOlletaf\/ Assets
Monetary liabilities
Related Price Index
Average Index

1,00,000
1,00,000
300
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Monetary Assets
As on 1-1-95
As on 31-12-95 -

Less: HCA Value of Assets as on

1,20,009
25,000

1,45,000
1,00,000

45,000Loss

Additions during
The year

20,000

Monetary Liabilities Converted values
As on 1-1-95 - 1,00,000 As on 1-1-95 - 1,00,000 x 300/200

\

As on 31-12-95 - 1,00,000
o Additions Less: HCA Value closing liabilities -

1,20,000

as on 31-12-95 Gain

.1,00,000

50,000

Net monetary Gain 'or Loss Loss from Gain
Gain from Loss

45,000
50,000

Gain 5,000

5. From the following Particulars calculate Net Monetary Gain or Loss
I

Rs. Rs.

Opg., Cash balance
Cash 1 sales during the year
Cr. Sales during the year
Cash Purchases

8,000
10,000
5,000
1,500

Cr. Purchase during the year
Operating Expenses
Interest paid on 31st Dec.
Dividend paid on 31st Dec.

~OO
4/000
5:,000
5,000

The following are the Price Indices
Index on the January, 1st 100
Index on the December, 31st - 120
Average Index 110.

Soluti.on . Calculating of Moneta'ry Gain orLoss
Particulars HCA CF CPP

Opening Cash Balance 8,000 x 120/1.00 9,600
Add: Sales (Cash + Credit) 15,000 x 120/110 16,364

23,000 25,964
Less Purchases 2,000 x 120/110 2,182

Operatinq expenses 4,000 x 120/110 4,364
interest Paid 5,000 x 120/120 5,000
Dividends 5,000 x 120/120 5,000

16,000 16,546
Monetary Gain or Loss 7,000 9,418
Loss' .2,418
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6. A Company held shares in XYZ Co., which it bought for Rs. 21,000/- in 1979 when the general
price Index was 105. At the end of 1994 the market price of the shares was Rs. 18,000/- and the
index was 125. At the end of ,1995 the market price was Rs. 20,000/- and the Index was 130.
Compare required to caiculate

1. CPP Value of the shares at the end of 1994 & 1995.

2. Under CPP Accounting what Gain or Loss would be shown in respect of the shares.
3. What in fact was the Gain or Loss in purchasing power in respect of the shares.

Solution : (1) Calculation of CPP Value of Shares

Cost Price Shares in 1979 Rs. 21,000
Price Index in 1979 Rs, 105
Price lndexin 1994 RS.125
Price Index in 1995 Rs. 130
CPP Value of shares in 1994- 21,000x
CPP Value of shares in 1995- 21,000x

2) Calculation of Gain or Loss
Cost Price of shares in 1979 - 21,000
CPP Value in 1974 - 25,000
CPP Value 1995 - 26,000
Loss in 94 = 25,000-21,000 "" 4,000
Loss in 95 = 26,000 - 21,000 = 5,000

3} Actual Gain I Loss on the basis of Market Price
CPP Values of shares in 1994 25,000
Market Price in 1994 18,000

125/105
130/105

= 25,000
26,000=

Actual Loss . 7,000

26,000
20,000'

€>,OOO

CPP Value of Shares in 1995
Market Price in 1995

Actual Loss

7) H Company held shares in X Co., which it bought for 10,0001- in 1991, when the general price
Index was 110. At the end of 1994, the market price of the shares was Rs. 8,0001- and theIndex
was 132. At the end of the year 1995, the :narket price of the shares was Rs. 9,0001- and thr
index was 145.2.

You are required to calculate the tollowlnq :
1. Calculate the CPP Value of, shares at the end of years 1994 & 199.5..
2. What inject was the Gain or loss of the shares during 1994 & '95.

1) Calculate of CPP Value of Shares
Cost Price of shares in 1991 - Rs. 10,000
Price Index in 1991 - 110
Price lndexm 1994 - 132, Price Index in 1995 - 1.45.2
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CPP Value of shares in 1994 - 10,000 x 132/110 = 12,000
CPP Value of shares in 1995 - 10,000 x 142.5 1110 = 13,200

2. Calculate of Gain or Loss :

Cost of shares in 1991 - 10,000
CPP Valuein 1994 - 12,000
CPP Value in 1995 - 13,200

·Loss in 1994 = 12,000 - 10,000 = 2,000
Loss in 1995 .= 13,200 - 10,000::: 3,200

Actual Gain or loss on the basis of Market Price

CPP Value of Shaes in '94 - 12,000
Market Price in 1!;l94 - 8,000
Actual Loss 4,000

Conversion of Income Statement

CPP Value in 1995 - 13,200
Market Price in 1995 - 9,000
Actual Loss 4,200

: Some Illustrations
Arjun Ltd., furnishes the following Income statementtor the year ending 31-12-1995, prepared on .
the basis of conventional accounting. Your are required to adjust the same for price level changes
under CPP method.

Particulars .Rs Amout in Rs.

Sales
Less: Cost of Goods Sold

Opening Stock
(+) Purchases
(-) Closing Stock

90,000

8,000
60,000

6,000

(+) Wages and salaries
Other expenses
Depreciation on building
Interest

62,000

6,000
4,500

700
300

73,500
Net Income
Dividends

Retained Earnings

16,500
4,000

12,500

Index Numbers :

January, 1st - 100
December, 31st - 200

, "

Average Index - 150
Interest & Dividends are paid on Dec., 31st Building was purchased when Index was 50.

)0
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Particulars HCA

Sales
. Less :..Cost of goods sold

Opening Stock

. (+) Purchases

90,000

8,000

60,000

68,000

6,000

62,000
·6000 ., .

4,500

700

300

(-) Closing Stock

Add : Wages & Salaries

Other expenses

Depreciation

Interest

Less : Dividends

Retained earnings

.73,500

16,500

4,090

12,500

CF CPP Value
,J'

x 200/150 1,20,000

x 200/100

200/150

16,000

80,000

96,000'

8,000

88,OOE)

8,000

6,000

2,800

300

x

x 200/150

x 200/150

x 200/150

x 200/150

x 200/200

1,05,100

14,900

4,000

10,900

9) Fair & Lovely Corporation has the following particulars relating the financial year 1997 in respect
of its' stock figures. .
Opening Stock on 1-4-97 - 8,000
Purchases from 1-4-97 to 31-3-1998 - 60,000'
Closing stock on 31.:.3-98 - 6,000

The corporation followed both FIFO & LIFO for issue of its stock. The following are the price
indicesrelating to the financial year 1997 - 98. Opening lndex - 100, Avg. Index - 150; Closing

. Inex - 200. Calculate cost of sales and closing inventory under CPP method.

Solution:

Particulars

Opening Stock
(+) Purchases

HCA

8,000
60,000

68,000

6,000
62,000

6,000

H Closing Stock

b) Closing Stock

/.

x
x

CF

200/100
200/150

CPP Value

16,000
80,000

96,000

8,000
88,000

8,000

x 200/150

x 200/150
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. LIFO·
. Opening Stock

(+) Purchases
8,000

60,000
68,000

6,000
62,000

(-) Closing Stock

11.13 ~~~ Inflation Adjested Statements

.,
.r: ,

" I

x 200 /150 84,000

From the following particulars prepare the Income statement under CPPmethod-

2,000

30,000

5,000
15,000

20,000

8,000

12,000
18,000

The Interest was paid on the last day of tile year. The assets were sold when the index was

Rates
.-tnt. Received

Dividends

25,000

2,000

1,000

Projection sale

Assets

Cost of goods sold

Opening Stock
(+) Purchases

(-) Closing Stock

Manufacturing

Administraive Expenses

Selling & Distn. expenses

Interest paid

2,000

1,500

2,500

1,000

Net Income
The following are the price indices

Opening Index
.. Closing Index

Average Index -.

7,000

11,000

200

300

250

125.

"Solution: Conversion of Income Statement

Particulars
Sales. "
Interest received

Dividends

Profit on sale of assets

HCA
25,000

2,000
1,000

2,000

30,000

Less: Cost of goods sold
Opening Stock
(+) Purchases .

5,000

15,000

.20,000

8,000

12,000

2,000

(-) Closing stoe«,

Add: .Manufacturing expo .

CF
x 300/250
x 300/250
x 300/250

x 300/125

CPP
30,000

2,400

1,200

4,800

.. ,H'.' -;

38,400

x 300/200 =
x 300/2;: (' =

x 300/250 =

x 300/250 =

7,500

18,000

25,500

9,600

15,900
2,400
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Administrative expo
S & D Expenses

Interest paid

1,500

2,500

1,000

19,000

t.
Net income 11,000

~~~~ Acharya Nagarjuna University

x
x
x

300/250 =

300/250 ='

300/300 =

1,800

3,000

1,000

24,100
24,1.00

14,300

11) From the following, Income statement of\ABC Corporation prepare converted Incom.eStatement
under CPP method. .

Particulars Amount
Rs.

Net Salaries
Less: Cost of goods sold

Opening Stock
(+) Purchases
(+) Carriage inwards

95,000

.15,000
35,000

5,000

(-) Closing Stock

55,000

10,000 45,000

GP- 50,000

Other Expenses are as follows

Salesman Salaries
Advertisment
Delivery van exp.,5,OOO
Depreciation on Pron.
Depre. on furniture2,500
Depre., on office equipment

12,000
3,000

3,000

2,000

27,500
Net Income

Less: Dividends
Taxes

22,500
5,000
2,000
7,000

Retained earnings 15,500

Opening Index 100
Closing Index 200 .
Average Index 150

Office equipment - 90, Dividends, Taxes are Paid on the

The relevant Price indices are as following -

The indicies of P & M - 50; furniture - 75,
last day of the-year.

Solution: cenverston of Income statement .
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(-) Closing Stock 10,000
45,000
50,000
12,000
3,000
5,00.0

Other Expenses' .
Sales man Salaries
Advertisement exp.,
Delivery van expenses
Depreciation:
Plant & Machinery
Furniture
Office Equipment

12,000
2,500

~OO
27,5~
22,500

5,000
2,000

15,500

Net income
Less: Dividends.

Taxes
Retained Earnings

~~~ Inflation Adjested Statements

x 200 /150 13,334
70,000
56,667
16,000
4,000
6,667

12,000
6,667
4,444

49,778
6,889
5,000
2,000
- 111

12) Income Statement of MIs Sundaram Traders is given below.

Operating Expenses 4,80,000
Selling Expenses 50,000

1,00,000 General Expenses 25,000
5,00,000 Depreciation 50,000
6,00,000 1,25,000

80,000 ~5,000
5,20,000 Net income before taxes &

Gross Profit 4,80,000 Dividends 3,55;000

The depreciable assets were acquired when the g'eneral price index ~as. HIe indices are:
: At the begining of the year - 150; Index - 180 At the end of the year - 200. Compute the Income
statement under CPP terms, assuming that the general price level gain was 10,000.
Solution: Preparation of Converted Income Statement

Particulars Amount Rs.

Sales
Cost of Sales
Opening Stock
(+) Purchses

10,00,000

(-) Closing Stock

x 200 /150
x 200/150
x 200 /150

x 200 / 50
x 200/75
x 200 / 90

x
x

200/200
200/200

Rs.
.IParticulars

Particulars HCA CF CPP Valaue

Sales 10,00,000 x 200/180 11,11,111
Less: Cost of goods sold:

Opening Stock 1,00,000 x 200 /150 1,33,333
(+) Purchases .5,00,000 x 200/180 5,55,555

6,00,000 6,88,888
(-) Closing Stock 80,000 x 200 /180 88,889

5,20,000 5,99,999
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Gross Profit 4,80,OU\'" 5,11,112
Less: Selling Expenses 50,000 x 200 1180 55,555

General Expenses 25,000 x 200 1180 27,778 /H
Depreciation 50,000 x .200 I 125 80,000

1,25,000 1;63,000

Net Profit 3,55,000 3,47,779
Add: Moentary Gain .10,000

3,55,000 3,57,779

Problem on Final Accounts
15) The B/S of Uninversal Traders ason 31.3.1995 and its P & L Ale for the year ended 31-3-1996
are as under (March 97) .

Balance Sheetas on 31-3-1995

Liabilities Rs. Assets Rs.

Share Capital 4,00,000 Plant &'Machinery 6,00,000

"
14% Debentures 2,40,000 Stock ~36,000
Sundry Creditors 1,44,000 Debtors 48,000

Cash __ jO,OOO A_
7,84,000 7,84,000

Profit and t.oss Ale for the year ended 31-3-1996

Cr.Dr.

Particulars Amount in Rs.
To Opening Stock
To Purchases.
To Gross Profit C/d

96,000
1,84,000
2,00,000

4,80,000

32,000
33,600
60,000
74,400

To Expenses
To Int., on debentures
To Depreciation
To Net Profit

2,00,000

Particulars
By Sales
By Clg., Stock

By Gross Prifit bid

4,80,000

2,00,000

" 2,00,000

The following relevantinformation is furnished. There is no change in the debtors and
creditors during the year.

FIFO method is followed.

1.

2.
3. The Price indices are as under 31-3-1995 - 200; 31:3-96 - 300.

Average for the year - 240
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, You are required to prepare final accounts after adjudstments for price level changes under
CPP method.

Solution: Preparation of Converted Income Statement
Particulars
Values HCA CF CPP

Sales 4,00,000 x 300/240 5,00,000
Less: Cost of Goods sold
Opening Stock 96,000 x 300/200 1,44,000
(+) Purchases 1,84,000 x 300/240 2,30,000

2,80,000 3,74,000

(-) Closing Stock 80,000 x 300/240 1,00,000
2,00,000 2,74,000

Gross Profit 2,00,000 2,26,000

Less: Expenses 32,000 x 300/240 40,000
Depreciation, 60,.000 x 300/200 90;000 ,/

lnt., on debentures 33,600 x 300/300 33,600

1,25,600 1,63,600

Net Profit 74,400 62,400
Add: Monetary Gain I Loss 1,02,000

(i) Monetary Gain
Total Retained' earnings 74,400 1;64,000
(ii) Closing Cash Balance Rs.

Opening Cash' Balance 40,000
Add: Addition during the

year 1,84,000

2,24,000
"

Less: Intereston debentures 33,600
1,90,400

Statement of Monetary Gain I Loss'
Particulars HCA CF CPP Value
Monetary Assets

, Sundry Debtors ;', 48,000 x '300/200 72,000
Cash balance 40,000 x 300/200 60,000~.(
Cash Additions during the

,

Years (w.Notes ii) 1.84,000 x 300/240 2,30,000

2,72,000 3,62,000
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A) Monetary loss
Monetary liabilities
Debentures
Sundry Creditors

2,40,000
1,44,000'

x
x

300 1200
300 1200

3,84,000
(8) Monetary Gain
Net Monetry Gain (S-A)
(ii) Calculating 'of Cash Additions during the year
Sales 4,00,000
Less : Purchases 1,84,000
Expenses 32,000

2,16,000

1,84,000

Preparation of the Closing BIS

Liabilities HCA
Share Capital 4,00,000
Debentures 2,40,000
Sundry crs. 1,44,000
Retained earnings 74,400

x
CF

300/200

Assets HCA CF

P&M ).00,000 x 300 1200
Less: Dep. 60,000 x 300/200
Closing Stock 80,000 x 300 1240
Sundry drs. 48,000
Closing Cash balance

90,000

3,60,000
2,16,000
5,76,000
1,92,000 .
1,02,000

cpp
6,00,000
2,40,000
1,44,000
1,64,400

11,48,400

Cpp

9,00,000
90,000

1,00,000
48,000

1,90,400

11 ;48,·400

. 14. (March 1998) A Company had the following monetary items on January, tst

. 1997. ' ..

Debtors
Bills Receivable
Cash

,•..

1)
. \

.~

41,000 Less SIP: 10,000
10,000 Creditors 25,000
20,000 Net Monetary Assets

The transactions effecting the monetary items during the year are:

Sales of1 ,40,000 made evenly through out the year. S

Purchases of goods of 1,05,000 made every through out the year .

Operating Expenses of 35,000 were incurred evenly through out the year.

-,
35,000
36,000

Jr.
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4) One machine was sold Rs. 18,000/- on July, 1st 1997.

5) One machine Price index was as follows. On January, 1st 360, Jan 1 - 30 July 1 - 360,
Aug., for the year - 350, July 1st Averaqe - 350; Dec. 31-400; Dec., 31st - 400.

You are required to compute the General Purchasing Power Gain or loss for the year stated'
in terms of the current year and rupee.

Solution: Statement of the Monetary Gainor Loss.

Particulars HCA

Net Monetary assets 36,000
Add: Increase in Monetary items:
Sales 1,40,000

. Sale of Machinery 18,000

1,58,000

1,94,000
Monetary Loss.

Less: Decrease in monetary items.
Purchase of goods .1,05,000
Operating expenses 35,000
Purchase of Machinery 2G,OOO

CF C PP Value

x 400/300 48,000

x 400/350 1,60,000
x 400/360 20,000

, .

1,80,000 ..
2,28,000

( - ) 34,000

x
x
x

400/350
400/350
400/400

1,20,000
40,000
25,000

1,85,000

(+) 20,000

(-) '14,000

1,65,000

Monetary Gain
. Net Monetary Gain / Loss

(34,OOO~20,000)

11.9 Key Words:
1. Historical Cost Accounting

2. Inflation adjested statements

the acconting statements which are prepared
on the basis of past transactions.
Accounting statements which are prepared on
the basis of changes in price levels.

Accounting statements are adjusted on the'
basis of established price index.
Which takes .care of changes in the value of
money.

3. GPP

4. CCA
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HUMAN RESOURCE ACCOUNTING AND
SOCIAL BALANCE SHEET

O.BJECTIVES

After having studie j this unit you should be able to:

understand the Concept of Human Resource Accounting

appreciate the need for and irnoortance of Human Resource Accounting

have an understanding of the Methods of Valuation of Human Resources.
have an insight into the concept of Social Accounting and dimensions of Social Balance
Sheet.
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12.1. INTRODUCTION

Capital and natural resources of a country are passive factors of production; human beings
are the active agents who accumulate capital, exploit the natural resources, build social, economic
and political organizations and carry forward national development. Human resources are the
energies, skills, talents and knowledqe of people which are, or ""'!.hichpotentially can be, applied to
the production of goods or the rendering of useful services. As such, investment in human resources
refers to all forms of investments directed to raise the knowledge, skills and aptitudes of the
organization's workforce. The development of human resources constitutes an essential perquisite
and a key factor in sustained and accelerated economic growth.

Human and Non-human elements are equally important in the, contribution towards the
objectives of an overall organizational system.. It is a widely accepted fact that success of any
organization or business or otherwise, to a great extent, depends upon the quality, calibre and
character of the people working in it. I\f
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An enterprise with incompetent people will fail sooner or later but on the other hand competent
persons can take the unit ahead even out of adverse environment. Human Resource Accounting, is
not fully developed; but in its infancy and still in the process of development. The concept of
Human Resource Accounting (HRA) is not an old concept but of relatively new origin and emerged
in the late 1950s, It's origin was a logical derivation of the recognition of a fact by Rensis Likert,
(1967) Social Psychologist, that human elements in the organization are the assets to the organization
in the same sense as the physical assets to the organization. "

12.2. CONCEPT AND DEFINITIONS

In simple words, human resources accounting is the art of, valuing, recording and presentinq
systematically the worth of human resources in the books of accounts of an organization. T~~s
definition brings out three important aspects of human resource accounting: .,

(i). Valuation of human resources
(ii). Recording the valuation in the books of accounts.
(iii). Disclosure of the information in the financial statements of the

business.

According to Eric Flamholts Human Resource Accounting is Accounting for people as
organizational resources. It is the measurement 'of the cost and value of people for the organization.

Mr. Woodruff Jr. Vice President of R.G. Barry Corporation defines it as follows"':'.(H~man
resource accountirig is an attempt to identify and report investments made in human resources of
an organization that are presently not accounted for in conventional accounting practice. Basically
it is an information system that tells the management what changes over time are occurring to the
human resources of the business."

According.to Venkataratnam C.S, and Srivastava, Human Resource Accounting (HRA) may
be referred to as a process of ,identifying, measuring and communicating informatjon about human
resources in financial terms to aid HRP and control.

. ,
The American Accounting Society Committee on human resource accounting defines it as

"Human resource accounting is the process of identifying and measuring data about human resources
and communicating this information to interested parties."

This definition gives emphasis on identity and measurement of human resources-and giving
this information to those who are interested in it.

12.3 NATURE AND IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN RESOURCE ACCOUNTING

Human Resource Accounting is the art of, valuing, recording and presenting systematically
the worth of human resources in the books Of accounts of an organization. The following points
reveal the nature of HRA.

. a):' HRA is a subsystem of MIS:and as such it must be integrated with the conventional accounting
system and also it must be-in a conflicting position with regard to the other sub systems of
MIS. .

b) HRA is not an isolated technique and as such it is an open system on which many factors
r-
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-: and variables have their effect. Therefore, an organization must have a team consisting
of, for instance, accountants, managers, behaviouralscientists etc, for its development

'-. within the organization.

-~,c) The success of HRA in an organization depends upon, among other factors, the method of
valuation of human-assets selected .

.; The primary purpose of HRA is to facilitate the management of people as organizational
'resource. Thus it might not be inappropriate to refer to it also as 'Human Resource Management
'.0 .
Accounting', i.e., the application of accounting to the management of human resources. The variables
in human behaviour like group loyalty, skill, motivation and capacity for effective interaction,
communication and decision making are the true indicators of organisational health. Information
about human asset for planning and control is essential in the same way as data regarding other
~esources are needed for presentation in the financial statements. It is through a system of HRA
that information regarding acquisition, development, maintenance and utilization of human asset
would be available. If the value of human and physical assets are shown together in the balance
sheet, a more realistic assessment of the firm can be presented before the investors, financiers,
creditors, government and the general public.

Human Resource Accounting helps in different ways.

1 The Human Resource Accounting helps individual employees in improving their performance
and bargaining power, It makes each of them conscious of the contribution that he is
making towards the betterment of the firm vis-a-vis the expenditure incurred by the firm on
him. I

2. It helps the management in the decision-making process relating to the Employment, Jocation
and utilization of human resources, transfers, promotions, trading and retrenchment of human
resources and planning of hysical assets vis-a-vis human resources.

3. It aids in evaluating the expenditure incurred for Imparting further education and training to
employees in terms of-the benefits derived by the firm.

4. It helps ide~tifying the causes of high labour turnover at various levels and taking preventive
measures to contain it.

5. It assists in locating the real cause of low return on investment, that i whether it is due to
improper or under-utilization of physical assets or human resources or both.

6 If a financial analyst is interested in understanding and assessing the inner strength of a
. \

firm, such, inner strength does not merely depend on the physical assets owned and
. possessed by the firm .. It also depends upon the type of human resources available to the
'firm. The vigilant, dynamic and responsible management can steer the company well

through most dverse and unfavourable circumstances.

7. The HRA data would also be relevant to investors, financiers, creditors, etc for decision
making purposes. Strategic decisions concerning mergers and acquisitions could be based
on the quality and skills of people available.

8, It is important to know whether human assets are appreciating or depreciating over a period
of time and identify causal factors for proactive actions. '
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12.4. OBJECTIVE$ OF HUMAN RESOURCE ACCOUNTING

. Different stu~ies conducted on Human Resources Accounting and the proponents of the
concept enlisted various objectives. The significant objectives are:

a. To provide quantitative information on human resources which will help the managers as
well as investors in making decisions.

b. To furnish cost/value information for making manaqement decision and maintaining human
resources in order to attain cost effective organizational objectives.

c. To help in knowing whether the human resources have been properly utilized or not.

d. To allow management personnel to monitor effectively the use of human resources (Rensis
Likert).

e. To communicate the worth of human resources to the organization and the society at large.

f. To help in determining the return on investment on-human resources.

g. To provide information regarding the cost of recruitment, training and other costs of developing
their skill; how long such development cost of HRA will yield benefit, what human resources
are more costly to be managed by exception, how much cost on maintaining the human
resources; how effectively human resources are being utilized etc. such information to the
management will definitely increase in the efficiency of human resources management.

Activity

Taking your organization or an organization you know identify the factors and qualities of
Human Resources that add to the value of the Human resources as an Asset and those negatively
influence its value. Give your reasoning also .

....., ~ .
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12.5. METHODS OF HR VALUATION

A few approaches for the valuation of human resources include the following:

Historical Cost Approach, developed by Brummet, Flamholtz and Pyle, emphasizes that the
actual cost incurred on recruiting, selecting, hiring, training and developing the human
resources of the organisation are capitalized and written off over the expected useful life of
th~ human resources. . 0

Replacement Cost Approach, developed by Rensis Likert and Eric G. Flamholtz, values the
human resources at their present replacement cost.

Opportunity Cost Approach, suggested by Hekimian and Jones, values an employee
according to his alternative use. In case an employee has no alternative use, no value is to
be added -,
Standard Cost Approach, suggested by David Watson, takes into account of thestandard
costs of recruiting, hiring, training and developing of employee year after year.

Present Value Approach values the human resources of an organization at their pre .tt
value to the organization. For determination of the present value, a number of valuation
methods that have been developed are:

Present Value of Future Earnings Model-Law and Schwarts (1971"1.

Reward Valuation Model - Flamholtz (1971).

Net Benefit Model- Morse (1973)
Certainty Equivalent Net Benefit Model - Pekin Ogan (1976) .

Aggregate Payment Approach - S.K. Chakraborty (1976).

Total Cost Concept- N. Dasgupta (1978).

'/'4.

"':5.
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1.

2.

3.

.)1

,',

.',
v ,

All these models at· best can assess the value of the human factor in organizations. They
cannot evaluate properly the values of differen~ sources of human beings in organizations. And
also they fail to evaluate the extent of matching the sources of animate resources with the applications.
Further, the process of conversion of anim<;ite sources into animate applications and creation of
inanimate liabilities' and assets is not clear,

A brief appreciation of the various methods of Human Resource Valuation is presented
above and a comprehensive explanation of each method is provided in the following discussion.

1. HISTORICAL COST APPROACH:

This model of valuing human resources was first developed by William C.Pyle (assisted by
R. Lee Brummet and Eric G. Flarnholtz) at R.G. Barry Corporation, a leisure footwear manufacturer
in Colornbus, Ohio (USA) in 1967. In this approach, actual costs incurred on recruiting, selecting,
hiring, training and developing the human resources of an organization are capitalized and amortized
over the expected useful life of the human resources. Prof. Flamholtz refers to such costs as
original costs of human resources refers to the sacrifice that was actually incurred to acquire and
develop people'. Thus, a' proper record of expenditure made on hiring, selecting, training and
developing the employees is kept and a part of ·it is written off to the income of the next few years
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during which human resources will provide services. The historical cost of human resources is very
much similar to the book value of the other physical assets. The value of human resources can be
increased substantially by making investments in training in the same manner as the value of fixed
assets is increased by making additions in them. Such additional costs incurred in training and
development are also capitalized and are amortized over the remaining life. The unexpired value
is shown in the Balance Sheet as investment in human resources.

MERITS:

1. This approach is simple an easily calculated without sophistication

2. It meets the test of traditional principles of accounting i.e., it is only an extension of the
concept of proper matching of cost and revenue.

3. !t can help a firm in finding out a return on human resources investment.

DEMERITS:

1. It takes into account only the acquisition cost of employees, ignoring the aggregate value of
their potential services.

2. It is difficult to determine the number of years over which the effect of investment on
employees will be realized.

3. It is also difficult to fix a rate of amortization.

4. The value of an asset decreases with amortization. In case of human resources the·situation
is just the r~verse. With the acquisition of experience and training in the course of time the
utility of employees increases rather than decreasinq.

2. REPLACEMENT COST APPROACH :
Rensis Likert and Eric G. Flamholtz are the proponents of this method. The cost of replacing

the existing employees is taken as the measure of human resources of a company. The cost
involved in replacing the existing employees with new employees of the equal talent and skills is
used as the measure of the Human Resource value. This method takes into consideration the cost
of acquiring and developing the new employees. Exceptinq this .the replacement cost approach is
almost equal in its approach to historical cost method ..

Likert su,ggested determination of the value of total human organization on the basis of the
assumption that a similar organization is to be created from scratch. Thus this approach concentrates
on the current-value rather than the past value. 111 this method the costs of recruiting, selecting,
training, developinq etc., of new employees to reach the level of competence of existing employees
are taken into.consideration. Hekimian and Jones have advocated the use of replacement cost
approach saying that the value of .a human' being is assessed qt the estimated cost of replacing
him with another person of equivalent talents and experience.

MERITS:

1 This approach considers the current price level changes in valuation of Human Resource.

--
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2. It provides a more realistic value of Human Resource under conditions of inflation.

3. It is an improvement over the Historical cost approach in the sense it has current or present
orientation and rationality.

DEMERITS:

1. Human beings differ from one to another. Therefore it is difficult to find an exactly similar
replacement for the existing employees.

2. Valuation under this method lacks verifiability due to changes in market position.

3. Measurement of qualitative aspects like knowledge, competence, emotional balances,
commitment, morale and motivation etc. of the employees for comparison of the human
resource for replacement is a difficult task.

3. OPPORTUNITY COST APPROACH :
. Economic concept of opportunity cost is the basis of this method of measuring the' value of

human resources .. Joel Dean' in his book 'Managerial Economics' defined opportunity cost as the
most profitable alternative use that is foregone by putting it to the present use. This approach to. ,
human re~ource valuation suggests that when there is an alternative use of the existing human
asset the value of that alternative use is the value of the existing human asset.

This method of valuation is most suitable and rationale when the said employees are scarce
and when there is market bidding for the scarce human resource. Thus it is clear those types of
employees that can be readily hired from outside are specifically excluded as there involves no
scarcity or bidding process for such a human resource. However, this approach has narrowed
down the concept of opportunity cost by restricting it to the next best use of the employees within
the same organization.

For example there .are two departments A and 8 in a company with a capital in physical
assets of Rs.20 lakhs (A) and RS.10 lakhs (8). The desired rate of return on the total assets or
capital, both in physical and human assets, is 1'0%. It is expected that with the employment of a
specific skilled human resource Department Acan make a profit of RS.6 lakhs while Department B
RS.5 lakhs. Suppose the capitalized value of profits for Department A comes to Rs.30 Iakhs and
for Department B Rs.25 lakhs. Now if the physical assets value is deducted from these figures.
The remaining value i.e., of human assets comes to RS.10 lakhs in case of Department A and
RS.15 lakhs in respect to B. Therefore Department B can offer a higher bid for human resource
when compared to B. This is also because Department 8 can offer a salary RS.1.5 lacks (Rs.15
lakhs x 10%) as against only RS.1.0 lakh(Rs.10 lakhs x 10%) in the case of A Department. Thus

, Department Bvalues its human resource at RS.1.5Iakhs and this stands as the opportunity cost for
the human resources of Department A.

MERITS:

1.. This approach is based on the principle of demand and supply of Human Resource.

l4
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2. As the competitive bidding process is the base for this method it provides an optional
allocation of human resource within an organization.

3. This method provides a quantitative base for planning and developinq the human assets of
,an organization due to value, comparisons .. '

DEMERITS:

1. This method lacks objectivity and fails to provide valuation for that Human Resource in
plenty and not in scarcity. .
This method is discrimin~'toi-y in approach and lets do~n" ~~e rTlo:~le of employees and
:specialists who cannot be used in other divisions. ": ,..""1 '

, '

The skilled human resource, if existing in less profitable divisions, will be measured at a
'less value according to this method. ,,'

• 2.

3.,

,4; PRESENT VALUE APPROACH: .' }

IAn 'important' approach to the evaluation' of human resource assets IS to calculatetheir
economic values. This concept is based on the view that difference 'in present and future earnings

'of two similar'firms is due to the difference in their human organization. The economic value of the
firm can be determined by obtaining the present value of future earnings', A number of valuation
models have been developed for determining thepresent value offuturo oarnings.Some of the

, important models have been discussed.as below: , >,

, , 'j " I
'_:-(a) TH,E LAV AND SCHWARTZ MODE-L~ !,

Lav and Schwartz developed an economic m~deHQ 1971 for determining the value of human
resource~ in a firm, the value 'Of human capitall~a person of age 'T' isth~ present value of his
remaining future earnings from employment in the form of salaii~'~, waqes, etc. "
According to thlsrnodel, the value of hurnanresources is'~scert~lned as,follows:
(i) All employees are classified in specific groups accordinqto their age and skill, (ii) Average
earning is determined for various ranges of age, (iii) the total elitrnin'gs which each group will get
upto retirement age are calculated, (iv) The total earnings calculated as above are discounted at
the rate of cost of capital. The value thus arrived atwill b,~the value of human resources/assets.

.The formula for calculating Human, ~esourGe value. under -this model is
T

Vr =' £U JJ!L: !.'

t=T(i - r),·r,,:,-

Where .' .,
Vr:: the valueofhuman capltatof a person Tyear old.

I(t) ,= the annualearninqs of. the person upto retirement.
r = the discount rate of the cost of capital

T = the age of retirement.

Lav and Schwartz have taken a hypo,thetl~8.le-)(:atnple to show the computation of value of
human capital of a firm. The present values offutl:lre earnings for each groiJp have been determined

, ,~
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and the total of such present values has been shown as the firm's value of human resources.
I .

However, the Lav and Schwartz model suffers from the fo~lowing limitations:

(i) The model does not consider the possibility of leaving a-firm by an employee. (ii) The
model ignores the possibility of promotion of.employees. (iii) It does not consider the contribution of
the firm in developing the value of human capital. Inspite of the above limitations, the Lav and
Schwartz model Is the most popular economic model for determing the value of human resources
of a firm.

(b) REWARD VALUATION MODEL .; ~ALMOT2 (1971):
This model identifies the major variables that determine an individual's value to an

organization. According to this model, the ultimate measure of an individual's value to an organization
is his expected realizable value. There is a dual aspect to an individual's value (i) the amount an
organization could potentially realize from his service if he remains an employee of the organization
during the period of his productive service life and (ii) the amount actually expected to be derived,
taking into account- the person's likelihood. turnov.er. The model is based on the notion that a
person's value to .an organization depends upori the positions to be occupied by him in the
organization. An individual generates values for an organization as he occupies .and moves to
different roles and renders services to the organization. The movement of people from one
organizational role to another is a stochastic process.

The model suggests a five-step approach for assessing the value of an individual to the
organization, which have to be followed:

(i) Forecasting the period'a person will remain in theorganization i.e. his expected service life.

(ii) Identifying the service states i.e. the roles that he will occupy including thetir'ne at which he
will quit the organization. /' .

(iii) . Estimating the value derived by organization when aperson occupies a particular position
(i.e. a service state) for a specified time period.

(iv) Estimating the probability of occupying each possible mutually exclusive state at specified
future times.

According to Flamholtz, an indivldual'~ expected realizable value is determined by two factors
(i) the individuals conditional value and (ii) the probability that the individual will maintain his expected
service life. The product of these two variables is the present worth the services actually expected
to be derived by an organization. An individual's conditional value is determined by two factors (i)
his skill; and (ii) his activation level. Besides, the personal factors determining the conditional value

'.. of an individual, there are organizational factors as well. These are (i) the role occupied/performed
by the individual within the organization; and (ii) the orqanizational rewards.

Prof. Flamholtz has presented the following formula for calculating an individuals expected
realizable value: -" ' .v

..
n

E(RV) -. £U ';R1.E.ili1)
t= 1 (1 + f) 1 - ,...
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Where

E(RV)= Expected Realizable value
R1= Value derived by organization in each possible state.

P(R I) ::: Probability that the organization will derive R1
t = time
n == the state of exit

(1-r) 1 :: the discount factor

Thus, a person's expected realizable value is the product of conditional value and the
probability that the person will maintain orqanizational membership. The probabilities (P) in the
above formula are determined on the basis of the firm's past experience.

(C) NET BENEFIT MODEL - MORSE (1973)
According to this model, the value of human capital is determined on the basis of the present

value of net benefits derived by the organization from the expected future services of its employees.
It involves the following steps..

(i) Determination of the gross value of future services to be rendered by employees in their
individual capacities as well as operating in groups.

(ii) 'Determination of the cost, i.e., the total future payments to be made to the employees.

(iii)" Calculation of 'net benefit'to the organization on account of human resources by subtracting
(ii) from (i).

(iv) Calculation of the present value of the [let benefits by discounting at predetermined rate of
discount.

(d) CERTAINTY'EQUIVALENT NET BENEFIT MODEL - PEKIN OGAN (1976)
Pekin Ogan's model extends some of the concepts advanced by Flamholtz & Lav and Schwartz

and also specifies certain variables which have not been stated in the earlier studies. In the proposed
model, the researcher has incorporated and highlighted the effects of costs and benefits. According
.to his approach, which he calls as 'Value - oriented quantification approach', the total adjusted net
present human resource value of a professional service organization is equal to the aggregate
discounted certainty equivalent net benefits of the employees in the organization. Pekin Oqan's
model presents a new concept of determination of certainty - equivalent net benefits stream for
each employee in an organization. This model takes with accounts the 'costs' generated by the
employees for the organization, which the other models have ignored. It also makes use of the. .
'certainty factor' designed to measure the probability of continued employment and probability of
survival.

(e) AGGREGATE PAYMENT APPROACH - S.K. CHAKRABORTY (1976)
Prof. Chakraborty was the first Indian to suggest a model for the Human Resource Valuation.

Thismodel values thehuman resource asa group and noton individual basis, This model involves
. the following steps:
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(a) All the employees of an organization are divided in two groups, managerial and non-
managerial. .

(b) The average tenure of the employment of the employees in the group is estimated on the
basis of past experience.

(c) The average salary of the group is determined on the basis of the salary wage structure
prevalent the organization ..

(d) The value of human resources is now determined multiplying the average salary of the
group with the average tenure of the employees in that group.

(e) . The value determined under (iv) above, is discounte~ at the expected average aft~r tax
return on capital employed over the averaqe tenure period to ascertain the present value of
the estimated future payment.

Chakraborty has also suggested that the recruitment, hiring selection, development and
training cost of each employee should be recorded separately. This should be treated as deferred
revenue expenditure and may be written off over the expected average stay of the employee in the
organization. The deferred portion; not written' off, should be shown in the Balance Sheet of the
organization.

(f) TOTAL COST CONCEPT - N. DASGUPTA.(1978)
Prof. N. DasGupta suggested this approach in 1978. He points out that all the earlier methods

considered only employed persons and unemployed are ignored in the valuation process. This is a .
national approach where in the unemployed human resource is also taken into the purview along
with em »loyed persol]s.

+
DasGupta is of the view that the total cost incurred by the individual, the state and the

organization in bringing the individual, upto that position in the organization should be taken as the
value of a person on the day he starts serving the organization or becomes for appropriate
employment. It will include his education, training expenses which he and the state have incurred.
The value should be further adjusted by the amount of intelligence. The amount spent by the
organization on recruitmerit training, familiarizing and developing human beings employed in the
organization should be considered separately. However, it should also be treated as a cost increasing ..
the value of human beings. In case the number is large, the valuation can be done group-wise. The
value determined ~n the aforesaid manner. should be adjusted at the end of each year by the
organization on the basis of his age, seniority, status, .performance, experience, leadership,
managerial capabilities, etc. The measurement can be done with the help of psychologists and
other confirmed experts.

This model seems to be sound theoretically, but its practical application may be difficult.
,

12.6. HR VAU.JATION - RECORDING AND DISCLOSURE

.The exponents of human resource valuation models in most cases have not dealt with the
mode of recording and disclosure of the accounting information relating to human resources in the
books of accounts of financial statements of the organization. This has been left to the' discretion of
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the.accountinq bo.dieswho have yet to develop a generally accepted basis for valuation, recording
and dlsclosureot human resource accounting information in the financial statements of organization.. -- .
As regards disclosure of accounting information relating to human resources, Professor Chakraborthy .
has suggested that 'human assets' should be shown under the heading "Investment" in the Balance
sheet of an organization. He has not favoured its inclusion under the heading fixed assets since it
would cause problem of depreciations, capital gains and losses, in the event of their exit. Similarly,
he has not favoured their inclusion in current assets on the ground that this will not be in conformity
with the general meaning of the term .

.Accc;>rdi.ngto Prof. Das Gupta, the human resources valued as per his model should be
shown both on the "assets" as well as "liabilities" sides of the balance sheet. On the assets side, it
should be shown after, the fixed assets as Human Assets classified into two part - (i). value of
indi~iqual" (ii)value of firm's investment. On the "liabilities" side, it should be shown after the capital

....as.Human Assets Capital by that amountat which~ been shown on the assetside against
. 'value of individuals'.

The following illustration enables you understand the way the valuation is recorded in the
Balance Sheet.

A business is started with a capital of RS.10,00,000 and fixed Assets are acquired to the
tune of RS.5,00,000. The current Assets are RS.2,80,000, goodwill RS.60,000. The value of Human
Resource is calculated as RS.2,20,OOO and an amount of RS.1,90,000 is incurred on employee
recryitmentand subsequent development current liabilities Rs.1,60,000.

BALANCE SHEET AS ON'31sT DECEMBER
(including Human Resource Values)

Liablabilities
Capital, "
Capital in Human Resource
Current liabilities

Rs.
10,00,000
1,90,000
60,000

Assets
Current Assets

.'Fixed Assets
Human Resource Valve
Investment in Human Resource

. Goodwill

Rs.
2,80,000
6,00,000
2,20,000
1,90,000
60,000 .'
13,50,000, .: 13,50,000

HRA DISCLOSURE'~ INDIAN 'EXPERIENCE
, Tile Indian companies Act 1956, which provides gu.i~elines for the preparation of financial

statement of company does not stipulate any provisionsfot the disclosure of Human Resource
values excepting the particulars. of th~ e~ploY'e~s wh~se remuner~tion per annum is above Rs.3.ob

.Iakhs. But some large enferpnses In the public sector felt the Importance of human Resource
• Account!ng andstarted disclosing information. In this regard SHEl is the pioneer providing Human; ,

. Resource lntormafionsjnce mid 1970., Ent~rprises like' Ace, SHEL, CCI, ElL, ONGC and NTPC
have, in 19aQ:s began.~o take interest in e?,ct.endingfinanciaf reporting system to human resources
also . .A'mo,~~i5111of them-have thought it appropriate to base their HRA along the model developed
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by LAV and Schwartz.rUnder.this model the discounted value of.employees' future earnings are ,
treated as the value of the human-assets of the organization.· The following assumptions 'are .
usually made, in Indian context, while applying the model:

Present pattern of 'employee compensation including direct and, indirect benefits and
prospective wage revisions are to be reckoned; ! .- .

Normal career gtOwth as per present policies, with vacancies filled from the levels immediately'
." ' . ' . . . ,

below;
Weightage for changes in efficiency due to age, experience and skills; and;

the present value of, future earnings is calculated on a discount factor of 12% per annum.

12.7.0BJECTIONS'T(lHRA
Because the concept of HRA is new and legal recognition· is absent, there are some objectioris "
against the 'practice,' Despite the followinq stated objections 'some organizations of repute; botritn
the public sector and private sector, follow Human Resource Accounting. For instanceIntosys In
private sector is a forerunner in, this regard,

,.,;t.

b)

Some of the significant Objections are:

Human assets are differentfrorn other Assets. Therefore these assets cannotbe valued. .

. precisely and conrldentty. Moreover; the values are not convmcmq.
, Human Resource assets '~emain theoreti'cal because neither the tax laws nor th~ Accouhting
.codes recognize Human'A,ssets with monetary values. . ,

Human beings and their valued skill and expertise is the personal property oftheindividual \
and cannot be owned permanently-by the organization. Therefore showing human resource.
value in the company's Balance sheet lacks rationality.

The Human Resource values lack objectivity because the factors taken for Human Resource
valuation are mostly arbitrary and not monetarily measurable,

~ I ~,l'. >. , -

The approaches to valuation give varyinqresults due to adoption different bases.
•. 'I." '.; ,

Neitherthe procedure ofdisclosure.is codified.and the method of Human resource valuation
recognized .':

c)

d)

e)

f) ,

. In these days of wider mobility and turnover of employees in the era of privatization, Human
Resource valuation and Accountability stands with a weak rationale. This is more due to.absence .

• , • ." -', .~ • \ " ~ ~, ", '. • ". >. '.

of permanent employees in me ly organizations,
However; the objections ralsed' by'°tfl~· behavioral scientists against the traditional methods of ..

u~prgQarilJ.9balance sheet without.lrrcerporatinq human value has given way for the development, -'
-:and popularity of human' resource accounting, ",' L '

,1as. SOCIAL AC.CO~"'TING ~ A FOUCSRATION'A,L~i ,.: ,~:':'
O;;"~=~:-":'SocialAccounting is concerned' with the development 'ofmea'sureme-ht system to monitor
socialpertorrnances. It is -ratlonal assessmentof an(n;eportin~H:in sorrie 'meanlngfuPttcimain of
business enterprise activities that have 'social impact.vlt is a~'expfessiohrrof compaffy~s social' .
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responsibilities and requirements of general corporate accountability. The information of social
Accounting is communicated to social groups both within and outside the firm.

CONCEPT AND ORIGIN: .
The concept of Social Accounting is not an application of a new set of accounting rules and

procedures. In this field of accounting the same basic principles of enterprise accounting are
applied. Salivary explained it as the expansion of the existing boundaries of the accounting\beyond
the normal economic consequences to include economic consequences, which the conventional
systems did not consider .. The areas covered by Social Accounting include pollution control,
"Community relations, " Product quality, plant safety, equal employment opportunity, charitable
contributions, employee benefits, and responsiveness to consumer complaints. Social Accounting
is associated with the study and analysis of measuring and reporting practices of those activities of
an organization which are undertaken by the-enterprises with an objective of social welfare. Social
Accounting triesto measure the effect of such activities on the society and the enterprise itself in
quantitative as well as qualitative terms. It also tries to analyse and evaluate the organizational
behaviour in the light of such activities.

The concept of Social Accounting originated in different forms by Adam Smith in 1T16,
Later on, Karl Marks and Engel also expressed their views about social costs in 1844, Karl Marx
went to the extent of saying "under this free trade the whole severity of the economic laws will fall
upon the workers". Pigou in 1920 also elaborated the divergence of social and private costs.
Economists like E.H. Chamberlin in 1945, Joan Robinson in 1960expressed their concern directly
('( indirectly about the social costs of an industrial organization.

DEFINITIONS :
For a more comprehension of the con~ept of Social Accounting some of the important

definitions which are self explanatory are qiven below:

The National Association of Accountants (USA) Committee on Social Accountinq defined it
as the identification, measurement, monitoring and reporting of the social and economic effects of
an institution on society ..... It is intended for the internal managerial and external accountability
purposes, and is an outgrowth of changing values that have led society to redefine its notion of a
corporations' social responsibility.

Leonard Spacek described 'Social Accounting' as the means by which the effects of social
programmes are attempted to be expressed in some type of quantitative terms ..

Kohler defined ??ocial Accounting' as the application of double entry book-keeping to 'socio-
economic' analysis. ~':lt this is an ,orthodox definition as it is based on application of book-keeping
principles rather than -sophistlcated techniques of management accounting-to the national socio-
economic situation. Now, the Social Accounting is used for toning up the economic health of fl
nation. /' .:

::::'h'"

EllioN~mployecPthe expression, "Social responsibility accounting" which, according to him,
"is a systematic assessment of and reporting on those parts of a company's activities that have a

~ social impact. Social responsibility accountinq.therefore, describes the impact of corporate decisions

r
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on environmental pollution, the consumption of non-renewable resources, and ecological factors;
on the rights of individuals and groups; on the maintenance of public services; on public safety; on
health and education and many other such social concerns"

Este defined it as 'the measurement and reporting, internal and external, of information
concerning the impact of an entity and its activities on society. Thus, he viewed that socialAccounting
is an independent discipline which is to measure and report the activities of an entity in-so-far as
they affect the society.

In conventional Accounting measurement of economic consequences in terms of money is
the primary function but Social Accounting seeks to determine important variables of social
consequences in terms of socio-economic non-monetary effects along with economic consequences.
The function of Social Accounting is to measure and disclose the 'costs' and 'benefits' to society
created by the production-related activities of a business enterprise.

In Nutshell social accounting is a branch of accounting which attempts to measure the
social benefits that an orqanization provides and the social costs that an organization incurs.

!
OBJECTIVES:

K.v. Ramanathan/suggests'the following objectives for social accounting:

(a) to identify and measure the periodic net social contribution of an lndividualfirm, which includes
not only the social costs and benefits internalized by the firm, but also those arising from
externalities and affecting different social segments: ••

(b) to help determine whether an individual firm's strategy and practices which directly affect
the relative resource a'nd power status of individuals, communities, social segments and
generations are consistent with widely shared social priorities on the one hand and individuals'
legitimate .aspirations on the other; and

(c) to make available in an optional manner to all social constituents relevant information on a
firm's goals, politics, programmes, performance and contribution to social goals.

SOCIAL ACCOUNTING IN INDIA :
Social Accounting has not been widely practiced in India, because social accounting has

not been introduced a statutory requirement in Indian Companies Act 1956. There are no rigid
instructions under the companies Act, 1956 to require companies to attach information about their
social performance during the accounting year in notes and schedules, even though its I!eed was
felt by the High Powered Expert Committee on companies and MRTPAct (Sanchar Committee). It,
has observed that the acceptance of the concept of social responsibility must be reflected in the
information and the disclosures that the company makes available for the benefits of the various
constituents like the share holders, creditors, workers and the community. A few attempts have,
however, been made by some of the enlightened company managers, of both ths public as well as
private companies, to exhibit some information, descriptive as well as quantitative, regarding the
social activities urider taken by them in their respective annual reports particularly in public sector,
there is growing awareness for reporting social accounts ill annual reports as a supplement to the
annual accounts.
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. . The ten such public sector companies are: 1. Oi,l and ~atural ,~9~9wnmi~sion(ON<;3!q,,?
-, - - .. ~ [,,' ~.l~ ,~. ,", .•...•...•~ '. __I t': .•-,".," ~ t ~.. " v" .

Cement Corporation of .lndia (CCI), 3. Steel Authorily"'ofl'thdia'Limltt§(f,(SAI'Ly, 4:"Bharat Heavy
Electricals Li[J1ited(BHEl), 5. Oil India Limited (OIL), 6. Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HA6), 7.:'.' ...
India Petrochemicals Limit~,p,;(lPC::;J.•.}, 8. FertilizerCorporation of India (FCI),;~,. lndiantronandSteel
Company Limited (IISCl), 10. M,af,utiUdy09~,r:nited (MUl) etc.

Corporate Social Accounting and reporting and its success depends upon development of
standards for Accounting, suitable legislation, quantification of social accounting intormation.,
Moreover, social indicators should be developed at national, regional and. local level; .. These'
indicators should be in the areas of (i) Employment opportunities; (ii) Product quality ~~d saf~iy;(iii)
Quality of working life; (iv) Energy conservation; (v), Environment control; (vi) Research and
Development; (vii) Porelqn exchanqefransactions; (viii) Contribution to Govt. Exchequer; (ix) Social
projects; (x) Consumerisrnjxl)' Healtli "education etc. .
.Above all mere legislation would':rlbt solve the problem, the organizations should take social
accounting and reportinq as their moral Obligation.

12.9. SOCIAL BALANCE SHEET - A MODEL
. " •. t "',,I' ~ .' • >:

In India there ts no obligation for companies to provide information on social~c6S'tsand social .
benefits in their Annual Statements, But progressive companies like Tata Iron & Steel Company;
SHEl, Mineralsarid~Metals Trading C3orpotatIoli"of lridia, Cement Corporation of India etc., provide
such information. Tihesocialcosts ~ ld4ie'nrEifits on'account of social responsibilities discharged by
the company may be presented in the form of-narrative statement consisting of efforts in the areas
of pollution 'contrOl, saving is foreign exchange, hospitals and townships, increase in employment
opportunities, spreading educatior'i,~ehvh'6Nmenfprot~ction, saving is power consumption, social
infrastructure provision etc. ",-.' ''''<"5''i''''

For Social A;c,~ounting and Social Balance Sheet, Social Cost-Benefit Assessment is a pre-
requisite. A business 'organization is also a social unit. It uses the society's resources and producesv

goods.~nd ,~ervic~r~Jor!y'~:ifP, t~;:}~pciet~)L~0~@;y'I,tl~~J~,€O~,sE~¥):. ThY'~,,\a:,p,~sin9$s.;'l:lRit'~w.e,sits
very existence to t~~.s'pgett l' jtl§,.;~t~~r~,fo~r;,~n~~e,s?~ly;.!I;),ata:q~~~I1~s~s~ol;Jl~,o.perate.within the
overall parametersdetermlned p'YJne.socie~Y,,$imilarly, ~he.,societ:y"j5also to see that such business,

' ...•:..•..~~.,.;t.:.,", ."> .-? \! '".', /. '. ' .••• " ~'!,1 ~ I # ." ~.' • 'i

activities should be undertaken which are beneficial to the society as a whole. The basic philosophy
behind this arrangement is that all sectors:Ofth.e'ecoAdmYnj'ubtic or private, small or big, should·
work for the overall good of the society. It'isoeirig i'ncreaSii1gly realized that commercial evaluation
of industrial projects is not enough to justify commitment of funds to a project,especially when it
belongs to the public sector. Evaluation of such projects cannot be done strictly on commercial
principles. Their evaluation should rather be dcne-keepinq in viewthe social costs and benefits'
associated with them. The concept of social cost-beneflt has now started taking practical shape.
The Planning Commission has already decided that.in future the feasibility studies for the public
sector project? .will include an analysis of the social rate of return. In the case of private sector also,
~ sl~Cj~I'~~.l~~fi,cia~pro!ect ,m~y be mor~ easily a,ccepta.ble to.the Government and hence the social
cb~t bel)~fltan.~I,y~sl~'W1l1be r~I~~vantwhile grantmg vanous licenses, approvals etc.

. ' , ,;" \ -\ . " ,;:' - - - .
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SOCIAL BALANCE SHEET - A MODEL
Liabilities
A. Organizational Equity

B: Social Equity
. ,.contribution by staff

Rs.(Lacks) Assets Rs. (Lacks)
xx A. Social Capital Investment

Township Buildings
xx

Canteen

xx Accommodation
x:x

Township Roads xx
Township Water, Savrage
Township Electrification· xx

B. Other Social Assets.

Hospital Buildings &
Equipment xx

School Buildings .
School Buses

-.Pollution control

xx
xx

. equipment xx
.Socielintrastructure

C; Human Assets
xx
xx

xx xx
ACTIVITY

CONSTRUCT A TENTATIVE SOCIAL BALANCE SHEET FOR A ·SUGAR FACTORY BY
.. INDENTIFYING THE SPECIFIC SOCIAL COSTS AND BENEFITS ( • CHOOSE ANY

MANUFACTURING UNIT IN YOUR AR~A) .

SOCIAL BALANCE SHEET
(XYZ SUGARS LTD)

.Liabilities Rs. Assets Rs..

",

......•..
,',

{ .
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12.10 SUMMARY
This unit is meant to help your ability to understand the Human Resource Accountingconcept .»;

and its dynamics. In this process the methods of Human Resource valuation .or measures of
Human Resource as an asset are explained .. The different methods include - Historical cost
approach, Replacement cost approach, Opportunity cost approach, Ecorrernic Value method, etc.
Each method of valuation is associated with its inherent merits and demerits."

Human Resource Accounting though hailed to' accomplish a number of objectives there
exist s,trong objections against it. I I

The unit also' helped you to understand the social Accounting in the light of the increasing
recognition of Social responsibilities an9 their discharge by the companies as social investment for
business success:" An awareness is also provided to you about the Social Balance Sheet.

12.11 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
1. Explain the concept of Human Resource Accounting and its objectives and importance.
2. Explain and evaluate the methods of Human Resource Valuation.
3. Define Human Resource Accounting: Explain the objectives and objections relating to

Human Resource Accounting.
-4" W.hat is Social Accounting? Construct an Illustrative Social Balance Sheet.
5. Brief Explain the present value approach to HR Valuation.

12.12 KEY WORDS

Historical Cost The expenditure incurred to recruit, train, induct
and develop an employee.

The actual or assumed rate forcapitalization of the
differential earnings expected to be earned by an

Opportunity Cost

employee.
Human Resource
Accounting

Replacement Cost
HRP

'-
It is the process of identifying, measuring and

cornrnunicatinq information about human Resources in .
financial terms to aid HRP and control.
It is the cos.t of replacing an existing employee.
Human Resource Planning which means etermining
quantity and quality of Human Resource required.
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